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UNT Libraries Master Plan

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Project Overview

In February 2011 PSA-Dewberry was engaged to assist in developing a Master Plan 
for the University of North Texas Libraries. The need for such a study was based on the 
current crowded conditions, an aspiration to gain top tier research institution status as 
defined by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, the impact of technology 
since the construction of the existing libraries, and the changing needs of students as 
well as researchers.

The purpose of the study is to define a vision and set a path for services and the 
development of physical facilities for the Denton campus libraries for the next twenty 
years. A further goal is to identify collaborative initiatives that will enrich the Library’s 
effectiveness, engage the growing student body, and support a vibrant UNT community. 

A Committee was formed to tackle this assignment, which included staff and faculty 
from various segments of the campus, along with students and System and Facilities 
staff. 

Vision (Section 2)

Our visioning process enabled us to set a course for the Libraries with regard to these 
issues. 

Overall, the UNT Libraries will:

• Regard readers more as learners than as information consumers
• Create and provide access to information resources that advance learning  
 and enable knowledge creation
• Prioritize its activities and its use of space with regard to demonstrable impact  
 on learning , research and knowledge creation, and academic success
• Structure its activities around collaboration rather than transactional behavior  
 and shape this collaboration so that the library is a catalyst for academic  
 success
• Be ubiquitously present to readers in both the physical and virtual learning  
 spaces they use.

More specifically, the Libraries will:

• Develop research partnerships with classroom and research faculty to 
 advance learning and enable knowledge creation
• Focus instructional activities on developing the skills students need to use  
 information resources effectively in learning, critical thinking, knowledge creation
 and lifelong learning. Student focused learning should be at the forefront. 

1| 

Library Mall

Committee Meeting
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The Libraries’ space planning reflects the conviction that:

• Students and faculty will continue to embrace the aggressive development of  
 virtual space as library space
• Librarians should seek to engage learners outside the boundaries of the library
• The Information Commons has become the most common means of meeting 
 contemporary information needs; and one that UNT should embrace 
• A variety of spaces are needed to support collaboration among and between  
 students, faculty, and library and other academic staff 
• A variety of innovation spaces are needed,  including teaching and learning  
 centers, technology “sandboxes” and project startups
• Access to printed material remains vitally important even when parts of it are  
 less frequently used. Thus libraries are maintaining smaller amounts of printed  
 collections in highly valued central-campus space.

These initial concepts were meant to inform the Committee’s decisions throughout the 
remainder of the Master Planning process. 

Existing Facilities Assessment (Section 3 and Volume 2)

The Libraries have five facilities: Willis Library, Media Library, Eagle Commons Library, 
Discovery Park Library, and the Annex. Within the next year, the RCL (Research Collections 
Library) will be completed and will provide another shelving facility.  

A team of architects and engineers, accessibility and code consultants reviewed the 
condition of Willis Library. A comprehensive report is contained in Volume 2 of the Master 
Plan. Below are the highlights of that report.

Willis was built in 1971 and is indicative of the architecture and construction techniques 
of that era. Few upgrades have been made since its original construction.  It has few 
exterior windows and low floor to floor heights (ranging from 12’-6” to 14’-6”). The building 
contains a total of five floors; four floors above grade and one below.

The structural frame is cast in place concrete with post tensioned slabs. This construction 
does not allow the floor slabs to be cored easily, and the ability to add floor outlets for 
power and data is limited.  The structure does not allow for large penetrations or vertical 
expansion. This structural system makes Willis very inflexible, and accordingly, adding 
atriums, interior stairs or skylights would be difficult and costly.

Any major renovation will require upgrades to comply with the State Energy Code. 
This will require modifications to the building envelope in addition to much needed 
upgrades to the existing dated mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems. The new 
campus chilled water loop will serve Willis. 

Additionally, major upgrades will make Life Safety code improvements a necessity, 
including the addition of a complete fire sprinkler system and the addition of more 
exits from the basement level. Few accessibility upgrades have been made since the 
adoption of ADA in 1991.

Willis Library

Chilton Hall

Eagle Commons
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Sycamore Hall, where the Eagle Commons Library is located, was also reviewed in a more 
cursory fashion. This was the original library building for the campus and has significant 
structural limitations, as the stacks provide the structure for much of the building. The 
spacing of these stacks is not ADA compliant and the floor to floor height is less than 9’ 
within the stack area. These features substantially complicate using Sycamore Hall for 
any purpose that does not include library stacks that are closed to the public. Structural 
modifications to this building to replace this structure will be costly regardless of the use. 

PEER INSTITUTION RESEARCH (Section 4)

Early in the study, the Committee embarked on a substantial benchmarking exercise. 
This included visiting four universities (Rice, University of Houston, University of Las Vegas 
Nevada and University of Nebraska-Lincoln) which were identified as having initiatives 
similar to those identified in our visioning.  Additionally, data was collected from twelve 
peer institutions that were selected for their membership in the Association of Research 
Libraries and their similarities to UNT.   Lastly, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating 
Board (THECB) library space predications were considered.  The findings are listed below.

Quantitative Comparisons

• The combined areas of all five UNT libraries have a total of 269,565 gross square 
 feet. Once the new Research Collections Library opens in January 2013, this will 
 add another 30,319 gsf, bringing the total to 299,884. This represents 8.3 gsf 
 per student using 36,067 students. As the University grows to 45,000 students, this 
 decreases to 6.7 gsf per student. 
• When compared with the average of 12 peer institutions, UNT has fewer  than 
 50% of the books per student, about 60% of the area per student (for today’s  
 enrollment), and less than 50% of the area per student (with enrollment of  
 45,000) of these universities. The average is 13.6 gsf per student.
• When compared to the THECB, using 2011 guidelines, UNT Libraries would have 
 428,241 nsf with current enrollment. Using the same guidelines, the THCEB  
 predicts a need for 494,334 nsf when enrollment grows to 45,000. 
• Using the THECB calculations, the UNT Libraries currently have a deficit of 201,285 
 nsf (current library area = 226,956 nsf). This represents 20.8% of the total campus 
 deficit.

Qualitative Comparisons

• Peer research confirmed that universities are increasingly moving their less- 
 frequently used collections to high density shelving facilities, leaving valuable  
 central campus space for collaborative learning spaces and high technology  
 learning commons.  
• Notably, there is an increasing emphasis on Special Collections which can help 
 distinguish an institution in particular areas of research. 
• Growth is occurring in digital services as the need to convert printed material  
 increases. 
• Libraries have increasing importance in the area of interdisciplinary  
 collaborative research. 

Rice University Library Visit
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• Given that students and faculty members now confront a veritable fire hose  
 supply of information, public service librarians are focusing less of their energies 
 on access issues and more on helping readers to assess information resources  
 and to use information effectively.

USER RESEARCH (Section 5) 

Another important portion of this study included meeting with faculty (including academic 
deans) and students in multiple focus groups and with each library department. 

Students believe that the Library is an essential place for individual and group study. 
They need robust technology, as well as interaction with Library staff and books. They 
would like longer hours, natural daylight, a variety of study rooms, and adequate data 
and power. Clearly, Willis Library is a location for socially mediated learning as well, and 
a key information asset in the UNT Community.  By contrast, faculty members place a 
greater emphasis on technological resources, access to digital material and Library 
staff assistance in research. 1 

Meetings with the Library staff yielded needs that reflect those of both students and 
faculty.  Additionally, the current library staff is housed in all five, soon to be six, library 
facilities. The staff believes that both students and staff would benefit from consolidating 
personnel and services in one public location supported by off-campus shelving 
facilities.  

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM ASSESSMENT (Section 6)

The ideal program consolidates the libraries into fewer locations: an expanded Willis 
and several off-campus shelving facilities by 2031. The Program has been developed 
to be completed in three phases. 

The first phase is to accompany the renovation of a recently purchased building into a 
new remote storage facility. This work is underway, and the completion of this facility is 
expected in the summer of 2012. Collections will then be moved out of Willis into remote 
storage, which will free approximately 30,000 sf of space in Willis for collaborative and 
individual study as well as faculty office and workroom space. The Total Project Cost 
for the remote storage facility is $2.5 million. Renovations to the vacated area of Willis 
could cost as much as $3 million depending on the extent of renovation deemed 
necessary. It is very possible that the collections could be moved, stacks removed and 
furniture purchased with very little renovation, while accomplishing the Libraries’ goals 
on a short term basis until the second phase of the Plan begins. 

The second phase, the 10 year program of the Master Plan calls for expansion and 
complete renovation of Willis  to  increase the size to 457,624 gsf.  This is an addition of 
282,764 gsf. Using current costs for 2011, the construction cost for the renovation and 
expansion of Willis is expected to be approximately $109 million with an estimated Total 
Project Cost of $142 million. 

Notes

1 These findings are consonant 
with the considerable profes-
sional literature on the ways 
students and classroom 
faculty use academic libraries.  
Some of the most instructive 
examinations of student 
use are anthropologically 
informed studies exemplified 
by Nancy Foster and Susan 
Gibbons, Studying Students: 
The Undergraduate Research 
Project at the University of 
Rochester (Chicago: Asso-
ciation of College and 
Research Libraries, 2007).  
Roger C. Schonfeld and 
Ross Housewright, Faculty 
Survey 2009:Strategic Insights 
for Libraries, Publishers, and 
Societies (New York: Ithaka, 
2010) exemplifies work on 
faculty use.  The second of 
these publications is avail-
able at http://www.ithaka.
o r g / i t h a ka - s - r / r e s e a r c h /
faculty-surveys-2000-2009/
Faculty%20Study%202009.
pdf.
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The final phase of the Master Plan is to build a final remote storage facility of 30,000 sf.  
Using 2011 construction costs, it is expected that this facility would have a construction 
cost of approximately $7.5 million and a Total Project Cost of approximately $10 million. 
The Total Project Cost depends largely on the type of shelving and retrieval system used: 
should an automatic retrieval system be selected, this will increase the cost dramatically.

Major goals include:

• Move infrequently used printed material out of Willis and other libraries and 
 into the new RCL. Convert former stack space (except in Sycamore Hall) 
 into collaborative study areas and space to address urgent staff needs. 
• When this occurs, the Libraries will have an aggregate of 528,522 gsf or 
 14.65 gsf per student at an enrollment of 36,067 and 12.94 gsf at an 
 enrollment of 45,000 students. 
• Eventually, close the Libraries at Chilton and Sycamore Hall (ISB).
• Sycamore Hall will be used as temporary expansion space until the Willis addition 
 can be built, helping to alleviate current overcrowding in student and staff  
 areas.
• Include other departments in the expansion that are not currently housed in 
 Willis but will bring synergy. These include the University Press, Texas State Historical 
 Association, CLEAR staff offices, and the Learning Center (student 
 academic support services). 
• Reduce stack area in the Libraries from 98,000 sf (43% of the gross area of Willis, 
 Chilton, Discovery Park and Eagle Commons) to 58,000 sf (15%). Space growth 
 is largely in study spaces and learning commons.
• Develop a Digital Scholarship Lab which creates a high technology space for 
 interdisciplinary research. 
• Consider collaborative initiatives with the Student Union. In particular, consider  
 “leasing” a lounge in the renovated and expanded Union to create a Learning  
 Commons in that facility in advance of the Willis expansion. 
• Investigate collaborative initiatives with the College of Music to replace facilities 
 lost in the demolition of the Music Annex and to highlight the University’s notable 
 music collection. 
• Engage other Colleges and Departments in potential collaborations.  The 
 College of Visual Arts and Design is currently engaged in a project digitizing the 
 Texas Fashion Collection with the Libraries, making this College an obvious 
 collaborator. Potential joint efforts could include galleries for display of 
 student  or faculty produced art work, the University Art Collection becoming a 
 part of the library special collections, and the Texas Fashion Collection being 
 housed in the Willis expansion. The latter would require an addition of 20,000 nsf 
 for storage, workrooms, study and office space not currently reflected in the  
 Willis expansion program.
• Build a third final off-campus shelving facility at the end of the 20 year timeframe, 
 bringing the total library area to 564,522 gsf.  This last storage facility could 
 consolidate all storage into one location, and would be built specifically for the 
 purpose of collections storage. This approach stands in contrast to the Annex  
 and RLC which are facilities that have been retrofitted for this purpose. Design Workshops
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PLANNING OPTIONS (Section 7)

Adjacencies

Several design workshops were conducted in order to develop a Master Plan. Out of 
these sessions, a consensus regarding adjacencies was developed. 

• Highly accessible patrons’ areas should be located on the mall or Highland  
 Street levels
• Consolidate all staff spaces on the fourth floor
• Second and third floors should include Archives/Special Collections, Government 
 Documents and the Music Library 
• Shell space should be included to anticipate enrollment and programmatic  
 growth; it should be distributed among all floors to allow for expansion in any  
 area. This will allow for expansion of departments without relocation. 

Site Observations

• The expansion of Willis should follow the guidelines established in the Campus  
 Master Plan. 
• The Willis Library site is in a key location to serve the UNT Community.  This site  
 should continue to be used as the main location for the Library.
• When tested on the site north of Willis, the proposed expansion overwhelms  
 adjacent Hurley. 
• The center of campus is moving to south of Willis due to the opening of the  
 Business Leadership Building and the redevelopment of Highland as a primarily  
 pedestrian route.  
• The Campus Master Plan notes that buildings in the core should ideally be
 built to 3 or 4 floors to conserve land, while taller ones may be more appropriate
 where topography and surroundings permit. The expansion of Willis will
 require an addition that is five to six floors (four above grade and one 
 or two below).
• The land to the west of Willis is available for expansion, with the limit being the  
 hill that leads to the Music Building service drive. 
• A southern expansion should preserve the existing street trees on Highland.
• The Campus Master Plan identifies the Music Annex to the southwest of Willis as  
 a building for demolition.
• The area to the north of Willis should be preserved as a green space and a  
 gateway from Chestnut Street into Library Mall. 

Following an analysis of the site and the Library’s programmatic needs, six Planning 
Options were developed. These options explored the overall consensus for the general 
program and necessary adjacencies for each department in a three dimensional 
model.  

The first three Options expanded Willis on the north, south and west sides. These Options 
were deemed unacceptable as they created massive additions within close proximity 
to Hurley. 
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Option 4 considered renovating the entirety of Sycamore Hall for use as a permanent 
library. This was judged as less than ideal due to the desire to consolidate as many 
library services in one location for student and staff convenience, long term flexibility in 
planning, and the structural inflexibility of Sycamore. However, should funding become 
an issue, renovation of Sycamore Hall remains an option.

Option 5 was identified as the preferred concept. This places an “L” shaped addition to 
the south and west of Willis with a significant transparent façade along Highland. The 
addition can contain the program in five floors.  This approach assumes the demolition 
of the Music Annex as identified in the Campus Master Plan. 

Option 6 followed a similar idea as Option 5, but minimized the footprint by incorporating 
an additional basement expansion, which was deemed less than ideal. 

The renovation of Willis will be comprehensive with the structure being the only portion 
retained. The renovation will include replacing the façade, thereby allowing the original 
building to be unified with the addition, increasing the amount of natural light in the 
building, and improving its energy efficiency. 

Aditionally, a tall atrium will run the length of the Highland facade. Views into the building 
will be of the learning commons, cafe and other collaborative spaces, while roof 
terraces will animate the building at the upper levels. 
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Option 5: Program Massing Study

Each diagram was organized around 
a series of program concepts, which 
defined the organization of spaces 
and floors.

Main Organizational Concepts
• 1st Floor - High Activity Programs, 

Loud Floor, Multi Story Atrium 
Space

• 2nd Floor - Special Collections 
• 3rd Floor - Music Library and 

General Collections, Quiet Floor
• 4th Floor - Consolidated Staff and 

Faculty Work Spaces
• Basement - General Collections, 

Quiet Floor

(The programmatic layout of the 
massing studies is to be used only 
as a guide for future design efforts, 
and will need to be based on a 
more detailed building program. 
Additionally, the layout will need to be  
refined and reorganized depending 
on future site specific considerations 
and evolving department needs.)
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Conceptual Renderings

Following the research, analysis, and programming process, a series of conceptual 
renderings were  produced to illustrate the potential of the new Willis Expansion. 

View from Highland Street

Roof Terrace View
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Learning Commons View

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT (Section 8)

In concert with UNT’s Office of Sustainability, the project team performed an analysis 
of sustainable initiatives as they apply to the Willis Library expansion, and identified key 
points of focus for the design. These strategies must include high value initiatives that 
deliver a “WOW” effect and make a major contribution to the sustainable culture of the 
campus.   

The new Library must be designed as a beacon of sustainability which will fully utilize 
various green strategies in its design, with the goal of redefining itself as a distinguished, 
progressive, and vital hub of campus activity. This goal follows the three pillars of 
sustainability by creating an economically efficient, environmentally considerate, and 
socially significant building for the UNT campus. Additionally, it takes inspiration from 
the Business Leadership Building, which by combining an array of ecologically minded 
approaches and technologies into an economically efficient and visually recognizable 
landmark sets a new benchmark for sustainability on campus.

Sustainability efforts must focus both on improving the existing building and incorporating 
a comprehensive system of high-impact cutting edge strategies into the new expansion. 
The design of the Library must fully explore all site specific passive design opportunities.  
Once these strategies are established, the design team will evaluate building system 
options to produce a high performance, energy efficient facility. A range of favored 
approaches, such as day lighting interventions, green roof applications, and on-site 
energy generation, will not only improve the efficiency and environmental impact of 
the library, but will also create captivating spaces that will become indispensable to the 
student body.
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CONSTRUCTION COST AND SCHEDULE (Section 9)

Due to the critical nature of this expansion, the schedule has been built around securing 
TRB funding in the 2013 state legislative session.  Should this be successful, design 
can begin in January 2014 and construction could be complete in 2017 or 2018. 
The completion date is dependent on whether Willis can be abandoned so that all 
construction can occur at one time instead of in multiple phases. 

It must be recognized that funding in 2013 may not be viable due to University priorities 
and available legislative funding. An alternative may be to request funding during the 
2015 legislative session. Should this be the ultimate course for the project, then design 
would begin in January 2016 with construction completion in 2019 or 2020.

Using current costs for 2011, the construction cost for the renovation and expansion of 
Willis is expected to be approximately $109 million with an estimated Total Project Cost 
of $142 million. Additionally, once determined, costs must be escalated to the midpoint 
of construction. 

As part of a campus public art initiative, the budget will also include a 1% allowance for 
the commissioning of public artworks. 

Improving UNT’s Library facilities is critical to accomplishing the university’s overarching 
goals regarding enrollment and high quality learning and research environments within 
a vibrant university community. The concepts outlined above and detailed in the 
remainder of this report provide the framework for creating library services and facilities 
that will meet these current and future needs.

Wind 
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Light 
Well
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Natural 
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Potential Sustainable Strategies for the Willis Expansion
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ARTICULATING A VISION FOR THE UNT LIBRARIES 

Character of the UNT Libraries

The idea of the research library, like the idea of the research university, dates from the 
late 19th century.  And for most of the 20th century, the idea of the research library 
remained remarkably stable, except for the size of the collections expected of such 
libraries.  

Information technology began to matter in academic libraries in the 1960s.  By the end 
of the 20th century, the advent of networked information and Web browsers challenged 
the established idea of academic libraries in the most fundamental and—potentially—
the most liberating of ways.  At the same time, both classroom instruction and research 
in universities was changing in equally fundamental ways. 1

A broad paradigm shift in research universities is underway, and the traditional idea of 
the research library provides little useful guidance for space planning in the 21st century.  
Articulating a new vision for academic library space lies before us as a pressing task.2   
That articulation begins with a reaffirmation of the University of North Texas as a student-
focused public research university.  Our university “places the learner and the process 
of learning at the very heart of its activity” and “engages students as participants in the 
process of knowledge creation.” 3

The library appropriate to this university will:

• Regard readers more as learners than as information consumers
• Create and provide access to information resources that advance learning  
 and enable knowledge creation
• Prioritize its activities and its use of space with regard to their demonstrable  
 impact on learning,  research and knowledge creation, and academic success
• Structure its activities around collaboration rather than transactional behavior,  
 and shape this collaboration so that the library is a catalyst for academic  
 success 
• Be ubiquitously present to readers in both the physical and virtual learning  
 spaces they use.

To do these things, library staff will systematically assess their activities so as to improve 
the quality of library activities and their impact on learning and knowledge creation.

Shaping the Library for Change in Research and Instruction

Libraries have existed for thousands of years, and for most of that time they served 
learning by being keepers of information.  Information resources were relatively few, 
often precious, and were kept as sources of narrowly-held power.

The flow of information increased dramatically with the use of moveable type in the 
15th century and with the development of mass produced paper in the 19th century.  

2| 
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It grew to flood stage with various 20th century communication technologies, not least 
the digital systems that underlie networked information.  Information is now abundant 
and relatively inexpensive; it is difficult to hold closely.  In this environment, discrimination, 
critical thinking, and the ability to manage large masses of data are the prized abilities; 
time and attention are the scarce resources.  These facts shape key challenges for 
learning in the 21st century.  While the curatorial responsibilities of academic libraries 
certainly persist, their primary responsibility must now be with learning and scholarly 
communication rather than with the keeping of information. 4   

The success of the UNT Libraries will properly be measured by the degree to which they 
enact the learning and the research and knowledge creation mission of the university 
in two key arenas. 5

Creative research partnerships to advance learning and enable 
knowledge creation

The Libraries are creating nationally recognized programs rooted in digital scholarship 
and collaboration among researchers, students, librarians, and external communities. 6   
The Libraries have attracted substantial external funding for these research partnerships.  
The UNT Digital Library and the Portal to Texas History exemplify these collaborations, as do 
projects with the Library of Congress, the National Archives and Record Administration, 
the Texas State Library and Archives Commission, the California Digital Library, various 
Texas state agencies, and more than 150 Texas libraries, museums, universities, archives, 
and others with Texas history content. The Libraries are working with several departments 
and research clusters on campus to support e-journals and management planning for 
and the preservation of research data.  Of particular interest is the creation of a new 
Digital Scholarship Lab.  Open to and inviting collaboration among all members of the 
UNT community, the Lab will support multi-disciplinary research, harness technology for 
knowledge creation that would otherwise be impossible or impractical, and develop 
new tools and techniques for scholarship. 

Student focused learning

The Libraries’ instructional activities focus on developing the skills students need to use 
information resources effectively in learning, critical thinking, and knowledge creation.  
The Libraries commit to serving all UNT students regardless of their classification or their 
proximity to campus.  The University’s Core Curriculum offers fertile ground for acting on 
these ambitions, especially as regards several of its intended outcomes:  the ability to 
locate, evaluate, and organize information, to think critically and creatively, to develop 
problem solving skills that incorporate multiple viewpoints, and to cultivate the habits of 
life-long learning. 7

Collaboration is at the core of the Library’s approach to fostering students’ academic 
success.  Creating collaborative environments will nurture innovative instruction, promote 
engaged learning, and inspire thoughtful inquiry.   The Libraries will seek out partners 
across the university—in Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, Facility Planning, Space 
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Management, CITC, and in the Colleges and Schools—to strengthen its impact on 
student learning.  And building on these partnerships, it will create spaces, both physical 
and virtual, where students can realize their highest academic ambitions. 
 
Space Planning for a Library Designed for Learning

A library that takes learning and knowledge creation as its core responsibilities will use 
space in many ways not characteristic of academic libraries in the past. 8

• By far the most important innovation in space use has been the aggressive  
 development of virtual space as library space.  The burgeoning availability  
 of networked information has driven this change, as has the rapid growth of  
 online instruction.  Increasingly, the engagement that learners seek with the  
 library is one in virtual space. 9  Often underlying this preference is the desire to  
 be an independent learner and to maximize the value of one’s own time.

• Librarians currently seek to engage with learners in physical and virtual spaces 
 within and beyond the library. These spaces are important to successful  learning,
 and have involved a fundamental rethinking of the librarian’s work space and 
 relationship to learners. 10

 
The physical space of library buildings is also being transformed.

• The Information or Learning Commons has, over the last fifteen years, become 
 the most common expression of this difference in physical library space.  Such  
 commons build on partnerships among librarians, information technologists,  
 and student services staff; they focus on students’ academic success and,  
 more specifically, on the information and technology skills needed for critical  
 thinking. 11

• Facilities for innovation—teaching and learning centers, technology  
 “sandboxes,” and project startups—now appear in library buildings as 
 markers of the library’s engagement with learning and knowledge creation.

• The provision of collaborative study space for students is another recent but  
 now common design practice.  Collaborative study is arguably best understood 
 as but one of a larger set of socially situated, intentional learning behaviors  
 that are central to effective learning beyond the classroom.  The challenge  
 before academic libraries is to identify which of these behaviors should be  
 fostered and to design spaces that actually support them.  This needs to be  
 done in the context of learning spaces provided elsewhere on campus. 12

• Access to printed, manuscript, and archival materials remains vitally important,  
 but much of this material is becoming less frequently used (given the rapid  
 growth of digital access to information), and its use is often less time-sensitive 

than in the past.  Research libraries now routinely adopt shelving options 
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for significant parts of their collections that are less expensive, involve lower 
opportunity costs as regards the use of prime campus space, and provide 
much better preservation environments. 13  As less prime library space is used 
for shelving research collections, the idea of maintaining a relatively small print 
collection thoughtfully created for the support of undergraduate instruction 
may be attractive.  

Measuring Success

Planning at the Libraries is data driven in many ways, specifically in several parts of 
the Libraries’ Operational Plans.  Assessment metrics there range from external funding 
and the libraries’ participation in research proposals to proof-of-concept projects, Web 
usability measures, and the analysis of LibQual+® and UNT- generated data on library 
instruction.

Most existing library statistics involve input and output measures for factors important 
to the traditional curatorial functions of libraries.  These statistics will be vitally important 
in the Libraries’ effort to become a top tier institution.  Measuring the Libraries’ impact 
on learning and on research is predictably much more problematic (as it is for other 
parts of the university).  These are, however, the measures most important to a library 
that takes learning and scholarly communication rather than the keeping of knowledge 
as its primary responsibilities.   The research library community is beginning to come to 
terms with these more problematic measures of success and has invaluable guidance 
in Megan Oakleaf’s recent book, The Value of Academic Libraries: A Comprehensive 
Research Review and Report (Chicago, IL: Association of College and Research Libraries, 
2010), available at http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/issues/value/val_report.pdf 
(26 February 2011).  

The Power of Ideas

For more than one hundred years, it has been evident that no research university can 
exist without a vital research library.  The idea behind that vitality has, however, changed 
dramatically in the last two decades, driven by changes in instruction, research, and 
scholarly communication—all fundamentally transformed by information technology.

This document sets out our ideas about what will animate the research library of the 
21st century.  The power of ideas starts here, in a vision of a research library fitted to the 
challenges of student-focused learning and the collaborative creation of knowledge.
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UNT Libraries Master Plan

EXISTING FACILITIES ASSESSMENT 
Willis Library is the central library serving the University of North Texas (UNT) and is located 
at 1506 West Highland Street on the UNT Denton Campus. The building comprises 
175,731 Gross Sq. Ft. of Offices, Meeting Rooms, Archive Rooms, Judge Sarah T. Hughes 
Chambers reading room, Computer Labs, open stack space and study space. Willis 
Library has been in operation since 1970. Considering the age and intensive use that 
Willis Library has experienced over the past forty years, wear and tear along with myriad 
of minor alterations have culminated in a building that is due for comprehensive 
renovations and upgrades to finishes and systems. Additionally, many aspects of the 
Library in its current state are no longer compliant with current Building, Life Safety 
and Accessibility Codes. Lastly, the building is structurally sound but relatively inflexible 
meaning that alterations to the structure are difficult and costly. 

In addition to this section, the complete building assessment with individual consultant 
reports can be found in Volume 2 of the Master Plan. 

Methodology

•	 March	04,	2011	kick	off	meeting	with	UNT	Campus	Facilities.	
•	 Engaged	a	group	of	consultants	who	specialize	in	various	fields	related	to	the	
 building industry to visit and assess the condition of the building. Consultants  
	 included:	Purdy-McGuire	(	Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing	Engineers);	Datum		
	 Gojer	Engineers,	Inc.	(Structural);	Aon	Fire	Protection	Engineering	(Code		
 Compliance and Fire Protection) and Cawyer and Associates Consulting  
 (Registered Accessibility Specialist). PSA-Dewberry performed the Architectural  
 assessment.
•	 March	22	and	23	site	visits	to	Willis	Library.
•	 Assessments	based	on	information	gleaned	from	the	electronic	archive	file	as		
 well as field observations. 
•	 PSA-D	and	their	consultants	sought	input	from	key	UNT	staff	that	were	knowledg-
 eable in each of the respective disciplines
•	 UNT	 provided	 PSA-Dewberry	 with	 a	 copy	 of	 an	 electronic	 archive	 file	
 documenting renovations and upgrades that have transpired beginning in  
 1971. 

Recommendations - Willis Library

Building General

In general the building is in good condition given its age, intense use and the fact 
that few substantial improvements have been made since its original construction. Few 
exterior windows make the exterior imposing and the interior less appealing than it could 
be.	The	floor	to	floor	heights	are	relatively	low	for	the	building’s	use	and	the	size	of	the	
open	spaces.	(Lower	Level	Height	is:	12’-6”,	1st	Floor	Height	is:		14’-6”,	2nd	Floor	Height	
is:	12’-6”,	3rd	Floor	Height	is:	12’-6”,	4th	Floor	Height	is:	12’-9”)

A comprehensive evaluation of foundation drainage problems is recommended to 
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determine causes of water intrusion into the Lower Level and crawl space. Once the 
sources of water intrusion have been determined, repairs or upgrades to the foundation 
drainage system will be required. It should be noted that the cooling towers are located 
at grade level (above the Lower Level / Basement) on the west side of the building and 
should be considered a likely source for water intrusion. However, the chillers will be 
removed once the chilled water loop is in place. Work should include improved crawl 
space drainage, add ventilation and remediate any mold that may exist.

At a minimum, all finishes should be replaced due to excessive wear and damage. 
Based on the likelihood that a complete fire sprinkler system will be installed (Refer to Fire 
Protection and Life Safety Assessment in Volume 2) the existing ceiling would undergo 
significant amount of disturbance to install the sprinklers, further  justifying complete 
removal	of	the	existing	ceiling	and	replacing	with	new.	Exterior	walls	will	need	additional	
insulation requiring replacement of gypsum board and wall finish. 

A report supplied by UNTS indicates that the Lower Level and Fourth Floors have extensive 
areas	of	floor	tile	that	contain	hazardous	materials	in	the	tile	or	mastic.	This	is	also	true	
to a lesser degree on the first, second and third floors. Additionally, drywall texture and 
bedding	compound	for	 the	 interior	partitions	contains	hazardous	materials.	These	will	
need to be abated in the event that any construction is done in these areas to disturb 
the surfaces. 

The 2009 polyurethane roof coating includes a 10 year warranty that will expire in 2019, 
it should be reiterated that the 1993 roof system remains in place underneath and 
its condition could not be fully assessed. An entirely new roof system, starting at the 
concrete roof deck is recommended in 2019.
 

Construction History

Summary of significant up-
grades and renovations that 
have been completed at 
UNT’s Willis Library since 1971. 
 
1971 – REMODEL
1973 – STAIR RAILS
1980 – RENOVATIONS
1981– FIRST FLOOR   
 RENOVATION
1981 – ENERGY RETROFIT
1982 – COMPUTER ROOM  
 RENOVATION
1983 – RENOVATIONS
1983 – LAN PHASE III –   
 COMPUTER OUTLETS
1985 – ASBESTOS ABATEMENT
1989 – RELOCATE EXISTING  
 COUNTER
1991 – RENOVATION
1992 – FIRE ALARM (SIMPLEX)
1992 – COMPUTER LAB
1992 – HVAC CONTROLS  
 (JOHNSON CONTROLS)
1993 – MODULAR OFFICE  
 SYSTEMS
1993 – LOWER LEVEL   
 REMODEL
1993 – CARPET REPLACEMENT
1995 – ADDITIONS AND   
 ALTERATIONS
1995 – SARAH T. HUGHES  
 READING ROOM –  
 EXTERIOR WALL
1995 – ROOM 155 – PANELS
1996 – PANEL BOARD   
 ADDITIONS
1997 – PANELBOARD & UPS  
 ADDITIONS
1997 – TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
2002 – CUSTODIAL CLOSET  
 REMODEL
2007 – GREENSCAPE PUMP  
 SERVICES

Interior Finish Conditions

Basement Water Intrusion
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Brick mortar joints should be cleaned and all expansion joint sealant replaced. Install 
new sheet metal copings at tops of parapets that completely cap all sides of the brick. 
Stucco insets above windows should be replaced and further investigation of the crack 
in brick at the NW corner should be carried out.

Cost of repairs should take into account the temporary relocation and protection of 
the library’s extensive collection of print archives, rare books, photographs, historical 
documents and preservation of Judge Sarah T. Hughes reading room.

Mechanical/	Electrical	/	Plumbing	(MEP)

Mechanical

The Assessment report from Purdy-McGuire (see Volume 2) provides a general overview 
of	 the	 current	 condition	 of	 the	 MEP	 systems	 and	 includes	 deficiencies	 requiring	
recommended upgrades and/or replacement. 

The primary mechanical plant was designed using building codes from the late 1960’s. 
As equipment has  been replaced, it has been upgraded but still lacks the efficiency of 
current equipment.  It should be noted that future expansion or remodel of the building 
that increases energy use or occupancy, will trigger the requirement to comply with 
current	 Energy	Codes.	 In	 that	 event	 all	 lighting,	mechanical	 and	 plumbing	 systems	
would likely have to be replaced given the age and inefficiency of the current systems. 
The exception is the existing boilers which are relatively new. The chillers will soon become 
obsolete as a result of the new chilled water loop however other upgrades should be 
considered:

•	 Replace	aged	inefficient	equipment	such	as	AHU’s,	old	pneumatic	actuator,		
 control valves, insulation, rusted piping, and aged dust laden ductwork. Insulate 
 the full extent of refrigerant lines between condenser units and CRAC units in  
 server room. Provide means for collecting and discharging condensate from  
 CRAC units to prevent leaking on server room floor. 

•	 Noticeable	humidity	or	“stuffy”	feeling	has	been	cited	by	staff	and	building		
 occupants. Humidity control is crucial particularly in a library and especially  
 critical for the rare books collection. The existing humidifiers should be  
 reconnected in order to introduce humidity at dry times and a new 
 dehumidification system is needed to counter high humidity. Dehumidification  
 can be achieved a couple of different ways such as a 100% outside air unit,  
	 energy	recovery	ventilator	(ERV)	or	a	reheat	coil.		
 
The	existing	mechanical	room	was	originally	sized	for	an	expansion.	This	combined	with	
the fact that the chilled water loop will allow the removal of some equipment means 
the	current	mechanical	 room	may	be	adequately	 sized	 for	 the	central	plant	 for	 the	
expansion.
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Plumbing

Restroom	 plumbing	 fixtures	 appeared	 to	 be	 in	 generally	 good	 condition;	 however,	
many fixtures will require replacement if for no other reason than to satisfy ADA / TAS 
requirements. Additional fixtures will be required to meet the current plumbing codes.  
It will be necessary to insulate the full extent of internal roof drain piping and replace 
clogged, separated roof drain piping below grade. UNT personnel indicated known 
roof drain piping damage in the loading dock area. Overflow drains or scuppers are 
required per Code and need to be incorporated as none currently exist.

Electrical

Increased panel capacity is needed for additional breakers and more importantly to 
accommodate future expansion. The current 35 KW natural gas generator will not have 
enough capacity to support a Fire Pump. All open J-boxes should be covered and 
crowded J-boxes relieved. Of particular note are the existing  Federal Pacific fused 
disconnects and breakers which should be replaced as soon as possible as these have 
been known to fail.

A raised floor was considered in order to improve the flexibility of electrical and data 
outlets but due to the minimal building floor to floor heights, this may not be an option.

Structural

The	Assessment	report	from	Datum-Gojer	Engineer’s	(see	Volume	2)	provides	a	general	
overview of the current condition of the building structure based on what was visible in 
an occupied, finished building. Overall the structure continues to perform satisfactorily 
with	several	minor	deficiencies	requiring	attention.	Examples	 include;	stress	cracks	on	
CMU walls constructed tight to underside of building structure above, guardrails and 
stairs near loading dock not Code compliant and connections missing nuts, surface 
cracking	 of	 concrete	 topping	 observed	 in	 Mechanical	 Rooms,	 cracking	 in	 terrazzo	
in Stair wells, exposed reinforcing where concrete has spalled off. The loading dock 
concrete contains significant cracking and should be replaced along with the ramp 
pavement. At this time, the adjacent sidewalk, concrete steps and railings must be 
brought up to current Code compliance including ADA/ TAS.

Of particular note is that the structure is post tensioned. Post tensioned slabs contain 
reinforcing	steel	strands	that	are	“stretched”	inducing	high	tensile	stress.	Caution	must	
be taken when coring through the concrete slabs so as to avoid cutting through the 
reinforcing steel. New large openings are not feasible without extensive shoring and 
rebuilding. 

Future	 expansion	 capabilities	 were	mentioned	during	 the	March	 04,	 2011	meeting.	
Expanding	horizontally	is	certainly	much	more	feasible	and	less	costly	than	expanding	
upward with additional floor(s). Based on the existing drawings, the current structure 
does not appear to be designed for additional levels.  The roof structure is post-

Piping Conditions

Electrical	Conditions

Piping Conditions
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tensioned concrete so cutting new floor openings would require shoring the roof level 
from	levels	3	and	4	while	existing	post-tensioning	is	de-tensioned,	new	holes	cut,	and	
then re-tensioned.  From an operations standpoint, this may be highly problematic as 
the	shoring	 installation	would	eliminate	 the	use	of	 levels	3	and	4	 for	 library	purposes	
during the construction process.

If high density shelving is considered for the future, it might be possible if limited to a 
small area at an interior bay.  High density shelving systems can be very heavy and the 
floors are not designed for this magnitude of load.  A more comprehensive structural 
investigation will be required to determine the capabilities.

Life Safety and Fire Protection 

The Assessment report from Aon Risk Solutions (see Volume 2) provides a general 
overview of the current condition of the Life Safety and Fire Protection systems and 
includes deficiencies requiring recommended upgrades and/ or replacement. Refer to 
the attached report for complete detailed assessment and recommendations, a few 
of which are highlighted as follows. These are based on NFPA 2009.

Based on current applicable Codes it is recommended that a complete fire sprinkler 
system be installed. A possible, but less desirable alternative would be to carry out 
thorough review of structure to determine all locations where 2 hour fire resistant 
construction does not exist and modify to attain proper rating.  A new sprinkler system 
should include coverage underneath stairs. A fire pump will need to be installed including 
provisions for a fire pump room, new backflow preventer. Tops of books cannot be within 
18” of ceiling to avoid having to install fire sprinklers on each side of a bookcase. This 
would  require reconfiguring significant amounts of shelving. Care will need to be taken 
when adding a sprinkler system due to the limited floor to floor heights in the building 
and the desire to preserve as much room height as possible. 

It is recommended that an additional exit, from Lower Level Mechanical room 062, be 
added to limit common path of travel per Code. Remedy potential life safety concerns 
with deadbolts and surface mounted latches at doors such as central monumental 

Cracked	Concrete	and	Brick	Wall	Expansion	Joint	Sealant
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stair. Replace confusing egress signage at stairways on exit /entry doors. Reconfigure 
misleading exit signs. Provide proper amount of exterior pathway illumination. 

Combustible, non Code compliant wood construction (wood framed, plywood decked 
storage	mezzanine)	from	Room	064	at	Lower	Level	must	be	removed.	Numerous	doors	
not labeled (rating label) that result in door replacement and possibly the corresponding 
wall if not fire rated.

The central stair is open on multiple floors. It is not enclosed with rated walls but must 
be accessed for exiting nonetheless. Therefore, this stair should not be locked at the 
second floor. 

Handicap Accessibility

Few	“accessibility”	upgrades	have	been	accomplished	over	the	years	since	the	Library	
was occupied. The most significant upgrades appear to have been accomplished in 
1991 involving the restrooms located in the four stair towers. These upgrades were likely 
based on the requirements of that time, by today’s ADA / TAS requirements the Library 
contains significant accessibility deficiencies. The Assessment report from Cawyer & 
Associates Consulting (see Volume 2) provides a general overview of the current status 
of compliance with ADA / TAS and includes deficiencies requiring upgrades and/ or 
replacement. 

Greatest impacts in terms of cost and construction disturbance will be the reconstruction 
of all restrooms to incorporate compliant plumbing fixtures, restroom accessories and 
required clearances at restroom doors. If future expansion of the building is carried 
out, then plumbing fixture count will need to be reassessed based on the new (total) 
square footage and occupancy. Certainly new toilet rooms would be added, however 
a portion of the existing restrooms would be required to increase in fixture count.

Other significant areas would need to be upgrades to include accessible parking, 
accessible routes to the Library (including curb ramps, sidewalks with proper slopes, and 
appropriate door and wall clearances), accessible drinking fountains, and accessible 
door hardware with lever type handles. 

The	 elevator	 cab	 platform	 size	 is	 not	 in	 compliance.	 A	 variance	 request	 can	 be	
submitted with TDLR, but approval is not guaranteed. Much of the cabinetry will have 
to be replaced, or at least revised, in order to achieve proper countertop heights. 
Barriers or some form of physical obstruction will be required underneath stairs in order 
to alleviate headroom height issues and signage should be replaced throughout not 
only to satisfy ADA / TAS requirements, but will provide an opportunity to replace the old 
worn out signage with a new uniform signage format throughout the building.

The aisle spacing between many of the book stacks is less than the required 36” clear, 
including aisle width between a stack and an adjacent wall. It is recommended that all 
book stacks that currently have less than 36” aisle width be adjusted in order to comply 
with ADA / TAS.
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Hazardous	Materials

The	Hazardous	Materials	Report	received	from	UNT	dated	1/2010	indicates	significant	
amounts of floor tile with asbestos containing mastic, interior partitions with asbestos in 
drywall bedding and insulation with asbestos containing insulation.

Recommendations - Additional Library Spaces

Media Library

The Media Library is located in Chilton Hall and occupies approximately 7,270 SF.  It 
houses the audiovisual holdings in closed stacks behind the service desk which are close 
to capacity. The entry into the media library has a fairly modern look with comfortable 
seating and a large screen monitor for casual viewing.  A large amount of the space is 
dedicated to individual viewing carrels.  These carrels are used to a much lesser extent 
and should be replaced with more collaborative group spaces.   

The	 space	 needs	 to	 accommodate	 more	 flexible	 sized	 groups	 for	 all	 the	 various	
programs.	The	size	of	the	office	space	is	probably	larger	than	needed	(they	were	old	
classrooms).  There is the need for a lot more power/outlets as well as rooms/spaces 
for media production. It could be a much more open space similar to the Rice Digital 
Media Center.  This would suggest a much more open flexible space.

The finishes are in fairly good condition, 
carpeted floors, painted walls in grey and 
white	tones,	lay-in	ceiling	with	2’x4’	fluorescent	
lighting, and gyp. board ceilings over the 
service desk.

The media library facility is serving the needs 
of the library, however many students are not 
aware of this separate library. The shelving is 
almost maxed out, the space is not flexible 
nor conducive to current needs and could 
be served more efficiently by being housed 
within an expanded Willis.

Media Library: Circulation Desk, Lounge Area, Media Lab

Media Stacks
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Eagle	Commons	Library

Sycamore Hall has been expanded twice.  The Library has occupied multiple floors within 
this	building;	however,	they	are	currently	housed	in	30,934	SF	of	space.		The	majority	of	
the library space, approximately 23,220 SF, is structural bookshelves which occupy a 
basement,	main	floor	and	mezzanine	space.		These	stacks	are	metal	bookshelves	with	
a few individual study carrels hung on the structural columns which are supporting the 
floors as well as the bookshelves.  This type of shelving system used heavily in the 1950’s 
is a very inflexible space.  There is not a visible fire sprinkler system in the stack areas.  The 
shelving originally housed the science and technology collection, and still does along 
with	other	general	collections;	however	these	collections	ideally	would	be	housed	with	
the majority of the general collection in Willis.

The remaining 7,710 SF has recently been updated into a modern learning commons.  
The	 finishes,	 carpeted	 floor,	 painted	walls	 and	 lay-in	 ACT	 ceiling	 with	 recessed	 2’x4’	
fluorescent lighting are in good condition.  Some of the doors are ADA non-compliant 
in regards to hardware etc.  A few ceiling tiles have been damaged in area 103 and 
should be replaced.

The space includes 2 flexible classroom/group spaces as well as a large open area for 
individual and group study/collaboration space.  It also features a variety of modern 
technology and flexible furniture which the students are using and have responded very 
positively to. These types of collaborative learning spaces should be located throughtout 
the campus.  

Discovery Park Library

Discovery Park is the former Texas Instruments facility located several miles from the 
main	UNT	campus.	 	Discovery	 Park	 is	 currently	 home	 to	 the	College	of	 Engineering,	
Library Sciences and other departments.  The library is housed in two separate spaces, 
one dedicated primarily to the collections which are housed on compact shelving 
and the other for student and staff library use. The two spaces combined total almost 
16,000 SF, but their separation is a deterrent to library services and student access to the 
collections housed at Discovery Park.

The collection space is in good condition, floor is carpet with painted walls.  The finishes 
look relatively new. The space is equipped with a fire sprinkler system.

The library space is a fairly open flexible space.  The main reading area and the 
computer lab flooring is a mixture of two carpets and is in good condition.  The walls 
are painted in muted tones and are in good condition.  The ceiling is 2’x2’ ACT in 
good	condition	with	2x4	lay-in	fluorescent	lighting.		The	space	does	have	a	fire	sprinkler	
system;	however	the	heads	are	missing	their	escutcheons.			Room	B11	has	heavily	worn	
carpeting which should be replaced.

The two library spaces should be combined into one contiguous space.

ECL	LC	New	Finishes

ECL	Structural	Shelving	
w/ Work Area

ECL	Structural	Shelving
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Library Annex

The	Library	Annex	is	a	40,580	Gross	SF	former	cosmetics	factory	located	off	the	main	
campus.  It houses the Library’s Preservation and Conservation Lab, Technical Services 
and	collection	storage.		Technical	Services	has	recently	reorganized	the	staff	workstations	
for better work flow.

The building does not appear to meet ADA in areas of door clearances etc.  The ceiling 
registers are dirty in some locations. The building lacks natural light, and the few windows 
are	single	paned	glazing	and	very	energy	inefficient.

The flooring is VCT which is scuffed in the staff areas.  The ceiling is lay-in 2’x2’ ACT in 
acceptable condition.  The walls are painted with very little color.

Almost two thirds of the building houses collections, the majority of which are stored in 
compact shelving.

Annex	Shelving;	Work	Areas

Discover	Park	Facilities:	Compact	Shelving	in	one	library;	Conventional	Stacks	and	
Study Space in the other
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UNT Libraries Master Plan

PEER INSTITUTION RESEARCH

As part of the initial planning process, the design team researched a number of peer 
institutions with notable library systems, with the intent of gathering data which could 
then be used to create a benchmark standard for the UNT Libraries. Information was 
collected through a variety of methods, from site visits to librarian phone surveys and 
internet research. After speaking with faculty, we also investigated an exceptional 
international case study, which highlights the full scope of potential for library technology 
in the modern age.  

Summary of Findings

Site Visits

Visits to several peer institutions showed the committee how other institutions have  
approached similar issues to those that UNT is facing. We found that universities are 
focusing their efforts on developing collaborative learning spaces and high technology 
learning commons, while moving their less frequently used collections to high density 
shelving facilities. Notably, there is also an increasing emphasis on Special Collections 
(which can help distinguish an institution in particular areas of research), and on digital 
services. The role of the librarian today focuses mainly on helping readers to assess 
information resources and to use information effectively, rather than assisting users with 
general access issues. 

Peer Data Comparison 

When compared with the 12 peer institutions, we found that on average UNT has fewer 
than 50% of the books per student, about 60% of the area per student (for today’s 
enrollment), and less than 50% of the area per student (with enrollment of 45,000). 
These deficiencies, coupled with THECB space predictions which reflect a deficit of 
201,285 nsf, reflect that UNT will have to significantly increase its library real estate and 
presence in order to attain membership in the Association of Research Libraries. 

International Case Study

As emphasized in the international case study, an overarching theme persistent in 
all the peer research was technology. From social learning applications in Learning 
Commons, to digitization of current collections and the growth of the virtual library, the 
library’s role as a technological presence on campus is rapidly growing and evolving. 
This constant flux means that UNT must not only plan for high-tech facilities, but also for 
versitality and adaptibility to future technologies.

The information gathered is presented in the following three sections, and begins to 
suggest a clear direction for university library design. 

Institutions Researched

SITE VISITS

University of Nebraska - 
Lincoln

University of Nevada - 
Las Vegas

University of Houston

Rice University

PEER DATA COMPARISON

Indiana University - 
Bloomington

Georgia Institute of 
Technology

University of Kansas

University at Albany - 
SUNY

Rutgers, the State 
University of New Jersey

University of Maryland

University of California 
at Santa Barbara

University of Delaware

North Carolina State 
University

Colorado State University

University of California
at Santa Cruz

University of Nebraska - 
Lincoln

INTERNATIONAL  CASE 
STUDY

Yonsei University - 
South Korea
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Site Visits 

Visits were coordinated between the UNT Libraries Master Plan team and four host 
institutions: the University of Nebraska – Lincoln, the University of Nevada – Las Vegas, 
Rice University, and the University of Houston. Each visit included a tour of the university’s 
library facilities and scheduled times for discussions with library leadership and staff. 

For each visit, UNT sent several campus representatives as well as the PSA-Dewberry 
Master Plan team. Each visit is discussed in depth below.

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

On 8 April 2011, several persons involved in the UNT Libraries Master Plan project visited 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries.  

Joan Giesecke, Dean of Libraries, and Deb Pearson, Facilities Manager, were our hosts.  
A schedule of our visit follows the summary. 

Library Depository and Retrieval Center (LDR)

The Depository, which opened in 2005, cost about $3 million to build and is located on 
the East Campus, a little more than a mile from the City Campus. The building includes a 
garage, cleaning room, workroom, small lounge, office areas and restrooms in addition 
to the material storage area.  As a part of the university agreement to build the LDR, 
three branch libraries were closed. The Depository can hold about 1 million volumes and 
is now somewhat more than half full.  The site can eventually accommodate two more 
shelving modules, with a total potential capacity of 3 million volumes.  The Libraries now 
have about 3 million volumes in their overall collection. Items are selected for storage 
based on low circulation. There are about 15-20 transactions daily, with deliveries made 
twice daily.  The Depository has digitization capacity; however all digitization files are 
deleted after a short period of time.

The staff processed all items into the LDR; it took approximately 2 years to process the 
original collection averaging around 1,200 items per day.

The Depository employs the Harvard Depository design, using standard industrial 
shelving served by a lift truck with a 30’ capacity.   Bar codes are used for inventory/
location control.

Tour of Love Library

The Love Library consists of two buildings, dating from the 1940s and 1970s, that were 
substantially renovated about ten years ago.  While it may be that none of the spaces in 
Love Library is memorably handsome, the overall impression is one of generous spaces 
with good natural and artificial light. Reader space is not visibly threatened by book stack 
space.  One area notably included numerous offices assigned by semester to faculty 
writing books and to graduate students writing dissertations. The Library has seized upon 

Visiting Team

Scott Bennett 
Library Space Planning 

Consultant

Anita Moran 
PSA Dewberry

Denelle Wrightson 
PSA Dewberry

UNT:
Martin Halbert 
Patrick Pluscht 

Bill Moen
Meredith Butler 

UN-L Basic Information

Student Population: 24,610
Library Staff:  191

Collection Size: 3,200,000
Library Square Feet: 369,367
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the many opportunities offered by its buildings to create attractive, small-scale learning 
spaces, and is continuously rethinking some of its larger public service spaces (e.g., the 
reference and computing spaces on the bridge linking the two buildings).  

There were relatively few students in the building when we visited.  We were told Thursday 
is a party night at UNL, and on a Friday morning students were likely to be either in 
class or asleep in their residences.  Had we visited on a Thursday, rather than a Friday 
morning, we would have seen the library crowded with students.  There are 24,610 
students enrolled at UNL.  Of these, 4,620 are graduate students.  About 8,400 students 
live on the City and East Campuses.

We saw, in the newer building, two substantial renovation projects underway.  Elsewhere 
we saw several projects (e.g., those in the book stacks, an electronic classroom, and in 
the Talk Zone) that had been recently completed. Stacks in one area had recently been 
removed and replaced by a small seating group, which had been quickly “found” by 
students. The Love Library offers an impressive demonstration of the cumulative impact 
of projects of a modest scale consistently pursued over time.  It was not clear than any 
of these projects aimed at transformational change.

Group Lunch

There was no agenda for our lunch discussion with many of the library’s program 
managers.  Recent renovations to an electronic classroom were described, as were 
student preferences for study environments: good lighting, electric power, group work 
space, and “nesting” space for individual study.  While Love Library does not have a 
café or coffee bar, food is allowed in the library with the understanding that students are 
responsible for maintaining a generally clean environment (which they do).  

In response to a question about how the Libraries engage with faculty research, library 
faculty described their liaison activities and their wish to engage with other faculty in 
“their” (i.e., non-library) space, especially for instruction in information and visual literacy.  
Librarians mentioned the provision of specialized equipment (e.g., the media services 
center) and a host of collection-based digital services (e.g., image databases, an 
institutional depository, data curation and the creation of metadata, e-book publication, 
and archival functions for the University of Nebraska Press).  The University’s UCARE 
(University Creative Activities and Research Experience) program was also mentioned in 
this context.  The program funds intellectual partnerships between undergraduates and 
UNL faculty (see http://www.unl.edu/ucare/; for library-related partnerships, scroll down to 
University Libraries at http://www.unl.edu/ucare/projects1011.shtml#libraries ).

The Libraries’ summer programs, which introduce high school students to UNL and to 
university-level inquiry, are significant factors in student recruitment and retention at UNL.

The Libraries have a distance education coordinator responsible for meeting the needs 
of students remote from the Lincoln campus and of campus-based students taking 
online courses.  There are instructional designers for each of the Colleges, with whom 
the Libraries maintain informal connections.

Computer Workstations

LDR

Individual Study Tables
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Collaborative Work Spaces

Library Classroom Spaces

Center for Digital Research in the Humanities (CDRH)

Kay Walter, the Libraries’ Chair of Digital Initiatives and Special Collections and co-
director of the CDRH, hosted this discussion.  Will Thomas, John and Catherin Angle 
Professor in the Humanities and Chair of the History Department, joined the conversation 
as well.

The goal of the CDRH (http://cdrh.unl.edu/) is to create environments in academic 
departments that are congenial to scholarship employing digital technology.  In doing 
this, as Will Thomas observed, the CDRH means to reconceive both research and 
instruction and to advance fundamentally new arguments about specific topics, about 
the interpretations of large fields of inquiry, and about the nature of scholarship in the 
humanities.  CDRH aims for significant impact on hiring and tenure decisions and on 
graduate programs.

CDRH products include a number of digital projects (e.g., Railroads and the Making 
of Modern America: http://railroads.unl.edu/ ), tools (e.g., TokenX: http://cdrh.unl.edu/
projects/pages/tokenx.php ), and metadata.  CDRH programs include a series of 
workshops, roundtables, and lectures.

The CDRH is supported, financially, by the UNL Deans and by the Vice Chancellors for 
Academic Affairs and for Research.  Base line funding has come from the university’s 
Programs of Excellence (http://www.unl.edu/svcaa/poe/ ); most funding for specific 
projects depends on external funding.  CDRH employs tenure track classroom and 
library faculty, each with his or her own research agenda, along with post-doctoral 
fellows, graduate students, and undergraduate students who all work in interdisciplinary 
research teams. 
 
Interdisciplinary scholarship a defining key characteristics of CDRH activities, which 
involve over 50 different faculty in 11 different academic colleges or departments.  
Most CDRH projects require such a broad range of knowledge and skill sets that they 
simply cannot be done by a single investigator.  Indeed, the most collaborative of 
CDRH projects are its most successful projects.

Conceptually, space requirements for the CDRH include space for project development 
and for “show and tell.”  The former includes offices and space for brain-storming and 
production work (e.g., the CDRH space in Love Library), whereas the later includes 
electronic classrooms, electronic conferencing space, and public presentation space.  
Emory University’s Cox Center was mentioned as exemplar of the kind of space needed 
for the CDRH’s work.  And while the CDRH needs a spatial center of gravity, the use of 
available space throughout the campus helps deepen CDRH’s impact on the entire 
community.

The library is an attractive center of gravity for the CDRH because it is “neutral” as regards 
academic discipline, is centrally located on campus, and provides easy access both to 
library staff expertise in metadata and information technology generally and to library 
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collections (especially special collection material).  The library is a comfortable work 
environment for students.  The CDRH benefits substantially from the Libraries’ provision of 
business support services.

Some peer operations may be found at the University of Maryland College Park, 
Michigan State University, George Mason University, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.

University of North Texas Libraries Visit Schedule - April 8, 2011
UN-L

8:30 -  9:30 a.m. LDRF 
Tour of Library Depository and Retrieval Center – East Campus
 Gary Dolan, LDRF Manager and Deb Pearson, Facilities Manager

10:00 - 11:30 a.m. Love Library 
In-depth Tour of Love Library 
 Joan Giesecke, Dean of Libraries and Deb Pearson, Facilities Manager

11:30 -  1:00 p.m. Dean’s Conference Room
Group lunch and discussion – UNT Guests and UNL Faculty
 Elaine Westbrooks, Associate Dean

 Sue Ann Gardner, Scholarly Communications Librarian, Charlene Maxey-Harris,  
 Diversity Librarian, Jolie Graybill, CONTENTdm Coordinator, Jeanetta Drueke,  
 Instruction Cooridnator, Dee Ann Allison, Director, Computer Operations and  
 Research Services, Richard Graham, Digital Media Librarian, Toni Anaya,  
 Multicultural Studies Librarian 

 Topics: Digital Commons, Assessment, Library Instruction, Student Learning  
 Communities, Computer Operations, Image & Multimedia Collections, Joan  
 Giesecke, Deb Pearson, Kay Walter

1:00  - 3:30 p.m. CDRH
Meeting with Center for Digital Research in the Humanities faculty and staff 
 Kay Walter, Chair, Digital Initiatives and Special Collection and Co-Director  
 of CDRH, Ken Price, Hillegass University Professor  of Nineteenth-Century 
 American Literature and Co-Director of CDRH, Will Thomas, John and Catherine 
 Angle Professor in the Humanities and Chair of History, Doug Seefeldt, Assistant  
 Professor  Department of History
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Visiting Team

Scott Bennett 
Library Space Planning 

Consultant

Anita Moran 
PSA Dewberry

Denelle Wrightson 
PSA Dewberry

UNT:
Martin Halbert

Cathy Hartman
Scott Jackson

Sue Parks
Dale Tampke

Meredith Butler

UNLV Basic Information

Student Population: 28,000
Library Staff:  110

Collection Size: 1,300,000
Library Square Feet: 302,000

University of Nevada-Las Vegas

On 7 April 2011, several persons involved in the UNT Libraries Master Plan project visited 
the UNLV Lied Library. 

Scott Smith, Associate Dean at the UNLV libraries, was our host.  A schedule of our visit 
follows the summary.

This report offers an account of the welcoming discussion with Patricia Iannuzzi, Dean of 
the UNLV Libraries, and with the architects directing the current round of renovations at 
the Lied Library, whom we met for lunch.  It was impractical to take notes during other 
parts of our walking tour, where the conversations were often somewhat fragmented. 

Dean’s Welcoming Session

Dean Patricia (Patty) Iannuzzi commented that in coming to UNLV, her ambition 
was to shift the Libraries from being the “center of campus” to being the “center of 
student learning.”  Patty described her career-long interests in student learning, faculty 
development, curricular matters, and program assessment and quality improvement.  
One measure of her success in making the library “the place to be” was that throughout 
our day, starting at 8:30 a.m., the Lied Library was packed with students.  The first two 
floors appeared to be at 95% of their capacity all day; upper floors were at least at 
60% of capacity, except for the much less heavily used Silent Study Rooms overlooking 
the atrium.

Patty noted a parallel between UNLV and UNT, in that both institutions want to maintain 
their strong orientation toward undergraduate instruction as they move to raise their 
profiles as research institutions.

Patty mentioned that most UNLV students live off campus and are somewhat older 
than traditional college-age students.  Student retention is poor with 28% of students 
graduating in 6 years.  Students spend much of their day on campus and spend much 
of their non-classroom time on campus at the Lied Library.  With about 28,000 students 
enrolled at the university, the Lied Library’s daily gate count is about 8,000.  And for the 
library’s online resources, the ratio of on-site to off-site use is about 3 to 1. 

The Libraries have significant outreach programs to the Las Vegas business community 
(based around its databases subscriptions) and to the K-12 community.

The Lied Library is a notably handsome space that lifts the spirit.  Opened about ten 
years ago, it shows little of its age to the visitor.  The library was originally designed to 
be at the cutting edge of technology, a position  difficult to maintain as the building 
ages while technology changes constantly.  Patty mentioned a few shortcomings in the 
original design: insufficient space for curated displays of special collections material, 
inadequate provision for tutoring activities, lack of a multipurpose gathering space and 
problematic way-finding.  The teaching and learning center has closed and the space 
will be used for other purposes, while the university’s  faculty development program will 
be entirely recast and rebuilt.
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Patty described the current $3-4 million renovation project at the Lied Library as 
motivated by the need to provide for:

• the aggressive growth of Special Collections, with rapidly growing materials  
 relating to regional history, the gaming industry, and the papers of a prominent 
 Las Vegas mayor and lawyer.
• the permanent and temporary staff of the library’s digitization programs, which 
 have grown dramatically in recent years (as technical processing staff has  
 somewhat shrunk)
• a small group of assessment staff
• a multipurpose gathering space
• the consolidation of first-floor service desks
• additional group study space, equipped with moveable white boards and wall 
 monitors to which students can connect their laptops.

Patty commented that in thinking about renovations, she would always move collections 
before moving library staff or reduce student space.  The library is currently removing all 
bound periodicals to create more student space.  In this context, Patty said how good 
it is to have the collections housed in the Lied Library’s LASR (Lied Automated Storage 
and Retrieval system) rather than remotely.

Patty suggested that we might wish to inform ourselves about the new Mathewson-IGT 
Knowledge Center at the University of Nevada Reno (see http://www.unr.edu/academics/
knowledge-center ).

General Building Tour

We began our tour at the LASR, with a demonstration of the robotic retrieval of material. 
The unit has the capacity to hold about 25% of the library’s analogue collections, and 
there is space for a substantial expansion of the robotic equipment.  There are about 
two dozen retrievals daily, which can be handled by circulation staff.  Delivery times are 
measured in minutes.  The robotic equipment is largely trouble free in operation.  The 
library has a service contract that provides for quarterly routine maintenance at a cost 
of $16,000 annually.  The “high tech” operation of LASR is a popular part of campus 
tours, etc. 

Raised floors were evident in large areas of the building, facilitating modifications to 
data and power supplies.

We saw the library’s server room, which has recently had a substantial upgrade to its 
cooling systems. 

The library is 302,000 sf in size, has a staff of 110, and holds1.3 million volumes. All 
material is stored on site. Study areas included both silent and quiet areas. There 
are three branch libraries: Architecture, Music and Law. These branches have facility 
managers but not librarians. Library Public Space

Main Study Space
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Special Collections

Peter Michel, Director of Special Collections, emphasized the importance of aggressive 
collection building to a vital special collections operation.  His successful collection 
development drives the need for substantial amounts of additional shelving.  Peter’s 
strong preference is to have that space adjacent to the rest of special collections, for 
the convenience of readers (and presumably of staff).  Planned renovations will provide 
such space, taken from formerly public space in the Lied Library.  Peter understands the 
long-term dynamic of this practice as pitting the need for shelving against the need for 
public space.  Special Collections has some material in LASR, but Peter regards that as 
an undesirable expedient.

We saw the library’s preservation unit, added to the building as something of a design 
afterthought.  The unit’s primary activity is keeping the circulating collections in good 
repair.

Peter commented that his and other library faculty offices were intentionally at some 
distance from the special collections reading rooms, to avoid what he called “fish bowl” 
exposure.

Media Lab

Tom Ipri showed us the Media Lab, which offers media viewing/listening/creation 
equipment for all members of the UNLV community.  Some academic units particularly 
concerned with media have their own labs, sometimes with more sophisticated 
equipment.

Digitization & Library Technologies

Cory Lampert and Jason Vaughan led the discussion of the library’s digitization program.  
The program’s pressing need for more space will be addressed in the current renovation 
project.  Much of the discussion focused on operational matters: funding, staffing 
patterns, project leadership, etc.

Current Renovation Project

At lunch we met with two UNLV architects/planners (Bob Dincecco and Roland Wisdom) 
and the interior designer (Rosemary D’Amato) whose firm is conducting the current 
renovation project.  They described a relatively slow-paced planning project motivated 
by the needs of Special Collections and focused on building shared understandings 
and consensus and requiring the agreement of graduate students that their needs 
could be better served by a move to significantly reconfigured space in a different part 
of the library.

Much of the renovation program will be achieved through furnishings.  Planners have 
been guided by library staff research into practices at other libraries; they will also seek 
reader input through the use of mock-up spaces in test zones.

Informal Group Study Booths

Lounge Study Areas

Computer Work Area
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Project planners commented that there is little provision of learning space elsewhere on 
campus comparable to that provided by the Lied Library and other campus libraries.  
The student union is undersized, crowded, and offers no space dedicated to academic 
purposes.  There are some study lounges in the residence halls.  Classrooms are locked 
after 5 p.m.  

In this environment, Scott Smith commented that there is little interest among UNLV 
liaison librarians in taking library programs to non-library space.  Generally the effort is to 
get students to come to the library.

University of North Texas Libraries Visit Schedule - April 8, 2011
UN-LV

Scott Smith, Associate Dean, will serve as site visit guide throughout the day.

8:30 – 9:00AM  Welcome (Patricia Iannuzzi, LLB 2281)
 Dean’s welcome: space planning history 

9:00 – 10:00AM   Tour: General building tour, LASR demo, Focus on student spaces 
 Scott Smith, Associate Dean and Jimmy Jones, Director, Facilities & Security,  
 University Libraries

10:00 – 10:30AM  Special Collections, Storage, Back end operations
 Peter Michel, Director, Special Collections

10:30 – 11:00AM  Media: See/discuss user interactions; Storage/space for Media 
Collection; Special technology services
 Tom Ipri, Head Media and Computer Services

11:00 – 11:30  Digitization & Library Technologies: Digital Collections, Storage, Library 
technologies tour
 Cory Lampert, Head, Digital Collections; and Jason Vaughan, Director, Library  
 Technologies

11:30AM  – 1:30PM  Lunch / Architects Discussion
 Rosemary D’Amato, Interior Designer, Lucchesi Galati 
 Bob Dincecco, Asst. Director of Design, Planning & Construction Services, UNLV 
 Roland Wisdom, Project Architect, Planning & Construction Services, UNLV (LLB  
 2281)

1:30 – 2:00PM  Question and Answer Session

LASR 
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University of Houston

On 16 June 2011, several persons involved in the UNT Libraries Master Plan project visited 
the M.D. Anderson Library at the University of Houston.  

Our hosts were Derral Parkin, Head of Branch Services; Linda Thompson, Senior Associate 
Dean; and Wilbert Taylor, UH Facilities, Planning & Construction.  Dean Dana Rooks 
welcomed us and led our initial conversation about the objectives that governed the 
renovation of the basement and first and second floors of the Anderson Library and the 
construction of a substantial addition.  She emphasized the deep involvement of staff 
in planning the renovation and a commitment to its success that survived the noise 
and constant relocations the project required.  Renovation and ongoing planning is 
managed through the appointment of numerous task forces with specialized charges.

Renovation Efforts and Impact

The 2005 renovation and expansion of the Anderson Library had a twenty year horizon 
and a budget of $45 million, with $25 million coming from university sources (an 
unprecedented level of support) and the remaining $20 million raised from donors 
over a two year period.  This required a focused development effort on the part of 
Dean Rooks and the creation of a development program “from scratch.”  Continuing 
development work has provided significant funds for ongoing changes in library 
spaces and programs.  Strategies for getting more than $45 million of value from the 
project were to refuse to reduce the project’s footprint, to defer finishing various spaces 
(including the basement book stacks, left vacant for three years), and to move some 
costs into the library’s operating budget.

The library has long been a key node in student life, and renovations only strengthened 
the library as “the place to be”—with an average of 17,000 entrances daily.  Planning 
emphasized future flexibility; walls were avoided except where mechanical systems or 
staff functions absolutely required them.  Many changes have been made since the 
renovations were completed, and we saw two substantial changes now underway on 
the entry floor.  Lee Hilyer, Head of Information & Access Services, emphasized that 
“everything is an experiment” at the Anderson Library.

Banners proclaiming the university’s ambition to be a Tier One institution are everywhere 
on campus.  On entering the Anderson Library, one is greeted by a banner proclaiming 
that a Tier One institution requires a Tier One library.

Facilities and Services

Nicci Westbrook, Coordinator of Digital Operations, hosted us in Digital Services, where 
metadata are created and scanning, audio, and camera equipment is available.  The 
unit is rapidly growing in both the work it does and the number of its staff.

Christina Gola, Head of Liaison Services for Instruction and Outreach, hosted our visit 
to two classrooms in the basement.  These spaces are used for library instruction, in-
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house training, and meetings.  The larger classroom (for 60 people) is a tiered lecture 
hall with fixed furniture and computers.  Ms. Gola emphasized the utility of the flexibility 
provided in the smaller classrooms (for 36 people) through the use of easily moved and 
reconfigured tables and chairs, laptop computers, whiteboards, and lighting controls.

Lee Hilyer and Jacob Honey, Shelving Manager, were our hosts in the basement 
installation of compact shelving, which provides about 100,000 linear feet of shelving 
for bound periodicals and government publications.  The library believes its shelving 
needs are met through 2020, and the increasing availability of digital material may well 
extend the capacity of existing shelving beyond that date.  

All floors in the newly constructed wing of the library were rated for compact shelving.  
Otherwise, the library has no plans for shelving once existing shelving is full.

Lee Hilyer and Josh Denby, ARC Manager, were our hosts in the Academic Research 
Center, which provides access to a single information/service desk (meant to avoid 
“user bounce”), automated book check out, 247 computers (more are being added), 
technical support for computers, group study rooms equipped with computers and 
large monitors, and adaptive technology.  The library has no specially designated print 
reference collection, depending instead on the availability of much reference material 
in digital form.  Mr. Hilyer emphasized that the Academic Research Center is subject 
to constant change (major changes were being made as we spoke) based on close 
observation of student needs and a willingness to experiment—to “live and learn.”

Lee Hilyer was our host in the large 24-hour study area, which is heavily used and where 
more seating is being added.  The space supports lap top computers, study groups, 
and modest food service.  Outdoor patio space will be added, and a bigger rest room 
is needed.  No library staff are present and the space presents no particular security 
problems.  Security cameras are used here and throughout the building.

Lee Hilyer and Nate McKee, Learning Commons Manager, were our hosts in the 
Learning Commons, which began three years ago in a relatively small space in the 
new wing of the building and has since grown substantially (and is now growing still 
more).  The Learning Commons provides high-end and specialized software/hardware; 
its spaces are easily reconfigurable “on the fly” for individual and group study and 
for tutoring sessions.  Marker boards have emerged as the most popular equipment 
in the Learning Commons.  Mr. McKee commented that he learned much from the 
learning commons at North Carolina State University.  He emphasized that he is always 
conducting student surveys and observing student use of the space (and conferring 
with his student employees).  He said a culture of assessment was the key to the success 
of the Learning Center and to the development work on which most innovation at the 
library depends for funding.

(Note:  In response to a question asked by Cathy Hartman, we learned that about half of 
the Anderson Library operating budget comes from student fees; the other half comes 
from state funds and from endowments.)

Tiered Library Classroom 

Student Work Spaces
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The staff areas we saw seemed generous in size, well lite, and handsomely designed.  
The staff lounge was notably pleasant.

Rob Spragg, Head of Computer Systems and Networking, was our host for the Server 
Room/Equipment Staging Area.    The server room features dedicated and redundant 
cooling equipment and a raised floor; it is substantially oversized, largely because 
server equipment has become so much smaller in the years since the room was 
designed.      Mr. Spragg emphasized the importance of allowing ample space for data 
closets located throughout the building, as they tend to fill up rapidly.  A large, secured 
equipment staging area adjacent to the loading dock and staff work areas allows for 
considerable flexibility and efficiency in operations.

Pat Bozeman, Head of Special Collections, was our host in Special Collections.  The unit 
has 4 librarians, 3.5 support staff, and 9 to15 student employees.  The dependence 
on secure, compact shelving within the department has permitted rapid growth of the 
archival collections.  At some point, secure shelving outside of the department will be 
needed.  The department has an observed reading room, lockers for readers, and a 
dedicated classroom that is equipped with easily moved and reconfigured furniture for 
use in instruction, meetings, and events

Carolyn Meanley, Library Development and Events Coordinator, was our host in the 
Rockwell Pavilion, a 3,000 square foot events space that can be reserved without 
charge for use by any campus unit.  The Pavilion is a heavily used grand space, easily 
reconfigured and with a large warming kitchen.  It was included in the renovations to 
advance the wish to have as many members of the university community visit the library 
building as often as possible.

We left the library via the large, handsome foyer to the Honors College, housed in the 
Anderson Library.

Atrium Space
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Rice University

On 16 June 2011, several persons involved in the UNT Libraries Master Plan project visited 
the Foundren Library at Rice University.  

Sarah Lowman, Vice Provost and University Librarian, was our host throughout this visit.

Library Service Center

We began at the Library Service Center, where we met James Springer, the Center’s 
Manager, and Kerry Keck, AUL for Collections.  The Center is an off-campus shelving 
facility modeled on those at Harvard and Yale.  It is about a half-hour drive from the 
main campus and similar to the facility we saw at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
except that it is somewhat larger with a capacity for 1.8 million book equivalents.  It is 
now about 50% full.  Mr. Springer emphasized the priority given to accurate inventory 
control and to the quality control measures used to ensure that accuracy.  Ms. Keck 
noted there is “no quota” for holding special collections at the Center, meaning that 
rapidly growing archival collections can readily be accommodated.  The site can 
accommodate two additional shelving modules, and some thought has been given 
to developing them for the cooperative use by several libraries.  The Center was the first 
construction on its land, given by a University Trustee.  It cost an estimated $15 million, 
which included extensive site preparation for access roads, utilities, flood water control, 
and fencing.

Facilities and Services

At the Digital Media Center in Herring Hall, we met Lisa Spiro, its Director.  The Center 
occupies a former business school library; students enjoy this handsome space that is in 
fact not well designed for its present use.  The Center focuses on linking technology and 
scholarship and instruction; it provides access to high-end software and hardware and 
offers instruction and short courses taught by Center staff and student workers.  There is 
some team teaching done with campus information technology staff.  

The rest of our time was spent at the Foundren Library, which consists of two structures 
completed in 1948 and 1969.  The non-book stack floors were extensively renovated in 
2006 at a cost of $28 million, after campus officials decided against earlier plans for a 
substantial addition or an entirely new library building.   The phrase “scholarship revealed” 
embodies the objectives of the renovation project, which included “the creation of a 
west entrance to the building, and upgraded user spaces in the basement, first, second 
and sixth floors.  These upgraded spaces provide a larger variety of individual and group 
study/collaboration zones, universal access to information technologies, and - from the 
sixth floor’s card-key restricted reading  room - impressive views  of the campus and the 
Houston skyline” (http://library.rice.edu/about/admin_org/historic-overview).

Lee Pecht was our host in the Woodson [rare book and archives] Research Center.  This 
unit has 4 FTE staff and serves as a university museum as well as the university archives.  
Substantial parts of the collection are held remotely at the Library Service Center; more 
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space is needed within Foundren for unprocessed collections and processing staff.

Leah Krevit, AUL for Public Services, joined us as we toured first floor circulation, reserves, 
and reference areas.  The first two of these functions occur at a single service desk; 
Ms. Krevit is working with reference librarians to rethink their allegiance to the reference 
desk and to develop a learning commons in its place.  Reference/liaison librarians 
have some exposure to working as “embedded” staff in academic units outside of 
Foundren, and the library has created the position of User Experience librarian to pursue 
anthropological-type inquires about library and information use.

Esther Crawford was our host in the Kelley Center for Government Information and 
Microforms.  The renovation project brought major and very popular improvements in 
furniture and microformat readers to this unit.

Jean Niswonger showed us the GIS Data Center, which with a commons area and 
classroom makes the best use possible of a difficult and too-small space.

We walked through basement technical processing space and office space for the 
reference and collection development librarians.  On the second floor we saw some 
group study rooms that are being renovated as funding becomes available.  These 
rooms vary in size and are in high demand.  One room is equipped with a Microsoft 
Surface.

On the sixth (and top) floor, we saw a substantial study room that only Rice students may 
use, the rest of the library being open to the public.  It is a very handsomely appointed 
and popular space that offers a striking view over the main quadrangle and the city 
beyond.  Ms. Wrightson likened the ambiance to that of an airport executive lounge.  
Ms. Lowman commented that students see this space as honoring and validating them, 
and they in turn do not abuse either the space or its furnishings.

Cafe Spaces

Student Study Space

Remote Storage
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Peer Institution Data Comparison

To complement the site visits, quantitative and qualitative data was collected for twelve 
institutions deemed as UNT’s potential peers. A matrix of information was compiled and 
analyzed, and the complete data for each peer follows the Summary of Findings below.

Methodology

Peer institutions were chosen for their similarities to UNT and for their American Research 
Library (ARL) membership. The projected growth of UNT and intended development 
of the library system was taken as a given, and all institutions researched have the 
target collection size of at least two million volumes. Research focused on collecting 
information about each facility, from basic square footage to more specific information 
about amenities available, services offered, and future expansion renovation plans. 
The collected data was broken up into several categories – physical space, library 
organization, available collaborative workspaces, and remote storage facilities – then 
analyzed in comparison to the current UNT Library system. 

Summary of Findings

PEER DATA COMPARISON

Institutions Researched

University of North Texas

Indiana University - 
Bloomington

Georgia Institute of 
Technology

University of Kansas

University at Albany - 
SUNY

Rutgers, the State 
University of New Jersey

University of Maryland

University of California 
at Santa Barbara

University of Delaware

North Carolina State 
University

Colorado State University

University of California
at Santa Cruz

University of Nebraska - 
Lincoln
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UC Santa Cruz 16,332     2,100,000  195,600 10.7      129       11.9      604

SUNY Albany 18,000     2,300,000  400,000      5.8        127       22.2 250

Delaware 19,557     2,800,000  317,000      8.8        143       16.2      337

Georgia Tech 20,487     2,300,000  230,296      10.0      112       11.2      445

UC Santa Barbara 22,850     3,000,000  270,000      11.1      131       11.8      486

Nebraska 24,610     3,200,000  369,367      8.7        130       15.0      129

Colorado 26,356     2,000,000  300,000      6.7        76         11.4      549

Kansas 30,004     4,300,000  418,568      10.3      143       14.0      291

NC State 34,376 4,200,000  573,000      7.3        122       16.7      266

Maryland 37,641     3,900,000  597,661      6.5        103       15.9      509

Indiana 42,347 8,500,000  378,420      22.5      200       8.9        314

401

Rutgers 56,800     4,600,000  468,749      9.8        80 8.3        631

Average 29,113     3,600,000  376,555      9.9        125       13.6      

vs.

UNT 36,123     1,800,000  216,158      8.3       

       528,522*

* Based on anticipated Programmatic Needs

 50         6.0        657

KEY: SMALLEST

LARGEST

   UNT - Anticipated 45,000  11.7 
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THECB Projects Projections* 

* Based on guidelines for August 2011
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Physical Space: Area and Collections

Universities researched range in student population size from 56,800 students (Rut) to 
16,332 (UC-SC), with an average of 29,113. Book collections range from 2.0 million (Col) 
to 8.5 million (IUB), with an average of 3.6 million books. Library area also fluctuates from 
195,600 SF (UC-SC) to 597,661 SF (MD), with an average of 376,555 SF. 
 
A general correlation emerges between student body population and number of books 
in each library system. Area is not as straightforwardly connected, but generally trends 
towards bigger library building areas for larger student populations. 

Furthermore, a benchmark point emerges when ratios between collection size, student 
population, and area are derived. For example, the average of volumes to students is 
125 to 1. Nine out of twelve institutions fall within 22 books of this ratio (one is significantly 
more, and two fall well below). Similarly, the average of library area to student population 
averages out to 13.6 SF per student, with nine out of twelve institutions falling within 3 SF 
of that area. 

Although UNT’s initial calculations (36,000 students; 1.8 million volumes; approximately 
216,158 SF of library area) seem acceptable when compared to the peer institutions, 
the ratios reveal a different understanding. At UNT, the area to student ratio is 6.0 SF to 
1, less than half of the average of the peer institutions. Similarly, the book to student ratio 
at UNT is 50 to 1, again less than half of the average of the peer institutions. Additionally, 
in both cases the ratio is far below the lowest peer group deviations (see Rutgers 8.3 SF/
student and Colorado 76 books/student). 
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Organization: Library Space Program 

Information gathered about each individual peer institution also focuses on space 
organization within the library system. Generally, all of the institutions follow similar 
collection organizing guidelines – by subject, media type, and department. In regards 
to user spaces, we have found that on average, the peer institutions currently dedicate 
approximately 25-35% of their space to user functions (including everything from study 
areas to service areas and computer labs). Several institutions (Kansas, Colorado, 
Albany) already dedicate 40-45% of their area to user functions. 

However, two considerations must be made in regards to this number. First, the current 
trend is to favor user spaces (such as group study rooms and technology labs) within 
library facilities, and most of the peer institutions are continually turning more existing 
area over to these functions. In addition to this, six of the twelve peers are planning, 
undergoing, or have just completed, major expansions of their library facilities, the bulk 
of which will be dedicated to high-tech user spaces (see Georgia Tech and NC State). 

UNT currently dedicates approximately 25-30% of its area to user functions, but most 
of this consists of basic study tables and carrels. In order to meet the peer benchmark, 
UNT will need to increase its user areas in the next few years, specifically increasing the 
presence of computers and technology in the libraries. 

Also of particular interest to UNT is the standard for academic music libraries across 
the country. Despite the size and quality of the UNT music library, which is exceptional, 
the collection is currently housed on an upper floor of Willis Library. This arrangement 
does not provide it with adequate space for optimized use or display of collections, 
and overall lacks the type of visibility necessary to engage the student body. Of the 
peer institutions, six have significant music collections. Of these six, three have buildings 
dedicated solely to their music collections, while two more share facilities with other 
performing arts collections. Only one institution (UC-SB) houses its collection on a floor of 
its main library, as UNT does, and this collection is not comparable in size to UNT’s.

Collaboration: Interactive Spaces Provided and Auxiliary Library Programs

The third category takes into consideration the contemporary push for libraries to take 
advantage of technology and become centers of collaborative learning and research. 

Every institution surveyed is taking strides toward providing students with more high-
tech lab facilities and group study areas. Most have multiple (5-20) group study 
rooms (equipped with computers or outlets to plug into, flat screen tv’s or projectors, 
whiteboards or smartboards, etc.). North Carolina State University is currently building a 
cluster of 100 high-tech group study rooms. Furthermore, each university except UCSB 
provides the students with a comprehensive coffee and food venue, and most also 
provide galleries and other auxiliary spaces for student functions. At NC State, students 
also have access to a bookstore, auditorium, theater, and creamery within the library. 
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At UNT, the new Collaboration and Learning Commons in Sycamore Hall is an important 
first step in creating modern, technologically-advanced learning spaces for students. 
However, it does not provide nearly enough collaborative spaces for the UNT student 
body, and more of these spaces need to be planned for. 

Furthermore, library staff are an important collaborative resource for students, and 
the student to staff ratio is an important signifier of how accessible staff is to students. 
Although many factors impact this ratio - which varies among the peer institutions -  the 
average was established as 401 students per staffer. 

At UNT, there are currently 657 students for each staff member, a number that is 
significantly lower than the peer average, and that will continue to rapidly and disparately 
grow with the student population. In order to improve the quality of services offered to 
students in the future, the university will have to make a strategic effort  to boost its library 
staff population numbers. 

Remote Storage: Statistics and Methodology

A viable solution for overcrowding and a way to free up space for student use within 
the libraries is the utilization of remote storage facilities. Every institution surveyed uses 
some form of staff-accessed storage, and ten of twelve have storage facilities that 
are located off campus. A diverse range of storage options are utilized amongst the 
peers, including basic, high-density, and compact shelving, as well as a few robotized 
automatic retrieval systems. Each institution keeps a significant percentage of its 
collection in storage, ranging from 500,000 to several million volumes. New facilities are 
built in a modular system, so that they can be expanded if necessary.  

The UC system is a notable case study. As part of a statewide policy, all University of 
California schools keep materials in two shared storage facilities (one in Los Angeles, 
and the other in San Francisco). The materials belong to individual schools, but can 
be requested and used by students from all of the schools. Through this system, the 
universities are able to minimize costs while maximizing resources available to their 
students.

Since the UNT Libraries intend to significantly expand their collections, exploring options 
for remote storage and the viability of expanding resources by pairing collections with 
another institution would be prudent. The existing Annex serves this purpose currently 
and will be complemented by the future RCL, scheduled to open in late 2012. 
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Peer Institutions - Individual Data

Each categorization and analysis of data from the peer institutions yielded pertinent 
information as to the direction in which UNT must develop its library system in order 
to gain ARL membership. From standards of space allotment to library organization, 
collaboration, and remote storage systems; the research demonstrates the scope of 
changes the UNT Libraries must make to their facilities and collections in the near future.

To further understand these peer institutions and what makes them successful, it is 
important to not only compare them as a whole but also to study them individually. 
Matrices containing comprehensive data sets (and additional relevant information) for 
each of the peer institutions are presented in the following section, and quantify points 
previously discussed while also highlighting various unique features which make each of 
the peer institutions indispensible to their respective student bodies.

Website http://www.library.unt.edu/

Location Denton, Texas

Undergraduate Population 28,474

Graduate Population 7,649

Student Population 36,123

Faculty Population 1,507

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 657

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 27

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Willis: ~162,835 SF; Discovery Park: ~9,321 SF; ISB: ~37,602 SF; Media:

~6,400 SF? 

Collections size 1,825,148 books; 3,877,996 Microforms; 424,352 Government Docs;
182,955 A/V Materials

Number of Libraries 5. Willis (main), ISB, Media, Discovery Park, Annex

Future expansion or renovation
plans

Undergoing master planning process

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries are separated by collection type (media) or academic 
department (isb, discovery park). Floors in Willis each contain different 
materials.

Percentage of building space that
is public space

25-30%

Dedicated Music Library Music library is located in Willis. Takes up entire floor, and has separate
circulation system than rest of library.

Universitytyyyy of Nortth Texxxas
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Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces The Eagle Commons Library in Sycamore Hall features the brand-new 

Collaboration and Learning Commons (CLC), which has been designed 
specifically for group study. Here are just a few of the exciting features at the 
CLC: Smartboards, Whiteboards, Large TV monitors linked to computers, PCs 
and Macs, Movable chairs and tables, Software: Google Earth, Microsoft
Visio, Handbrake, Audacity, and more. The CLC also has two instruction
rooms which can seat up to 14 people each. The teaching stations have 
access to Microsoft Office and NCast, hardware that allows one to record
presentations. One of the rooms also contains 7 PC workstations.

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Cyber Café - coffee shop, 140 Willis - 'The Forum' - exhibit and gathering 
space

Parts of library accessible 24/7 General Access Computer Lab on first floor of Willis. During exams open first 
floors to students.

Collaborative research labs No.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

24/7 Computer Lab run by University

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

No.

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Library Annex, located near the campus off of Airport Road, houses the 
Technical Services Department and the Preservation Unit, as well as over 
400,000 volumes and over 2,000 boxes of archival material  shelved in the 
remote storage portion. The materials located in this facility are in a closed-
stack arrangement. 

Storage policy Not all holdings fit inside the campus libraries, and less-frequently used
materials have been re-located to remote storage. Furthermore, materials 
have also been moved to make space for student seating.

Frequency and method of
delivery to campus

24 hour turn-around for filling requests Monday-Friday. Delivered to Willis by 
Library Staff.

Storage options used High-Density Shelving
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Indiana Universitytyyyy – Bloomington

Website http://www.libraries.iub.edu/index.php

Location Bloomington, Indiana

Undergraduate Population 32,490

Graduate Population 9,857

Student Population 42,347

Faculty Population 2,664

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 314

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 20

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Herman B. Wells: 378,420 sq. feet

Collections size 8,543,025 volumes, 3,594,419 microforms, 36,550 linear feet archives,
534,495 maps, 276,730 sound recordings, 3,000 films 

Number of Libraries 17. Herman B Wells (main)

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

None

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries are separated by research focus and subject. In main library, lower 
floors are dedicated for more public functions while upper floors are 
organized around traditional stacks.

Percentage of building space that
is public space

25-30%

Dedicated Music Library Yes. Cook Music Library; Lilly library sheet music collection; collections
include more than 600,000 cataloged items on 56,733 linear-feet of
shelves.The staff includes six librarians, three professional staff, seven clerical
staff, and seventy student assistants. Music library occupies a four-floor, 
55,000 square-foot facility in a wing of the Music building. 

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Numerous group rooms and open group work areas with LCD monitors and

dual laptop connectors. Multimedia presentation rooms available for 
practicing speeches. Information Commons in several libraries containing
computer workstations, tech support, high-use book resources . 

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Two Café's in main library offer coffee and fast food services and provide 
computer facilities for customers to surf internet in the dining room, also 
there are several gallery and exhibition spaces, in various library buildings.

Parts of library accessible 24/7 Information Commons (1st floor of west tower in main library) open 24/7

Collaborative research labs No
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Areas assigned to other university 
entities

The Information Commons is a partnership between University Information 
Technology Services and the IU Libraries. The IC provides reference services, 
media services, and instructional services and tech support to IUB faculty 
and students. In addition, the IC is responsible for outreach, cultural 
programming, and building collections that support coursework and 
learning, and contains career services, writing and tutoring resources.

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

No

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Ruth Lilly Auxiliary Library Facility (ALF) is a high-density shelving facility 
designed to alleviate space constraints in the Indiana University Libraries. It 
provides low-cost housing with conservation-level environmental controls for 
library materials. Low-use materials, archives, manuscripts, as well as rare 
and fragile materials are transferred to the ALF from the Indiana University 
Herman B Wells Library and many campus library locations. The facility also 
includes the state-of-the-art E. Lingle Craig Preservation Laboratory, a book 
freezer (to assist with treatment of water-damaged materials), space for 
accessioning, lending, and staff, as well as a secure collections vault with a 
capacity of approximately 2,800,000 bound volumes.

Storage policy The Herman B Wells Library reached its capacity for books in 1989.
Designed to hold 1.5 million volumes, it now contains more than double
that—and the collection grows by about 100,000 volumes a year.
Guidelines for transfer to the ALF are discipline-specific and are being
developed by the subject and area librarians in cooperation with the faculty 
of the relevant departments.

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Usually within 24 hours and often the same day, by way of a dedicated
delivery truck.

Storage options used High-Density Shelving

Miscellaneous
Pictures of Annex: http://www.libraries.iub.edu/index.php?pageId=2360 
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Georgia Institute of Technology

Website http://www.library.gatech.edu/

Location Atlanta, GA

Undergraduate Population 13,672

Graduate Population 6,815

Student Population 20,487

Faculty Population 4,875

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 445

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 106

Physysyssical Space
Area of library GSF 230,296; ASF 155,231

Collections size 2,366,608 books, 2,800,000 techinical reports, 500,000 architecture

Number of Libraries 2. Main and Architecture

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

220,000 GSF Undergraduate Learning Commons, featuring a unique and
comfortable environment outside the traditional classroom where students 
can take advantage of hands-on, collaborative, and technologically 
enhanced teaching and learning opportunities. This facility will encompass: 
modern and innovative science laboratories for foundational biology, 
chemistry, earth and atmospheric sciences, and physics courses; 
technologically advanced classrooms ranging from intimate seminar
classroom settings to tiered lecture halls; a single facility housing 
undergraduate advising, tutoring, student success programs, and other 
student-centered academic services; and certification as a LEED building. 
http://culc.gatech.edu/ 

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

General Collection and Government Docs take up about 75% of stack 
space; Compact Storage in basement contains 14% of stack collection; 
Periodicals = 8.5%; Microform = 2%; Media = <1%

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

Public Space: 21% of GSF; 31% of ASF. Semi-Public Space (Classrooms and 
event space): 2% GSF; 3% ASF. Staff (including offices, service points, and 
storage) Space:  20% GSF; 29% ASF. Stacks space: 25% GSF; 37% ASF. 
Nonassigned space (includes HVAC, structural elements, bathrooms, 
janitorial space, elevators, stairs, and corridors): 32% GSF

Dedicated Music Library No

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces The Library East Commons is devoted to collaborative group study with 2

zones of collaborative computing stations, a performance space, and a 
group study area.  The Library West Common houses a productivity cluster 
of 85 machines primarily used by individuals, a 22 seat multimedia studio, 
our Reference Desk and the Presentation Rehearsal Studio – space for up to
10 to practice and video record 
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presentations for classes or conferences.  The 2nd Floor West of the Library 
provides a variety of spaces for collaboration.  The floor is not outfitted with
computers (GT has a Computer ownership policy that requires laptops), but
has spaces with large video monitors in addition to tables with white boards,

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

The Neely Gallery and associate Neely Lobby is maintained and used
primarily by library’s Archives Department and for co-sponsored events: 
1956 sf; Jazzman’s Café is run by Auxiliary Services:  1631 sf

Parts of library accessible 24/7 Yes, during the week.

Collaborative research labs Yes, Productivity Computer Clusters, Multimedia studio, Presentation
Rehearsal Rooms, Group computing, Multipurpose group room (10-15
persons)

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

The Graduate Communication Center is a partnership between the Library 
and CETL:  34sf; The OIT Technology Support Center occupies a portion of
the Ground Floor of the Library: 2,753 sf

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

The Architecture Library occupies 5,886 square feet of the Architecture
(West) Building, is not an autonomous facility.

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Library has a single remote storage facility which is currently primarily 
used for records management, but is in the process of moving material
(completion mid-May 2011) from in-house compact storage facilities to this
facility. 100% of Records Management; 20% of Archives Collections; The
journals being moved occupy about 19% of the total linear footage
currently in use for print collections in the main library or 10% of the square 
footage.

Storage policy Necessity. To free up space for public function and incoming collections

Frequency and method of
delivery to campus

Records management materials are delivered by library courier.  A delivery 
process for the print journals is being developed, and will likely involve
electronic delivery of library generated scans of requested articles.

Storage options used We are using 9’-1.5” high metal shelving with 32”x69” wire mesh shelves.  This 
system stores 20 records boxes per shelf (5 shelves per unit), and 12 book 
trays per shelf (8 shelves per unit).  We are not using a compact storage 
system. Records management material is stored in numbered archival 
boxes organized by collection.  Bound journals are stored in numbered 
book trays generally in call number order, with separate runs for material 
with heights less than 11.75” and greater than 11.75” or depth greater than 
10”.
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Universitytyyyy of Kansas

Website http://www.lib.ku.edu/

Location Lawrence, Kansas

Undergraduate Population 20,550

Graduate Population 6,276

Student Population 30,004

Faculty Population 2,460

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 291

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 24

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Two main libraries: Anshutz = 137,200 sf; Watson = 148,529 sf; Spencer 

Research = 85,293 sf; Spahr Engineering = 15,550 sf; Regents Library =
7,100 sf; Art and Arch = 13,782 sf; Music and Dance = 11,114 sf

Collections size 4,271,113 volumes, 3,177,385 microforms, 73,691 serial

Number of Libraries 12 total. 7 on main campus (including 2 main libraries), a library annex, and
3 on other campuses.

Future expansion or renovation
plans

Continued development of the Learning Studio: Information Commons with
its blend of technology, comfort and flexibility, is built to help students
succeed at KU, and enhances the Libraries’ role in student recruitment,
engagement and retention featuring study spaces (group and tech),
Technology, and Academic and Research Support. Final plans incorporate
10 tutoring rooms, 10+ group study rooms, and 80+ new computer
workstations. Also, Annex expansion planned in near future depending on
fundraising.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries seperated by subjects and uses, designed to favor users over
collections. Unconventional organization: Quiet study areas on bottom floors
in Anschutz Library, collaborative spaces on top two floors.

Percentage of building space that
is public space

40-45%

Dedicated Music Library Yes. Combined with Dance. Group study room and seminar room. 

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Learning Studio: The Learning Studio is a dynamic, student- centered space 

located on the 3rd and 4th floor of Anschutz Library. The Studio features
technology, an integrated service point, and a variety of study spaces.
Librarians, IT professionals and Student Success staff support students in 
writing, research, study skills and use of technology. Currently five group
study rooms with capacity of 10 to 20 each, formal tutoring spaces,
computer workstations, open study area, and one classroom. (further 
expansion of Learning Studio is planned, see above) 
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Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Cafés

Parts of library accessible 24/7 24 hour study facilities in Anschutz, entire building stays open overnight
Sunday through Thursday.

Collaborative research labs GIS and Data Lab; The Center for Digital Scholarship supports KU’s evolving
research environment with expertise and tools for creating and using digital
scholarship to enhance research, teaching, and learning at the University of
Kansas.  Focus on sustainable scholarly impact though expert consultants,
educational opportunities, tools, and a digital workplace equipped to help
students undertake their projects. Assist authors in retaining rights to their
work, Copyright Information for Instructors and Students, Digital Imaging,
Promote Public Sharing of KU Scholarly Output, Research Data Analysis
Assistance, Statistical Software Technical Support, Statistical Software
Workshops, GIS, Maps & Statistical Instruction, Large-Format Scanning,
Multimedia Conversion and Creation, Digital Publishing, Facilitating
Participation in the Faculty's Open Access Policy, GIS Data and Software
Assistance, Institute for Digital Research in the Humanities:   The Institute for
Digital Research in the Humanities provides resources and trai ning in the 
practices and tools of the digital humanities, facilitating interdisciplinary 
academic collaborations and innovative externally-funded research.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

KU writing center, Tutoring Group administrates tutoring rooms in Learning
Studio; Center for Research Methods and Data Analysis

Learning commons in other 
buildings outside of the library

No

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Library Annex is a high-density storage facility for low-use library 
materials. The transfer of such materials to the Library Annex increases the
space available for users in the main campus library buildings and provides
conservation-level environmental controls for books and journals, archives
and manuscripts, and rare and fragile materials. All materials in the Library 
Annex are represented in the Library catalog and may be requested for use. 
The Library Annex is located on KU’s west campus and designed on the
Harvard model. It will have an initial capacity of 1.6 million volumes. (17,123 
ft sq)

Storage policy Need for efficient and secure archival storage environment, need for more
space as campus libraries have reached capacity. Convenience of freeing
up library space for user functions.

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Delivered, by truck, to library circ desks with a 24 hour turnover.

Storage options used High density shelving
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Universitytyyyy at Albany-SUNY

Website http://library.albany.edu/

Location Albany, NY

Undergraduate Population 13,100

Graduate Population 4,900

Student Population 18,000

Faculty Population 1,000

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 250

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 14

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Approx 400,000 sq. feet

Collections size 2,263,767 volumes

Number of Libraries 4. Graduate, Science, Special Collections, University (Main)

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

Currently working with an architectural firm to develop concepts for a
renovation of the University Library. Some expansion will be included.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries divided by subject/type. Dedicated graduate library. Lower floors
house more public functions, upper floors house more traditional stacks.

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

45-50% public space. Storage used to free up space for users.

Dedicated Music Library No

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Information Commons in each library and group study room primarily in the

Science Library; Interactive Media Center (PC + MAC + A/V equipment +
software).

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Writing Center at specified times during the spring and fall semesters. No
'social' functions.

Parts of library accessible 24/7 During exams only

Collaborative research labs There are thirteen group study rooms in the Libraries. On the second floor of
the Science Library, there are ten of these group study spaces. Each room
contains a PC, a table, six chairs, a dry erase board and wireless access.
There are three group study rooms in the University Library: LI-B 26, LI-B 47
and LI-B 92. Each of these rooms has a PC, speakers, a table and chairs,
and a whiteboard.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

Computer Labs, Writing Lab

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

No
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Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

Library Storage Facility, located beneath Science Library holds 
approximately 50,000 nsf of space and 80,000 linear feet of compact 
shelving to take care of library storage needs for some time to come. 

Storage policy Convenience, removes lesser-used items so there is room for more 
browsable collections in Libraries. 

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Items can be 'paged' and brought up to circulation desk as needed, 24
hour turnover. Also will ship or send by courier as needed. 

Storage options used High-density shelving 
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Rutgers, the State Universitytyyyy of New Jerseyyy

Website http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/

Location New Brunswick (main), Newark, Camden 

Undergraduate Population 42,300

Graduate Population 14,500

Student Population 56,800

Faculty Population 4,150

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 631

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 46

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Total New Brunswick Campus = 418,510 SF (including Alexander Library 

193,356; and Dana Library 127,953); Camden Campus = 60,239 SF

Collections size 4,570,477 volumes

Number of Libraries 3 Campuses: 26 'Libraries and Centers': The Rutgers Digital Library; Camden
Law; Robeson; Criminal Justice; Dana; Diversity Research Center; Institute of 
Jazz Studies; Rutgers Law Library-Newark; Alcohol Studies; Alexander; Annex;
Art; Chang; Chemistry; Douglass; East Asian; Fordham Lab; Foster Center;
Kilmer; Library of Science & Medicine; Mathematical Sciences; Media 
Center; Music; Physics; SERC Reading Room; Schimmel Rare Book Library; 
Scholarly Communication Center (SCC); School of Management and Labor 
Relations; Special Collections and University Archives; American Hungarian 
Foundation; Center for Research Libraries; Sage (Seminary); Whitman 
Collection

Future expansion or renovation
plans

Future plans for a new combined science library; as well as several current
renovation efforts. Robeson Library  in Camden is undergoing a major 
renovation, where they will absorb a large university computer lab with 190 
computers. Alexander Library will build a cafe to seat 82. Library of Science 
and Medicine  is converting a former tech staff space into a large quiet 
study space, and converting former special collections space into a 
conference room area with flexible tables and a docking station of 30 
computers for teaching classes. Kilmer Library  is building a conference
room with state of the art projection systems for teaching business students, 
as well as a large instructional classroom. Douglass Library  has major plans
to flip two collections and expand the in house Performing Arts Library , as 
well as building a high tech music seminar room, a new larger instructional
classroom, and reorganized offices so all librarians would be on one floor.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries all feature user friendly spaces, with collections, intention has been
to reorganize branches and departments to enhance adjacencies, such as 
in the instance of bringing all media and sound related materials and 
technologies into close proximity of one another.
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Percentage of building space that
is public space

About 30-35% but rapidly growing as libraries are updated. Future plans 
feature various study and technology spaces (see above).

Dedicated Music Library Music collection recently brought together and housed within Performing
arts library housed in Douglass Library. Complimented by adjacent media 
center. Another media center is deliberatley housed next to Institute of Jazz 
Studies, in the Dana Library. 

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Expanding assortment of group study rooms, as well as a substantial

amount of flexible study space for students to take advantage of. Have 
similar probems as 'Club' Willis with noise in bigger areas. 

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

 Galleries in Alexander and Douglass Library, Exhibit spaces in most other 
libraries, and Café opening soon

Parts of library accessible 24/7 No

Collaborative research labs Digital Media Lab, 'The Dana Room' - smart classroom,Seminar Room,
Special Collections Room

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

12 'Libraries and Centers' housed in other buildings, including Law Library, 
SCC, Multimedia Lab, Chemistry, Computer labs are run by University IT 
Office, Camden Honors program uses space in the libraries as well

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

Certain multimedia labs and reading rooms scattered throughout 
campuses, specifically study hall within Science and Engineering Resource 
Center, operated during academic year.

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Rutgers University Libraries Annex is a remote storage facility located on 
the Busch Campus. The Libraries Annex opened in 1982 and the three-story 
construction is designed to house approximately one-half million volumes in 
a closed stacks temperature-controlled environment. Infrequently used 
periodicals, monographs, government documents, and archives are stored 
at the Libraries Annex. 12% of volumes and 15% of titles are located in 
annex.

Storage policy Convenience and policy. Since libraries share resources, the Annex 
functions as a central point from which materials can be pulled. 
Furthermore, there is a  need to free up space in the libraries for more 
public functions and to alleviate overcrowded shelving, which is at 
capacity.

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Delivery to all branch libraries, 1 or 2 day turnaround.

Storage options used Annex is not compact, uses three stories of shelving in archival boxes.
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Universitytyyyy of Maryryyyyland

Website http://www.lib.umd.edu/

Location College Park, MD

Undergraduate Population 26,922

Graduate Population 10,719

Student Population 37,641

Faculty Population 3,996

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 509

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 54

Physysyssical Space
Area of library McKeldin = 319,375 SF;  Hornbake Library (special collections) =  191,726

SF;  Engineering and Physical Sciences Library = 36,457 SF;  Performing Arts
Library =  24,350 SF;  Chemistry Library =  13,101 SF;  Art Library =  7,609 SF; 
Architecture Library =  5,043 SF

Collections size 3,930,013 volumes

Number of Libraries 8. McKeldin Library (Main), Architecture Library, Art Library, Engineering and
Physical Sciences, Hornbake (Misc), Performing Arts, Shady Grove (?),
Chemistry Library

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

No plans for expansion.  Small renovation plans underway – e.g., to bring in
more electrical outlets to public spaces, to combine service desks
(circulation and reference), to modernize staff work areas.  The major recent
renovation project was to clear part (about 23,000 sq.ft.) of one floor of
McKeldin to create the Terrapin Learning Commons, with new paint, carpet,
furnishings, outlets. A design study, in collaboration with the School of
Architecture, will get underway this fall for all of McKeldin.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries by subject; Nonprint Media Services is a separate department in
Hornbake Library.

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

Approx ~ 25% (Two of eight floors in McKeldin, and similar distribution of
work/study spaces in other libraries)

Dedicated Music Library Performing Arts

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Terrapin Learning Commons - featuring 100+ desktop computer 

workstations, as well as group study rooms, presentation practice rooms,
rooms with multimedia equipment 

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Footnotes Café, operated by campus Dining Services; Special Events
Room; Copy Shop; computer lab operated by the campus Office of
Information Technology
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Parts of library accessible 24/7 Yes. 1st and 2nd floors of Main library open 24 hours including Learning
commons

Collaborative research labs No

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

Writing Center by the Department of English as well as a Center for 
Undergraduate Research

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

No

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

Yes, MD has approximately 500,000 volumes in this facility, or about 13% of 
its total collection.

Storage policy Necessity. Library system is near capacity, and need room for additional 
materials.

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Items are delivered to the McKeldin Library Circulation Desk within 2 business 
days. They must be used in McKeldin Library only. Journal articles are e-
mailed within 2 business days at no cost to the borrower.

Storage options used The library rents space in a high-density storage module owned by Johns
Hopkins University.  Materials for both MD and JHU are arranged in bins by 
size and there is a separate bar-code and retrieval database.  

Miscellaneous
Learning commons includes lockers with outlets - where students can leave
personal laptops to charge while doing other things
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Universitytyyyy of California at Santa Barbara

Website http://www.library.ucsb.edu/ 

Location Santa Barbara, California

Undergraduate Population 19,800

Graduate Population 3,050

Student Population 22,850

Faculty Population 1,086

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 486

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 23

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Davidson = 270,000 sf

Collections size 2,996,397 volumes, but share content with UC system through University of 
California Shared Content Program

Number of Libraries 4. Davidson (main), Arts library, Annex 1, Annex 2

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

None

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Overall traditional library organization. Arts library contains most media 
related resources and materials.

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

Approx 30% based on floor plans, mainly traditional study tables.

Dedicated Music Library Yes. 2nd floor of arts library. 2 seminar rooms, multiple listening rooms,
PIANO room. 

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Group Discussion Rooms provide a private, enclosed atmosphere, and are 

equipped with a chalkboard and chalk. 11 seminar and classroom size 
rooms, wired with a/v, can only be reserved by library staff.

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

No

Parts of library accessible 24/7 24 hour 'study room' in main library building

Collaborative research labs No

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

No

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

No
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Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Library's collection outgrew its physical plant more than ten years ago. 
Since then, lesser used materials have been selected and shipped to three 
off-site storage facilities; two Library Annexes and the Southern Regional 
Library Facility (SRLF) at UCLA. 

Storage policy Necessity - no space and Policy. University of California Policy mandates
that mutliple campuses share resources. By sharing facilities, libraries are
able to economically accommodate low-use print materials and thus
devote a greater portion of their local shelving space to new, current, and
high-use ones.

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Delivered twice a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays from campus annexes. 
Material from SRLF is processed Monday through Friday for delivery by 
overnight courier to the requesting campus library. 

Storage options used Utilizing high-density shelving, the collections are stored in a climate-
controlled environment that is designed to preserve the collections. The SRLF 
building has staff and reader space as well as stack space. Phase I and II 
provide capacity for approximately 6,900,000 volume equivalents. Materials 
are shelved by size and accession number to maximize facility capacity.
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Universitytyyyy of Delaware

Website http://www.lib.udel.edu/

Location Newark, Delaware

Undergraduate Population 15,887

Graduate Population 3,670

Student Population 19,557

Faculty Population 1,167

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 337

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 20

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Morris approx ~ 317,000 sf

Collections size (2,807,445) 2,800,000 bound, 3,400,000 microforms, 650,000 other

Number of Libraries 5. Morris (main), Agriculture, Physics, Chemistry, Marine Studies

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

None

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Libraries are separated by subject. In main library, lower floors are
dedicated for more public functions, while upper floors are organized
around traditional stacks

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

approx 35%

Dedicated Music Library Only within a Performing Arts Collection, sheet music etc. is unprocessed.

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Multiple tech-equipped small group study rooms for students,  a computing

site, a GIS workstation, special equipment and areas to assist users with 
disabilities, an instructional media area and viewing room, a large reserve
reading room, and small research studies which faculty may reserve

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Bleecker Street café in the Library Commons just inside the Morris Library 
entrance, a  Special Collections area including an exhibition gallery

Parts of library accessible 24/7 Library Commons remain open 24/7

Collaborative research labs Student Multimedia Design Center: 2 classrooms, 80 workstations, 6 studio 
spaces for multimedia creation, equipment loans, and multimedia software

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

University of Delaware Press

Learning commons in other 
buildings outside of the library

No
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Remote Storage

Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

Yes. +500,000 volumes stored in the Library Annex, which is organized and
engineered to maximize both high-density storage and prompt retrieval
upon electronic request from anywhere within the library system. The
utilitarian nature of the project encouraged a restrained design and use of
simple materials with tight performance specifications and strict fire
protection criteria. The project provides weather protection during transfer of
materials, admits natural light above the main circulation aisle and work 
room, and anticipates future lateral expansion.

Storage policy Necessity, as collection grows - there is an opportunity to expand the annex.

Frequency and method of
delivery to campus

Library staff will retrieve Library Annex items daily Monday through Friday.
Items requested by 2:00 PM will be available by 4:00 PM the same day.
Courier system, as well as delivery truck for returns.

Storage options used High density storage
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Nortth Carolina State

Website http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/

Location Raleigh, NC

Undergraduate Population 23,636
Graduate Population 8,267
Student Population 34,376
Faculty Population 2,389
Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 266

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 19

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Total Current = 434,000 SF; also, new Hunt library will add ~ 139,000 SF

Collections size 4,158,190 volumes

Number of Libraries 5. D.H.Hill (main); Design Library; Nat Res Lib; Textiles; Vet

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

Future Hunt Library will use various design and technology strategies to 
facilitate engagement, creativity, and learning and improve the overall 
library user experience. The building will recognize the various needs of 
different user groups – students, faculty members, and researchers -- and
will offer spaces tailored to those unique demands, including doubled
seating capacity, specially equipped collaborative spaces and private 
study rooms (almost 100 bookable group study rooms are in the plan),
ample access to electrical power, and the flexibility to accommodate
future technologies - serving as a technology “incubator” and
demonstration space where the real and virtual worlds come together. It will
feature inviting areas for exploration, contemplation, and conversation, 
including a café and public gathering spaces for lectures and events, as
well as technological innovations such as an Automated Book Delivery 
System (which will hold 9 times as many volumes as a traditional library).

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Main library houses most of collection, and branch libraries house
specialized subject-specific items.

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

Approx 30%; also, new Hunt library will be 60% public use space.

Dedicated Music Library No

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Currently in Hill (Main) Library: 9 Groups study rooms with A/V support, and 

one presentation practice room, as well as information commons for
collaboration, study, and access to technology. New Hunt library will provide
a variety of group collaboration spaces and +100 bookable rooms.
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Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Food Court, Bookstore, Coffee Bar, Exhibit Gallery, Auditorium, Mini-Theater, 
Creamery, ATM, 

Parts of library accessible 24/7 Yes. All of main library (except staffed areas/collections)

Collaborative research labs Digital Media Lab, featuring a diverse mix of scanners allowing conversion of
documents, slides, photographs, and microforms to digital format, there is 
equipment and software for creating and editing digital video and audio
content. Staff are available to help the novice or the expert user.
Conference Meeting Rooms:  seats 12-18. Built in ceiling projector. 
Permanent PC computer with wireless keyboard and mouse. Laptop
connection available. Polycom video conference unit. VCR.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

Faculty Senate has offices in library

Learning commons in other 
buildings outside of the library

African American Cultural Center Reading Room (houses a collection of 
educational and leisure reading resources by and about Africans, African-
Americans, and other members of the African Diaspora), College of
Education Media Center

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

The Satellite Shelving Facility (SSF) is a closed-stack, 20,000 square-foot
building on the main NC State campus that provides high-density, 
environmentally controlled shelving for books, audio-visual, microform, and
Special Collections materials. Other materials housed there include archival
and manuscript materials from the Libraries' Special Collections Research
Center, and low-use microforms.

Storage policy Convenience and Policy: space needs as well as a remote location to
safely store special collection type materials. 

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Books are delivered to the D.H. Hill or branch library location of your choice
or to a campus office address. The facility offers a small reading room with
tables and chairs, a computer workstation, and WolfCopy photocopier.

Storage options used High-density, environmentally controlled shelving. Hunt Library will have
ABDS, capable of storing 2 million books.
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Colorado State Universitytyyyy

Website http://lib.colostate.edu/

Location Fort Collins, CO

Undergraduate Population 21,953

Graduate Population 3,864

Student Population 26,356

Faculty Population 1,520

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 549

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 32

Physysyssical Space
Area of library 300,000 SF main library (VMC Library Area is negligible, <1% of collection)

Collections size 2,000,000 volumes

Number of Libraries 2. Main (Morgan) and Veterinary Medical Center Branch Library

Future expansion or renovation
plans

Morgan Library is being expanded and renovated into an Information
Commons. By redesigning the building with new spaces, new technologies 
and new electronic resources, the library will support the collaborative 
teaching and learning and 24/7 access that is essential to a 21st century 
university. Elements of the redesign include: more and better seating for
studying; a 24x7 staffed study space addition; a reconfigurable
'Collaboratory' for group learning; spaces specially designed for multimedia
development; an art lounge; internet video conference rooms and
classrooms allowing the most distinguished teachers and researchers to
reach our constituents from remote locations; more quiet study area; more 
advanced technology; print on demand for books; an improved entryway, 
and many other features that will enhance learning and discovery at
Colorado State.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Majority of collection in Morgan Library, items are separated by traditional 
library organization conventions.

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

Approximately 35-45%; significant proportion of percentage is for user study 
and collaboration spaces

Dedicated Music Library No

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces The Library offers four types of study areas: Group Study Area, Quiet Study 

Areas, Quiet Study Rooms,  and Group Study Rooms.  4 - 10 seat rooms,
and 5 - 6 seat rooms. Equipment includes: large display HDTV, personal 
laptop access to video and audio jacks or a computer, a whiteboard. The
future expanison will feature two massive,
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reconifugrable rooms which focus on accomodating group and individual
study in an active environment.

Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Café, Galleries, Vending Machines

Parts of library accessible 24/7 No, but will have in future.

Collaborative research labs No 'labs'. Do have computer classrooms and media editing spaces.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

No

Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

In Behavioral Sciences Building: 24/7 study area; computers, scanners, and
laptop checkout. 10 group study rooms; Room seating varies 4-10 people;
Equipment includes:  large display HDTV, a whiteboard, personal laptop
access to video and audio jacks, video or HDMI cables and MacBook 
video adapters for laptop hookup are available at the laptop checkout 
desk

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

Not remote. Lake Street Depository is centrally-located on campus. CSU
reports roughly 33% of its collection in storage.

Storage policy Necessity - not enough space in Morgan. Also, focus on expanding space 
for user spaces instead of stacks.

Frequency and method of
delivery to campus

Items can be picked up from the existing facility, or will be delivered to
circulation desk.  Very fast turnaround, several hours.

Storage options used High density shelving.

Miscellaneous
Renovation/Expansion Blog: http://lib.colostate.edu/blogs/building/
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Universitytyyyy of California at Santa Cruz

Website http://library.ucsc.edu/

Location Santa Cruz, California

Undergraduate Population 14,888

Graduate Population 1,444

Student Population 16,332

Faculty Population 508

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 604

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 18

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Current McHenry (main) = 114,000 ASF; Addition = 81,600 ASF

Collections size 2,115,882, but share content with UC system through University of California
Shared Content Program

Number of Libraries 2. McHenry (main) and Science and Engineering

Future expansion or renovation
plans

Renovation of portion of McHenry Library, to include a large Information
Commons with a variety of computers and comfortable seating, slated to 
open in mid 2011. The new space will accommodate a growing print
collection, state of the art electronic collections, and an upgraded
infrastructure that will provide students with access to the latest technology.
An interior avenue in the library will vastly improve building flow and usability 
and transparent glass enclosures around the building perimeter will provide
study spaces overlooking a canopy of redwoods. Spaces will be available
for special events, readings, and lectures.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Focus on collaboration, mixed use spaces, and user experience with only 2 
of 5 floors of Mchenry featuring traditional stacks.

Percentage of building space that 
is public space

33% - 33% - 33%. Equal percentages stacks, 'office' type spaces (for library 
and non-library staff and faculty), and user focused (study, collaboration) 
spaces. 

Dedicated Music Library No

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces The S&E Library has eight rooms available for group study, each equipped 

with chalkboards, tables, and chairs. McHenry has one general purpose
group study room in the Media Center. Renovation is reorganizing library 
focus as Infocommons that will offer cutting-edge technology and wide
access to an impressive range of information resources along with expert
assistance from library staff and IT professionals. Will also have numerous
reading and group study spaces that will give individuals and teams
choices of the type of space they work in; as well as large-group spaces for
handling library instruction.
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Other auxiliary functions (café, 
etc.) housed in the library

Currently - coffee bar. In future, a cyber café featuring large-screen
monitors that display the front pages of newspapers from around the world;
display areas that allow library visitors to be stimulated by the work of local
artists; a wellness area for exercising or more contemplative physical
activities, such as yoga and meditation, that will enable students to be
more conscious about breaks during study hours

Parts of library accessible 24/7 No

Collaborative research labs In future, will feature several areas for creating, viewing, and manipulating 
visual images as well as a film and music center that will provide viewing
stations for individuals and groups so they can watch selections from our
large collection of recordings, films, and other media.  Students will have
access to specially equipped production rooms that allow them to utilize
the Library’s substantial collections and to create new forms of audiovisual
materials.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

Half of addition will initially be occupied by Instruction and Research Spaces
(for History of Art and Visual Culture Department, Mathematics Department,
and Writing Program (Division of Humanities)), and be reassigned to library in
2019. Media Services (and IT Services) will also have space within the
expanded and renovated McHenry Library.

Learning commons in other 
buildings outside of the library

No

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is 
stored off site

University Library is unable to house all of its collections in the two on-
campus libraries, and has sent to an off-campus facility those materials that
receive infrequent usage by students and faculty. (nearly two volumes to
storage for every three volumes that are newly acquired)

Storage policy University of California Policy. Off-campus storage is a practice followed by 
all campuses of the UC system. Books sent to storage become part of a UC-
wide shared collection. By sharing facilities, libraries are able to
economically accommodate low-use print materials and thus devote a
greater portion of local shelving to new, current, and high-use ones.

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Material is shipped via FedEx Ground Service as needed, and are
retrievable in two working days for use at any of the UC campuses.

Storage options used In addition to public service, administrative, and processing areas, the 
buildings have eleven floors of high-density shelving, with a total capacity of
7.4 million volumes, and specialized storage areas for microfilms and maps.
The stack area is climate controlled to maintain a constant temperature
(60F) and relative humidity (50%). To save space, materials are stored by 
four size classifications in the order in which they are received, and are
placed two-deep on each shelf.

Miscellaneous
iPad Checkout, until recently had drive up book return

Focus on outdoors: beautiful landscaped areas outside the building that will
allow students and faculty to work outdoors with views of the forest and the
natural environment of the campus as they study and socialize
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Universitytyyyy of Nebraskaaa-Lincoln

Website http://libraries.unl.edu/

Location Lincoln, NE

Undergraduate Population 19,383

Graduate Population 5,227

Student Population 24,610

Faculty Population 1,597

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 129

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 8

Physysyssical Space
Area of library Love: 289,039 SF; Cy Thompson: 36,469 SF; Architecture: 10,612 SF;

Engineering: 19,164 SF; Geology: 7,191; Math: 1,845 SF; Music: 5,047 SF

Collections size 3,247,311 volumes

Number of Libraries 9. Love (main); Architecture; CY Thompson; Engineering; Geology; Love
Library; Mathematics Library; Music Library; Schmid Law Library 

Future expansion or renovation
plans

Ongoing strategic mission to enhance the Libraries' role as a content
provider, continue to assess and improve internal organizational 
environment, and analyze libraries physical spaces to plan for future users 
and collections needs: continued process of renovations, etc. as needed.

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Branch libraries by subject

Percentage of building space that
is public space

25 - 30%

Dedicated Music Library Yes. Dedicated building. Robust collection plus computing facilities, listening
facilities, viewing facilities, microform reader, copying equipment

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Group study rooms, no a/v support. Viewing rooms for media. Classroom

spaces.

Other auxiliary functions (café,
etc.) housed in the library

Have vending areas, computer labs, we display artwork from the libraries
(photos of campus) and Government documents posters that apply to 
areas of study.

Parts of library accessible 24/7 No 

Collaborative research labs Not physical. Have 'digital commons,' place for academic community to 
publish and share work

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

Right now, we have the University IT department on one whole floor of the
main library. Classrooms for academic class use. 
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Learning commons in other
buildings outside of the library

Have experimented with renting a space at the Union so that students can
ask their library questions without going to the library

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is
stored off site

The Library Depository Retrieval Facility, new high-density climate controlled
facility on East Campus houses at least 800,000 volumes of library materials.

Storage policy Alleviates overcrowding resulting from a growing collection of over 40,000
volumes per year. 

Frequency and method of 
delivery to campus

Requested materials are available to pick up at any on campus library 
facility within two business days, by way of a dedicated delivery van

Storage options used High-density, climate controlled shelving facility
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Yonsei Universitytyyyy

Website http://library.yonsei.ac.kr/main/main.do

Location Seoul, South Korea

Undergraduate Population 22,006

Graduate Population 6,403

Student Population 28,409

Faculty Population 3,489

Librarian to Student Ratio 1 to 516

Librarian to Faculty Ratio 1 to 63

Physysyssical Space
Area of library 570,300 square feet, 89,000 sq. ft annex

Collections size 1,906,883 volumes

Number of Libraries 2 main libraries, 3 branch libraries (as well as 1 main, other campus)

Future expansion or renovation 
plans

Technological upgrades to study rooms and renovation of special 
collections

Organization
Division of library area by 
collection and media

Technology is accessible everywhere. Physical space in library is separated
by floors into public use/study (lower levels) and collections (top floors). 

Percentage of building space that
is public space

60-65%, focus on technology and innovative work spaces instead of 
traditional stack and reading room library layout

Dedicated Music Library Yes, floor located in Music College building, houses all materials related to 
music/sound. Musical scores and multimedia materials (CD, DVD, etc.) are 
kept in closed stacks limiting the entry and the use of materials.

International Case Study

Aside from the peer institutions, we also researched one international institution which 
is revolutionary in regards to technology, library science, and student spaces. Yonsei 
University Library, located in Seoul, South Korea, models itself as a digital information 
center rather than a library, and a large part of its presence in student academics 
and life is virtual. In the library, touch screens link into a custom-built digital network 
that caters to every need of the students – from academic to social. To complement 
this, user spaces provide a variety of work areas for students, all of which ubiquitously 
utilize technology so that students can always be plugged in to the library network of 
resources and reference help. 

The groundbreaking technologies and innovative strategies applied at Yonsei are 
outlined below:
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Collaborative research labs The information commons and multimedia center provide (600) computers
and technology resources to meet various user needs, including resources
for digital scholarship and research (stations dedicated to specific online 
collections). Additionally, the library hosts a subject service librarian 
program, which provides students with in-person research assistance.

Areas assigned to other university 
entities

No

Learning commons in other 
buildings outside of the library

Digital realm of U-Lounge and library is accessible from remote locations

Remote Storage
Percentage of collection that is
stored off site

No

Storage policy n/a

Frequency and method of
delivery to campus

n/a

Storage options used n/a

Miscellaneous
In 2009, Yonsei University Library introduced the Ex Libris product suite as the 
next generation's academic information system. The system is unicode-
based and provides multilingual support in interface languages, so the
library can interact with international universities more easily and exchange
scholarly resources directly with them. It is a future-oriented information
system preparing for the effective central management of all the library 
systems on campus, including Yonsei International Campus.

Collaboration
Types of interactive spaces Tremendous variety and quantity. The library complex is Korea's largest

library, with seating space for about 6,200 people and 600 computers for 
library users. Options available range from traditional reading rooms and 
standard tech-equipped group study rooms to information commons and a 
groundbreaking social technology lounge (U-Lounge). The U-lounge is a 
social/cultural space which serves as a joint lobby between the Yonsei-
Samsung Library and the Central Library. Users can relax, have a group 
meeting, or use various digital multimedia technologies. The information
commons features collaborative computing booths, digital library search
area, workstations, internet PCs, and a laptop area.

Other auxiliary functions (café,
etc.) housed in the library

Cafeteria, Roof Garden, Caffe Lien, Newspaper Stand, Conference Hall

Parts of library accessible 24/7 Expansive 24 hour study room
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Virtual Platform

INFORMATION DISPLAY 
SYSTEM/  INTELLIBOARDS

Student MemoBoard:

NewsBoard:

eBookBoard:

U-Lounge:

Group and Individual Study Spaces:

Information Point:        Group Work Rooms: 
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USER RESEARCH
To complement the peer institution research, the design team also met with various library 
user groups on the UNT campus. Through a series of focus groups and meetings (with 
students, faculty, and staff), the PSA-Dewberry team was able to build an understanding 
of the vast array of building program needs required of the libraries at UNT. 

Summary of Findings

Students, the primary user group, identified the need for a facility which meets their basic 
needs  with longer hours, natural daylight, a variety of study rooms, and adequate data 
and power supply. UNT’s undergraduate students believe that the Library is an essential 
place for individual and group study, and emphasized a need for robust technology, 
as well as interaction with Library staff and books. By contrast, faculty members and 
graduate students place a greater emphasis on technological resources, access to 
digital material and Library staff assistance in research.

Meetings with the Library staff yielded needs that reflect those of both students and 
faculty, focusing on the quality of Library spaces for Staff and Users. The staff believes 
that both students and staff would benefit from consolidating personnel and services in 
one public location supported by off-campus shelving facilities. 

The information gathered is presented below, and will be instrumental in developing 
recommendations for the future of the UNT libraries.

Dean’s Forum

Summary

To begin to develop an idea of user academic needs, the PSA-Dewberry team met with 
all of the university Deans about how the libraries could help improve their respective 
academic programs/colleges. After introducing the Master Planning process and 
visioning statement to the Deans’ Forum, the team fielded questions and comments 
from the deans. 

Overarching themes of the discussion focused on the challenges of identifying a 
benchmark point for the UNT Libraries, on the need to bring the campus up to date 
technologically and prepare for future technological advancements, and the numerous 
ways in which libraries could potentially support academic programs at UNT.

Transcript

March 21st, 2011 1:00PM – Dean’s Forum – Meeting

PSAD: Introduction: 
Master planning process: The UNT Libraries need an upgrade, and a plan for the future. 
Visioning: Panel of 18, composing a plan for the future

Meeting Schedule

MARCH 15, 2011

9:00 – 11:00 Facilities and 
Systems Library Staff

11:30 – 1:30 Finance and 
Administration Library Staff

2:00 – 4:00 Public Services 
Library Staff 

MARCH 21, 2011

9:00 – 10:30 Meeting with 
Student Union Administrators

11:00 – 12:30 Student Focus 
Group

1:00 – 2:00 Dean’s Forum

2:30 – 3:30 External Relations 
Staff

4:30 – 5:30 Student Focus 
Group in Union 

MARCH 22, 2011

9:00 – 11:00 Special 
Collections Library Staff 

11:30 – 1:30 Collections 
Management Library Staff

2:30 – 4:30 Digital Library Staff

4:30 – 5:30 Anthropology 
Study Results

6:00 – 7:00 Student Focus 
Group in Resident Hall

MARCH 23, 2011

4:00 – 5:30 Faculty Forum

6:00 – 7:30 Student Focus 
Group

5| 
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PSAD: Components of process:
-Research component begins the planning process (structural analysis and study, ADA, 
also other institutional research – benchmark institutions – will perform site visits with UNT 
Library staff.)
-Faculty, student, and staff focus groups (will inform team of user needs)
-First two steps will begin to build a comprehensive idea of the future of libraries

PSAD: End Product: A master plan for twenty years, divided into 5 year phasing increments.
(later changed to three phases - 4, 10, and 20 years)

Dean: Looking at international universities, (in Japan and Korea-Yonsei), for technology 
benchmark? 
PSAD: Not yet, but can…

PSAD: Draft Visioning Statement: 
-Focus on prioritizing activity and services, access to information.
-Recognizes that collaboration is future theme of education, between students, 
graduate students, and even faculty and staff.
-Libraries have to focus on marketing and creating visibility for selves, on forming 
research partnerships in various possibilities.
-House Bill 51 – emphasizes need for focus on students, and getting them the resources 
they need. Also, on preparing for a bigger student population and growing graduate 
and research programs at UNT. 

PSAD: The criteria for the library of the future focus on technology, on the idea of having 
information commons, and a rapidly growing digital library. The vision plan is a concise 
statement to capture the direction the plan should/will take.

*open discussion begins*
PSAD: How should we think of the library user? As a learner or information consumer?

Deans: Future of technology is ambiguous, how will the library evolve? 
PSAD: It is impossible to predict all future technologies, but we can plan spaces that are 
adaptable to change. 

Deans: How do you plan for this new library? What are the needs of the future?
PSAD: It is a balancing act. There is a need for digital research labs, or virtual spaces 
to collaborate, but then there is also a need for physical support spaces. An equal 
demand for information vs. physical interaction. Users express the need to ‘be around 
books’ as well as for technology and study spaces.

PSAD: Collaboration with media? Creativity evolves through collaboration. Libraries need 
spaces for research clusters, with accessibility to resources which promote productivity.

PSAD: Engagements with libraries currently? 
Most Deans: Primarily online
Music Dean: The music faculty needs a physical library
PSAD: Music students have similar reaction in focus groups, express need for practice 
rooms, etc.
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Arts Dean: Art college also needs a unique library environment. Art materials, rare books, 
photographs, etc. can’t be reproduced digitally, digital versions don’t have the same 
effect. Also need more adequate copying and printing facilities. 

Arts Dean: The library holds onto archives and rare books, circulating items is tricky. 
Currently faculty is trying to find ways to make fashion collection available digitally, to 
countermeasure inability to circulate items.  

Arts Dean: The Library doesn’t only hold information, it also contains a visual, tactile, 
physical history: an interactive gain that can only be experienced through browsing.

PSAD: Does the faculty needs libraries?
Deans: Yes

PSAD: Are students encouraged to use libraries?
Deans: Yes
PSAD: From focus groups, we have learned that students need the libraries. They want 
access to physical books, as well as collaborative places, social places, etc. They also 
need the library for its traditional function – a quiet place to study. National Research 
supports these findings, students want a library with balanced resources. 

Deans: So what’s important to have in a library?
PSAD: Meeting basic needs – learning enhanced when kids have access to food and 
water, etc. The café is a comfort zone. Students also need a collaborative learning zone 
that has access to support (where librarians, researchers, etc. would work together for 
knowledge).

PSAD: These ideas form a comprehensive idea of the library as a center of knowledge 
immersion. Additionally, this library is outdated OLD. In order to be appealing to faculty 
and students, the UNT Libraries needs to FEEL updated and on the cutting edge.

Deans: Please look at Yonsei University in Seoul, for examples of high tech facilities.
 
Deans: Need to keep the things that give the library identity; the collections, the 
opportunity for discovery. This library provides incredible opportunities to UNT students. 

PSAD: Should effect of Library as an academic refuge be multiplied? Should there be 
learning commons scattered throughout the University?

Deans: What about remote storage? Robotic retrieval service?

PSAD: UNLV has the system, will investigate and address. But is expensive, and honestly, 
student labor is much cheaper than installing an ARS.

Deans: With a large volume of material, storing and making it accessible is a big 
challenge. 
PSAD: Students use library in different ways, what are the needs per major?
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Deans: Business students use traditional library facilities: online journal databases, etc.
Study/collaboration teamwork. But also introducing study/team rooms would be 
beneficial for students who don’t normally use library but have a need for such functions. 
Also, presentation rehearsal rooms for business students (a tech room) would be great. 

PSAD: At Georgia tech, these rooms are highly successful, useful for students, and would 
bring in a lot more traffic at UNT. 

PSAD: Furthermore, immediate need for technology upgrade. Kids in elementary 
schools nowadays have smartboards. Unless universities upgrade, coming to college 
will soon be a downgrade for many students. Also, the idea of the Kindle and eReaders 
emphasizes that students now want a digital interface for literature. 

Deans: But Faculty doesn’t know how to use these resources! 

PSAD: Students are adaptable. At the ISB- librarians were going to have training for new 
technology, but in the end didn’t need it because students can figure it out on their own. 

Deans: Engineering students meet in labs, Discovery Park gets a lot of lab use for 
teamwork and group study as well as research. Additionally a lot of books are available 
to students via pdf format which is cheaper for everyone. 

PSAD: For the Music building and Art building, should collections be housed in respective 
colleges? 
Deans: Big advantage to having a dedicated art library, for ease of browsing current 
periodicals and such since the art world is constantly changing. However, for object 
collections, it would be ‘amazing’ to have some sort of visibility, via gallery or exhibit 
spaces, that were exposed to the whole student body. Similarly, the music collection 
needs to be all in one place, with the ability to browse, find, listen, and check out all in 
one place. 

PSAD: Should there be performance spaces in the library setting?

PSAD: Other colleges would benefit from having a library? 
Deans: Not really… but generally needed for undergraduate research, where the library 
would serve as a facilitator of undergrad research. 

PSAD: Thoughts on role of library as a testing and learning center for education 
department? 
Deans: Librarians can help students as more active educators, to guide through 
teaching about accessing information, 

PSAD: Does the faculty use research librarians? 
Deans: Depending on discipline. Librarians at UNT are very helpful, accessible, and  
proactive.

Deans: Library’s role should be as an educator, teaching students about research and 
library ethics (re: plagiarism, teamwork, etc.)
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Staff and Faculty Focus Groups

The design team also met with each of the library staff departments and members of 
the UNT faculty, with the intent of determining their space needs. The meetings gave the 
team a chance to update the staff and faculty on the master planning process, and 
to get valuable input from the people who occupy (and operate) the library facilities 
on a daily basis. 

We found that each department’s needs are unique, and each focus group yielded 
valuable insight. However, certain overarching themes were unanimously recognized 
by staff and faculty, in regards to the facilities as well as to the function of the library 
as a center of knowledge. Specifically, each group expressed a basic need for more 
daylight in the buildings, for upgraded bathrooms, a shared staff lounge area, and the 
consolidation of library staff to one general location in Willis. 

Summaries of individual group needs are outlined below, and transcripts of each 
discussion can be found in the appendix.

Facilities and Systems Staff

Our first staff focus group with the Facilities and Systems staff yielded insights into the 
technological strengths and weaknesses of the UNT Libraries. Initially, we focused on 
the space needs of the staff, both in the present and future, and found that while 
the department is relatively content with its current space, there are various changes 
which could be made to optimize workflow, from expanding the student helpdesk and 
workbench to adding informal meeting spaces and a storage area for technology 
shipments and parts. 

The discussion expanded to include the basic amenities that are lacking in Willis, 
including access to daylight and to electrical outlets, as well as efficient HVAC (which 
is critical for the many servers located in the building), which serve as deterrents to 
expanding the technological capabilities of Willis. The staff pointed out that the ISB has 
proved itself to be an excellent, innovative, technology space, and that they are eager 
to expand the formula elsewhere. 

Finance and Administration Staff

Discussion with the Finance and Administration Staff similarly concentrated on the space 
needs of the department. We found that the staff is relatively satisfied with their spaces, 
and their needs are fairly straightforward. The department currently has offices which 
are appropriately sized, but has need for a slightly larger supply station.  

As with many other departments, the staff expressed a desire for improved basic 
amenities (daylight, HVAC, cleanliness), more conference rooms, and a communal 
kitchen/lounge area for all of the Library’s staff. Additionally, the staff touched on 
the building’s lack of identity – solutions discussed included introducing more visual 
stimulants, from graphics and signage, to increased art presence and more use of 
color. 
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Public Services Staff

We asked the Public Services Staff to share its insights into both the staff space needs, 
as well as to the needs of the students users with whom they frequently work with. The 
discussion focused on ways that students could have a more streamlined interface 
with the library staff – instead of the current disjointed system of multiple service 
points, confusing directions, and inefficient organization. Solutions discussed included 
consolidating all services to one service hub, providing more optimized workspaces 
(group study areas, useful furniture), and improving basic amenities (appearance, 
signage, access to computers, power, daylight, hours, etc.). Furthermore, the allocation 
of services was discussed on a floor by floor basis, and the staff leaned towards opening 
up the first floor to function as a more fluid, student-oriented learning commons. 

The staff also discussed how they could optimize their own workflow and spaces, 
acknowledging that the circulation work area often gets congested, and that there 
needs to be a streamlining of the workflow. Noise and privacy issues exist for the reference 
staff, and a potential solution may be either the introduction of several smaller group 
meeting rooms (for one to four people), or the addition of extra enclosed offices. 

Union Administrators

Conversation with the Student Union Administration Staff focused on identifying the 
expansion/renovation plans of the Union, the timeline of the project, and potential areas 
of collaboration between the Union and UNT Libraries. We found that the plan to expand 
the Union is effectively under way, and that the building plans to be operational again 
within a few years. The staff expressed similar concerns as the Library – planning for the 
future, meeting student needs, and attracting more of the student body in as many 
ways as possible. Points where the Union and Library could choose either to compete 
or work together emerged, from the overlap in planned events, to the future opening 
of another café in the Union, to unresolved demands for more computer spaces and 
tech support. 

External Relations Staff

Meeting with the External Relations staff, who deals with everything from marketing and 
fundraising to community events, produced insights into how the public face of the 
libraries should be presented. The department stressed the need for an improved overall 
building atmosphere, enhanced meeting spaces, and better sound management 
throughout the building, as well as a consolidated department with open work areas 
and substantial space for storage of promotional materials.

Special Collections Staff

In speaking with the special collections staff, we focused on what the ideal facility would 
be for each collection, and found that they each have very specific space needs. 

Archives and Rare Books, with would benefit from being consolidated into one location, 
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should feature a classroom and reference room with big tables and a sink space, while 
the main collection could be placed in climate control compact shelving. 

The Microform collection could potentially be combined with Archives and Rare Books 
in order to optimize space use. The collection needs one office, bigger work spaces (for 
users as well as student workers), and access to better lighting. Government Documents 
should also be consolidated in a nearby location, and would need more efficient 
storage, such as compact shelving.

The Music Library similarly needs classroom space, as well as a reference area with big 
tables, and generally, double its current square footage. Important to helping students 
use the collection efficiently, it is essential to provide a diversity of work spaces (from 
collaborative, group study spaces, to a more ubiquitous and accessible system of 
carrels), and technology that adequately supports music. It was also discussed that 
while the Music Library would ideally be located in a separate building, it would be 
beneficial for the facility to maintain some adjacency to rest of the library. 

On the other hand, the Media Library doesn’t need the majority of its carrels, but does 
need a range of group study areas, some open and others enclosed (that can double 
as screening rooms), as well as numerous multimedia stations. To further enhance the 
user experience, the library would feature more open shelving for browsing, as well as 
more power and better Wi-Fi. Although the library shares some features with the Music 
Library, the two shouldn’t be merged since their overall functions are very different (music 
is very studious and quiet, whereas media is more relaxed and often gets very raucous). 

Lastly, Discovery Park currently suffers from poor organization, which is detrimental 
to facility use. In order to meet the needs of students, the library space should be 
consolidated, with more flexible work areas, a computer lab with specific programs, 
and private meeting rooms for researchers. Currently, students gravitate towards 
daylight in the hallways, and providing access to natural light in the library would attract 
these students back into the library. Furthermore, the current compact shelving does not 
encourage browsing, and use could be improved by offering more traditional shelving 
for some parts of the collection.  

Collections Management Staff

The Collections Management department houses many work units, each with specific 
needs. The conversation focused on identifying and addressing these specific needs, 
as well as identifying basic building shortcomings. 

As a whole, the staff prioritized their concerns about the overall building atmosphere 
and how it affects their productivity. Key issues brought up range from problems with the 
power supply and internet connection to physical problems such as poor air circulation 
and lack of natural daylight. Communication was also an important discussion topic – 
both within the building, and with the library counterparts on campus, as well as students 
and faculty. In order to optimize their work setting, the staff stressed the need to improve 
communication, via better meeting spaces (for example, a conference that would fit 
the whole staff), and remote communication technologies (such as teleconferencing). 
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Discussion about specific unit needs focused on the preservation/restoration team, which 
needs a reconfigured workspace and better equipment (big, obstructive machines are 
currently located in the center of the floor and interfere with workflow). Additionally, 
the challenges of the gift room and its storage needs (which vary unpredictably) were 
presented. Overall, more free-standing shelving is desired, as is the presence of more 
flexible work spaces for various tasks and meetings.

Digital Library Staff

The Digital Library staff has unique space needs, which reflect their forward-thinking, 
technologically-advanced approach to library information. During our discussion, three 
topics were repeatedly brought up: the location of the Digital Library, the DL’s specific 
space needs, and predicting future growth and changes to the Library. The staff stressed 
that flexibility was key in planning for their future, since although they know they will be 
growing tremendously, it is impossible to predict where technology will be in twenty 
years. 

In regards to location, it was discussed that the Digital Library needs to be on campus, 
since it is imperative that the servers can plug directly into the campus infrastructure, and 
it is also important for the staff to be a part of the overall library community. Establishing 
a visible campus presence and finding ways to engage the university community were 
also identified as important factors in the location of the Digital Library. Additionally, the 
space needs for the Digital Library are diverse, from basic needs such as break rooms 
and storage areas, to expansive server rooms, open staff work areas, and collaborative 
zones for group work and meetings. 

UNT Faculty

Conversation with the faculty focused on finding ways the library’s function could 
be optimized to help the various academic programs at UNT. An overarching belief 
that knowing how to use the library is empowering for their students guided faculty 
suggestions, from providing additional classroom space within the library to showcasing 
collections and advertising library resources to students in a more proactive way.

Progressive ideas about sharing academic resources between departments and 
exploring the possibility of creating cross-disciplinary library research teams were also 
discussed. Furthermore, two departments, music and art, stressed specific needs for 
better spaces to house their collections, spaces that would improve accessibility to 
items while simultaneously showcasing the scope of material. 
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Student Focus Groups

The final component of user research focused on the UNT students and their needs. 
The design team coordinated a series of focus groups, where students were given 
the chance to voice their concerns and opinions. Since students have such a unique 
relationship with the libraries, the focus groups were designed to give the students a 
variety of ways to provide feedback – from verbal to written and graphic. 

Methodology 

The focus groups were coordinated with the expressed intent of sourcing the opinions of 
the most diverse cross-section of library users possible. 

Over the course of a week, four focus groups were held, and each time and location 
was specifically chosen with the intent of attracting a specific student demographic. 
Two meetings occurred in Willis, one in the morning – which attracted more serious library 
users, and one in the evening – which drew in members of ‘Club Willis,’ or essentially 
the library’s social studiers. Another meeting was held in the Student Union, where the 
majority of participants were older students and infrequent library users who live off-
campus. Lastly, a meeting was held in one of the campus Residence Halls, where the 
majority of students were younger and infrequent library users who live on-campus. 
An anonymous demographic survey was given to all participating students, which 
confirmed the diversity of the focus group participants. 

For each focus group, a general discussion (similar in format to the staff meetings) was 
supplemented by a visual presentation to engage the students. A range of questions 
were asked about study habits, library use patterns, design preferences for library 
spaces, etc. Students were given the option to provide feedback by participating in the 
discussion or by writing or drawing their ideas. Paper, markers, and other materials were 
provided to the students, as were printed images that could be written on. A summary 
of findings follows: 

Findings

Similarly to the staff, faculty, and deans meetings, there were several overarching 
themes that resonated throughout the student focus groups. 

We found that although the students are generally adaptable, and will make do with 
whatever resources they have, that they did express a desire to see improved physical 
amenities in the libraries. Access to daylight was stressed as a major factor in physical 
comfort and productivity, as was access to a variety of different study spaces: from 
areas for individual quiet study to spaces for groups to congregate and work on projects. 
Lack of technology and power outlets in the building were identified as major deterrents 
to the buildings use, as are the hours (which students living off-campus felt should be 
significantly longer).

Student Feedback
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Sampling of Student Feedback:
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Additionally, although many students expressed an immediate need for access to more 
technological resources, we also found that they appreciate the physical collections at 
UNT, and think it is very important to maintain access to them. Many of the students still 
see the traditional academic library as the ideal space to study. 

The café was discussed in depth as a valuable resource, but also as a place that 
could be greatly improved by way of better coffee options, more food choices, and a 
redesigned lounge space that could offer the students an appealing place to take a 
break from studying. 

In discussing the role of the library in the students’ academic lives, we found that they 
generally want more involvement, education, and engagement from the library. Many 
of the less-frequent users expressed that they didn’t feel that they knew enough about 
the libraries, or about the multitude of resources that are available to them through the 
libraries. Furthermore, the branch libraries are underutilized by the students for these very 
reasons – they don’t know they exist. 

Through the focus groups, we were able to gain important insight into the needs of the 
UNT student body and changes (some immediate and some long-term) that will need 
to happen in order to improve the user experience at the libraries.

The following pages contain selected feedback from the students, and additional 
materials from the student focus groups can be found in the appendix. 

Student Survey Needs Visualized:
(frequency of a word’s use is reflected by it’s size)
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Sampling of Student Feedback:
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UNT Libraries Master Plan

6| PRELIMINARY PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Summary of Findings

Following an analysis of the existing program, the assessment was developed for three 
phases which correlate to projections of program growth at 4, 10, and 20 Years.

The first phase is to accompany the renovation of a recently purchased building into 
a new remote storage facility. This work is underway, and the completion of this facility 
is expected in the summer of 2012. Collections will then be moved out of Willis into 
remote storage. 

This will free approximately 30,000 sf of space in Willis which will be converted to 
collaborative and individual study as well as faculty office and workroom space. The 
Total Project Cost for the remote storage facility is $2.5 million. Renovations to the 
vacated area of Willis could cost as much as $3 million depending on the extent 
of renovation that the Libraries deem necessary. However, it is very possible that the 
collections could be moved, stacks removed and furniture purchased with very little 
renovation and accomplish the Libraries’ goals on a short term basis until the second 
phase of the Plan begins. 

The second phase, the 10 year program of the Master Plan calls for expansion and 
complete renovation of Willis  to  increase the size to 457,624 gsf.  This is an addition of 
282,764 gsf. Using current costs for 2011, the construction cost for the renovation and 
expansion of Willis is expected to be approximately $109 million with an estimated Total 
Project Cost of $142 million. 

The final phase of the Master Plan is to build a final remote storage facility of 30,000 sf.  
Using 2011 construction costs, it is expected that this facility would have a construction 
cost of approximately $7.5 million and a Total Project Cost of approximately $10 million. 
The Total Project Cost depends largely on the type of shelving and retrieval system used. 
Should an automatic retrieval system be selected, this will increase the cost dramatically.

NASF GSF GSF NASF GSF GSF NASF GSF GSF

428,241 494,334

376,555

490,511 612,000 612,000

137,022 174,860 137,022 174,860 174,860 137,022 174,860 174,860

30,934 30,934 25,778 30,934

7,269 7,269 6,860 7,269

15,923 15,923 15,923 15,923

35,808 40,579 35,808 40,579 40,579 35,808 40,579 40,579

22,000 30,319 30,319 22,000 30,319 30,319

58,824 72,541
282,764 190,778 210,223 282,764

11,530 13,836

36,000

226,956 269,565
243,391 299,884 528,522 444,432 528,522 564,522

Note the Associated Departments are not included in the totals for current or the 2 year plan library space.

UNT Student Population 
Current 36,067

UNT Library Space - 2021
10 Year Plan -  Option A

UNT Library Space - 2021
10 Year Plan - Option B

UNT Library Space - 2015
4 Year Plan

35,808

137,022

474,432

30,000

22,000

35,808

137,022

UNT Library Space - 2031
20 Year Plan - Option A
NASF

249,602
     Sycamore Hall - Renovated

     Eagle Commons

     Chilton Hall

     Discovery Park

     Library Annex

     New Remote Storage Facility

THECB Predicted Library Space

Peer Review Average

Peer Review SF/Student

UNT Library Space

     Willis

Willis Addition

Additional Remote Storage capacity

Current UNT Total
Recommended

Associated Departments

UNT Anticipated Population
45,000 - Student Population

494,334

NASF NASF

22,000

249,602

444,432

Overall Library Space Program Square Footage Comparisons
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Programming Strategies

The existing Willis Library contains 174,860 gsf and 137,022 nsf, well below any of its 
peer institutions and THCEB predictions. In order for it to become a top tier institution, 
the Library program will have to grow significantly, with an emphasis on collaborative 
student spaces, such as a Digital Scholarship Lab which creates a high technology 
space for interdisciplinary research.

Additionally, the Library is currently housed in five, soon to be six, library facilities. The 
ideal solution consolidates the libraries into fewer locations: an expanded Willis and 
several off-campus shelving facilities. Willis will have to be renovated and increased in 
size to 457,624 gsf. This is an addition of 282,764 gsf. When this occurs, the Libraries will 
have an aggregate of 528,522 gsf or 14.65 gsf per student at an enrollment of 36,067 
and 12.94 gsf at an enrollment of 45,000 students.

Over twenty years, the program will grow in respect to both student, staff, and collections 
spaces. The program should be redistributed with the intention of moving infrequently 
used printed material out of Willis and other libraries, converting former stack space 
(except in Sycamore Hall) into collaborative study areas and space to address urgent 
staff needs, and eventually, closing the Libraries at Chilton and Sycamore Hall. Overall, 
stack area in the Libraries should be reduced from 98,000 sf (43% of the gross area of 
Willis, Chilton, Discovery Park and Eagle Commons) to 58,000 sf (15%). 

Sycamore Hall may be available as temporary expansion space until the Willis addition 
can be built, helping to alleviate current overcrowding in student and staff areas. 
Eventually, a third final off-campus shelving facility should be built at the end of the 20 
year timeframe, bringing the total library area to 564,522 gsf. This last storage facility 
could consolidate all storage into one location.

The detailed program is presented in the following pages, and effectively highlights 
these ideas.

University-Wide Collaboration

The program favors including other departments in the expansion that are not currently 
housed in Willis but will bring synergy. These include the University Press, Texas State 
Historical Association, CLEAR staff offices, and the Learning Center (student tutoring 
services). The Library should also consider collaborative initiatives with the Student Union, 
for example by “leasing” a lounge in the renovated and expanded Union to create a 
Learning Commons in that facility in advance of the Willis expansion.

Additionally, the UNT Library should seek out potential collaborations with UNT’s Colleges 
and Academic Departments. The Library could provide space for the College of Visual 
Arts and Design to display student or faculty produced art work, or take on the University 
Art Collection as part of the library special collections, and is Currently, the college is 
engaged in a project digitizing the Texas Fashion Collection with the Libraries, which 
the new Willis expansion could potentially house. The latter would require an addition of 
20,000 nsf for storage, workrooms, study and office space not currently reflected in the 
Willis expansion program. The library can also investigate collaborative initiatives with 
the College of Music to replace facilities lost in the demolition of the Music Annex and 
to highlight the University’s notable music collection.
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EXISTING LIBRARY SPACES: BREAKDOWN BY TYPE
Existing Library Spaces  & the percentages by type of space

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCYRARBIL SILLIW GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

713,6844,1567,7ecapS tnedutS elbisseccA ylhgiH1
017314,1722,4574,1608,3136,11snommoC gninraeL2

3 The Learning Center
4 Research Collaborative Learning

493,3284,2678,5secivreS lanoitcurtsnI dna ecnerefeR5
488,4sevreseR/LLI/noitalucriC6 4,884

565,2050,7083,1599,01stnemucoD tnemnrevoG7
005,42003,8682,01029,3600,74snoitcelloC lareneG8
874,21874,21smroforciM9
157,8157,8skooB eraR dna sevihcrA01

018,1883,01204046,1563,1506,51retneC oiduA dna yrarbiL cisuM11
118,3057165,4yrarbiL latigiD31

14 Digital Scholarship Lab
245,2ecnaniF dna noitartsinimdA51 2,542
917snoitaleR lanretxE61 719
156,2smetsyS dna seitilicaF71 2,651

18 General Staff Areas
855,1gnivieceR91 1,558
838,73- troppuS gnidliuB02 37,838

Net Square Footage 137,022 9,174 14,506 14,917 9,201 64,580 24,644 37,838 137,022
Percentage of the net square footage 6.70% 10.59% 10.89% 6.71% 47.13% 17.99% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 174,860

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCYRARBIL NOMMOC SELGAE GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Eagles Common Library 006,1079,1912,32009542,3439,03

Net Square Footage 006,1079,1912,32009542,3439,03 30,934
Percentage of the net square footage 10.49% 2.91% 75.06% 6.37% 5.17% 100.00%

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCNOTLIHC NI YRARBIL AIDEM GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

045001,2926,4962,7)notlihC( aideM

Net Square Footage 045001,2926,4962,7 7,269
Percentage of the net square footage %34.7%98.82%86.36 100.00%

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCYRARBIL KRAP YREVOCSID GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Discovery Park Library 15,923 1,000 2,400 1,200 900 7,523 600 2,300

Net Square Footage 15,923 1,000 2,400 1,200 900 7,523 600 2,300 15,923
Percentage of the net square footage 6.28% 15.07% 7.54% 5.65% 47.25% 3.77% 14.44% 100.00%

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCXENNA YRARBIL GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Collections Management 12,674 1,545

Remote Storage 21,589

Net Square Footage 545,1476,21985,12808,53 35,808
Percentage of the net square footage 60.29% 35.39% 4.31% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 40,579
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PROGRAM SUMMARY: EXISTING AND PROPOSED OPTIONS

The charts on this page summarize the existing program and planned phases 
(corresponding to projections for program growth at 4, 10, and 20 Years), and provide a 
concise overview of the direction of growth. The following pages provide more detailed 
breakdowns of these projections, illustrating the very specific needs of the library. 

Total latoTFS  FS
EXISTING WILLIS LIBRARY

029,311567,7ecapS tnedutS elbisseccA ylhgiH1
041,112136,11snommoC gninraeL2
03retneC gninraeL ehT3
050,44gninraeL evitaroballoC hcraeseR4
040,65678,5secivreS lanoitcurtsnI dna ecnerefeR5
521,56488,4sevreseR/LLI/noitalucriC6
013,77599,01stnemucoD tnemnrevoG7
004,658600,74snoitcelloC lareneG8
047,29874,21smroforciM9
296,0101157,8skooB eraR dna sevihcrA01
003,711notlihc ni yltnerruc - aideM11

11 Music Library and Audio Center 15,605 12
31165,4yrarbiL latigiD31

027,241baL pihsralohcS latigiD41
599,251245,2ecnaniF dna noitartsinimdA51
090,161917snoitaleR lanretxE61
020,371156,2smetsyS dna seitilicaF71
00981saerA ffatS lareneG81
085,191855,1gnivieceR91
838,7302838,73- troppuS gnidliuB02

Net Square Footage 137,022 Net Square Footage 137,022
Gross Square Footage 174,860 Gross Square Footage 174,860

12
EXISTING EAGLES COMMON LIBRARY 12 MUSIC LIBRARY IN EAGLES COMMON

12
Eagles Common Library 30,934 Music Library & Audio Center 25,778

Net Square Footage 30,934 Net Square Footage 25,778
Gross Square Footage 30,934

EXISTING MEDIA LIBRARY IN CHILTON 13
13
31962,7)notlihC( aideM

068,6   yrarbiL latigiD
Net Square Footage 7,269

Net Square Footage 6,860
Gross Square Footage 7,269

EXISTING DISCOVERY PARK LIBRARY

Discovery Park Library 15,923

Net Square Footage 15,923 Discovery Park Library 15,923

Net Square Footage 15,923
EXISTING LIBRARY ANNEX

Collections Management
Remote Storage

Net Square Footage 35,808 Remote Storage
Gross Square Footage 40,579

Net Square Footage 35,808
659,622TEN LATOT Gross Square Footage 40,579
565,962SSORG LATOT

NEW REMOTE STORAGE FACILITY

Remote Storage

Net Square Footage 22,000
Gross Square Footage 30,319

193,342TEN LATOT
488,992SSORG LATOT

Collections Management

DIGITAL LIBRARY IN  CHILTON HALL

EXISTING LIBRARY ANNEX

EXISTING DISCOVERY PARK LIBRARY

Reference and Instructional Services

WILLIS - 2015 - 4 Year Plan

The Learning Center
Research Collaborative Learning

General Staff Areas
Receiving
Building Support

Digital Scholarship Lab
Administration and Finance
External Relations
Facilities and Systems

Digital Library - Located in Chilton hall Library Space

Archives and Rare Books
Media
Music Library and Audio Center - Eagle Commons 

Circulation/ILL/Reserves
Government Documents
General Collections
Microforms

Highly Accessible Student Space
Learning Commons

(Existing Program Plans for Willis 
can be found in Section A4 of 
the Appendix)
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latoT  FS
nalP raeY 01 -1202 - SILLIW

B - Extensive Remodelling 
      of Sycamore Hall

 noitpO

892,72ecapS tnedutS elbisseccA ylhgiH1
049,62snommoC gninraeL2
097,5retneC gninraeL ehT3
069,41gninraeL evitaroballoC hcraeseR4

ecivreS lanoitcurtsnI dna ecnerefeR5 s 12,040
081,6sevreseR/LLI/noitalucriC6
053,421snoitcelloC lareneG8
017,01 aideM11
481,23 retneC oiduA dna yrarbiL cisuM21
581,3ecnaniF dna noitartsinimdA51
081,2snoitaleR lanretxE61
049,4smetsyS dna seitilicaF71
052,1saerA ffatS lareneG81
083,2gnivieceR91

20 Collections Management 15,000
314,41cossA tsiH tS xT ,sserP vinU ,RAELC12
000,12ecapS llehS22
382,75troppuS gnidliuB32

egatooF erauqS teN 324,800
egatooF erauqS ssorG 385,083

EXISTING Sycamore Hall/ISB Renovated

406,62skoob eraR dna sevihcrA
091,01stnemucoD tnemnrevoG
047,2 mroforciM
020,11yrarbiL latigiD
072,8baL pihsralohcS latigiD
717,31troppuS

428,85egatooF erauqS teN
145,27egatooF erauqS ssorG

XENNA YRARBIL GNITSIXE

egarotS etomeR

Net Square Footage 35,808
Gross Square Footage 40,579

YTILICAF EGAROTS ETOMER WEN

egarotS etomeR

Net Square Footage 22,000
Gross Square Footage 30,319

234,444TEN LATOT
225,825SSORG LATOT

latoT  SF
nalP raeY 02 -1302 - SILLIW

A noitpO
ylhgiH1  Accessible Student Space 27,298

049,62snommoC gninraeL2
097,5retneC gninraeL ehT3

loC hcraeseR4 laborative Learning 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040

081,6sevreseR/LLI/noitalucriC6
091,31stnemucoD tnemnrevoG7
053,421snoitcelloC lareneG8
047,2smroforciM9

skooB eraR dna sevihcrA01 26,604
017,01 aideM11
481,23 retneC oiduA dna yrarbiL cisuM21
020,11 yrarbiL latigiD31
072,8baL pihsralohcS latigiD41

15 Administration and Finance 3,185
081,2snoitaleR lanretxE61
049,4smetsyS dna seitilicaF71
052,1saerA ffatS lareneG81
083,2gnivieceR91

20 Collections Management 15,000
21 CLEAR, Univ Press, Tx St Hist Assoc 0

000,12ecapS llehS22
000,17troppuS gnidliuB32

Net Square Footage 372,211
egatooF erauqS ssorG 457,624

EXISTING LIBRARY ANNEX

egarotS etomeR

egatooF erauqS teN 35,808
egatooF erauqS ssorG 40,579

YTILICAF EGAROTS ETOMER WEN

egarotS etomeR

Net Square Footage 22,000
Gross Square Footage 30,319

YTICAPAC EGAROTS ETOMER LANOITIDDA

egarotS etomeR

Net Square Footage 30,000
Gross Square Footage 36,000

234,474TEN LATOT
225,465SSORG LATOT

latoT  FS
nalP raeY 01 -1202 - SILLIW

A noitpO
892,72ecapS tnedutS elbisseccA ylhgiH1
049,62snommoC gninraeL2
097,5retneC gninraeL ehT3
069,41gninraeL evitaroballoC hcraeseR4
040,21secivreS lanoitcurtsnI dna ecnerefeR5
081,6sevreseR/LLI/noitalucriC6
091,31stnemucoD tnemnrevoG7
053,421snoitcelloC lareneG8
047,2smroforciM9
406,62skooB eraR dna sevihcrA01
017,01 aideM11
481,23 retneC oiduA dna yrarbiL cisuM21
020,11 yrarbiL latigiD31
072,8baL pihsralohcS latigiD41
581,3ecnaniF dna noitartsinimdA51
081,2snoitaleR lanretxE61
049,4smetsyS dna seitilicaF71
052,1saerA ffatS lareneG81
083,2gnivieceR91

20 000,51tnemeganaM snoitcelloC
314,41cossA tsiH tS xT ,sserP vinU ,RAELC12
000,12ecapS llehS22
000,17troppuS gnidliuB32

Net Square Footage 386,624
Gross Square Footage 457,624

EXISTING LIBRARY ANNEX

egarotS etomeR

Net Square Footage 35,808
Gross Square Footage 40,579

YTILICAF EGAROTS ETOMER WEN

egarotS etomeR

Net Square Footage 22,000
Gross Square Footage 30,319

234,444TEN LATOT
225,825SSORG LATOT
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Library space needs & the percentages by type of space - 2015 Plan - 4 Year Plan

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
WILLIS - 2015 - 4 Year Plan Computers Individual Group Classroom,

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
Room, Forum 
etc.

078,1027052,5001,4089000,1029,31ecapS tnedutS elbisseccA ylhgiH1
2 Learning Commons 11,140 3,000 6,500 480 1,160

0retneC gninraeL ehT3
002058000,3050,4gninraeL evitaroballoC hcraeseR4
040,3000,3040,6secivreS lanoitcurtsnI dna ecnerefeR5
529,3002,1521,5sevreseR/LLI/noitalucriC6
017,2006,4013,7stnemucoD tnemnrevoG7

000,52000,01004,51000,6004,65snoitcelloC lareneG8
083000,2063047,2smroforciM9
295,2001,6000,1000,1296,01skooB eraR dna sevihcrA01
046,1004,2005002,1065,1003,7 aideM11

12 Music Library and Audio Center - Located in Eagle commons Library
13 Digital Library - Located in Chilton hall Library Space

029000,1008027,2baL pihsralohcS latigiD41
599,2ecnaniF dna noitartsinimdA51 2,995
090,1snoitaleR lanretxE61 1,090
020,3smetsyS dna seitilicaF71 3,020
009saerA ffatS lareneG81 900
085,1gnivieceR91 1,580
838,73troppuS gnidliuB02 37,838

Net Square Footage 137,022 10,000 22,100 24,650 9,750 42,500 28,022 37,838 137,022
%00.001%54.02%20.13%21.7%99.71%31.61%03.7egatoof erauqs ten eht fo egatnecreP

Gross Square Footage 174,860

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCNOMMOC SELGAE NI YRARBIL CISUM

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Music Library & Audio Center 25,778 5,100 1,620 1,800 12,888 4,370 0

Net Square Footage 25,778 5,100 1,620 1,800 12,888 4,370 0 25,778
Percentage of the net square footage 19.78% 6.28% 6.98% 50.00% 16.95% 0.00% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 30,934

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCLLAH NOTLIHC  NI YRARBIL LATIGID

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

016,6052068,6   yrarbiL latigiD

Net Square Footage 6,860 250 6,610 6,860
Percentage of the net square footage 3.64% 96.36% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 7,269

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCYRARBIL KRAP YREVOCSID GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Discovery Park Library 15,923 1,000 2,400 1,200 900 7,523 600 2,300

Net Square Footage 15,923 1,000 2,400 1,200 900 7,523 600 2,300 15,923
Percentage of the net square footage 6.28% 15.07% 7.54% 5.65% 47.25% 3.77% 14.44% 100.00%

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCXENNA YRARBIL GNITSIXE

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Collections Management 14,219
Remote Storage 21,589

Net Square Footage 912,41985,12808,53 35,808
Percentage of the net square footage 60.29% 39.71% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 40,579

Total SF Computer lab, s Support
,moorssalCpuorGlaudividnIsretupmoCytilicaF egarotS etomeR weN

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Remote Storage 22,000

Net Square Footage 22,000 22,000 22,000
Percentage of the net square footage 100.00% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 30,319

PROPOSED 4 YEAR PLAN: BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPES
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

004004elubitseV
000,1006ybboL
007,2717snommoC eeffoC

001aerA gnivreS       
001egarotS       
00808012 rof gnitaes elbaT       
002,1021014 rof gnitaes elbaT       

0050501gnitaes egnuoL       
Exhibit 300
Academic computer Lab 1,215 30 45 1,350 1,350

053,1053,15403baL retupmoC yrarbiL
052,2052,251051001,4muroF

8828822142002skoob weN
2342342163004noitcelloC gnisworB
000,1000,10502snoitatskrow sretupmoC
005,1005,1521216-4 rof selbat ydutS puorG

084084068potpal gnidulcni - gnitaes egnuoL
00600605148-6 rof smooR ydutS puorG
02102103458SCAPO
0010srekcoL tnedutS

0505ksoiK noitamrofnI
teeF erauqS teN029,31staeS nepO767,7 latoT

tnerruc fo %%22.971232
Program Seats

210

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Information Desk/Tutoring Help Desk 300 6 100 600 760 Reference/tutoring/writing/math/science
     Reference conference space 0 4 80 160 Students/librarian

002051egarots naol ygolonhcet/potpaL     
Computers workstations 3,815 60 50 3,000 3,000
Group Study tables for 4 4,960 30 125 3,750 3,750 Incl mobile white bd
Group Study Rooms for 6-8 10 150 1,500 1,500 Incl smart boards

052,1052,152101sevocla noitaroballoC/gnirotuT
0840842104583,1noitcelloC ecnerefeR
002123mooR ypoC

teeF erauqS teN041,11staeS latoT139,01teeF erauqS teN
tnerruc fo %%19.101003

1_ Highly Accessible Student Space - Locate for easy access by students

2 Learning Commons - locate in a very visible area of the library

PROPOSED 4 YEAR PLAN: DETAILED AREA BREAKDOWN
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Computer lab
Flexible open space
Enclosed collaboration rooms for 8
Office area
Storage

teeF erauqS teN0staeS latoT0teeF erauqS teN
0

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

ecaps elbixelf nepO05405405134 rof sneplluB hcraeseR
004004004151 rof smoor gniteem/noitatneserP
000,3000,30605 slerrac etaudarG

0210210211seciffO
Storage 80

0teeF erauqS teN Total Seats 4,050 Net Square Feet
77

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Bibliographic Instruction classroom 860 30 50 1,500 1,500
005,1005,10503022,1moorssalc lanoitcurtsnI
022,2697,3moorkroW lanoitcurtsnI & hcraeseR

002,100121snoitatskrow ffatS       
065078snoitatskrow etaudarG       
063066snoitatskrow tnedutS       
001retnuoc kroW       

Conference Room 300
0250250314s'eciffO ecnerefeR

678,5teeF erauqS teN Program Seats 6,040 Net Square Feet
tnerruc fo %%97.20106

3 The Learning Center - Plan for in future addition

4 Research Collaborative Learning

5 Reference and Instructional Services 
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

sevreseR/LLI/tuokcehC006008kseD ecivreS
0420212snoitats tuokcehC       
0210211noitats evreseR       
0210211tuokcehc potpaL       
0210211noitats LLI       

002,1002,121001485,1gnivlehS evreseR
Laptop storage 200

096,1004,1moorkrow noitalucriC
042064snoitatskrow tnedutS       
0080018snoitatskrow ffatS       
0020012snoitatskrow sevreseR       
0010011noitatskrow tnemeganam kcatS       
002aera krow       
051aera gnitros hguoR       

066001,1moorkroW LLI
0030013snoitatskrow ffatS       

08081snoitatskrow etaudarG       
082074snoitatskrow tneduts       

031eciffo daeH tnemtrapeD
Circulation Office 130
ILL Workroom 130
Conference Room 300
Storage 85

teeF erauqS teN521,5488,4teeF erauqS teN
104.93% % of current

7 Government Documents

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

0808081kseD ecivreS
Collections - stacks

006,3006,321003079,4slairetam tnirP       
gnivlehs tcapmoC000,1056,1smroforciM       

070,2569,2moorkroW
0070017snoitatskrow ffats       
012073snoitatskrow etaudarG       
063066snoitatskrow tnedutS       
005selbat/retnuoc kroW       
0030013selbatkroW       

0630213eciffO
Storage 200

teeF erauqS teN013,7585,9 latoT
76.26% % of current

6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves - Locate on the Main level of the Library
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8 General Collections

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Collections - stacks
000,42000,4221000,2000,42snoitcelloC lareneG      

gnivlehs tcapmoC000,1000,15002005noitcelloC elinevuJ      
000,4000,40805 selbat ydutS laudividnI
005,7005,752106059,74 rof selbaT ydutS
000,9000,906051088,9slerraC
000,6000,605021611,4sretupmoC
004,2004,20604065gnitaes egnuoL

Group Study Rooms for 4-6 20 125 2,500 2,500
teeF erauqS teN004,65staeS latoT600,74 latoT

tnerruc fo %%89.911027

9 Microforms

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Collections - stacks
094,6slacidoireP dnuoB      

gnivlehs tcapmoC000,2889,5stenibac smroforciM
063063066sretnirp/redaeR
083smroforcim rof moorkroW

0020012snoitatskrow ffatS     
081063noitatskrow tnedutS     

teeF erauqS teN047,2staeS latoT874,21 latoT
tnerruc fo %%69.126

10  Archives and Rare Books 

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

053,1193,6mooR ecnerefeR
001kseD ecivreS      

05egarots kcapkcab/srekcoL      
002tibihxE      
000,152184 rof selbat ecnerefeR      

Workroom 1,032
0030013snoitatskrow ffatS      
082074snoitatskrow s'tnatsissa etaudarG      
021062selbatkrow tnedutS      
061082snoitatS noitazilatigiD      

27216gnivlehS      
001knis/w retnuoc kroW      

Collection - on site 4,800
004,221002 kooB eraR      
004,221002 sevihcrA      

003,1003,1oiduA - sevihcrA      
Lab 600
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05205105118 rof yduts puorg/moor ecnerefnoC
Curator office 130
Archivist's office 130
Storage 100

000,1060,1mooR ggarB
teeF erauqS teN296,01staeS latoT157,8 latoT

%81.22104

11 Media - currently in Chilton Hall

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

061061082kseD ecivreS
002,1002,10026957,18-6 rof smoor gniweiV
002,1002,10602024,2snoitats lausiv/oiduA
004,2004,221002001,2snoitcelloC

063063066054gnitaes egnuoL
Digital Media 500

027063moorkroW
0030013snoitatskrow ffatS     
041072snoitatskrow etaudarG     
021062snoitatskrow tnedutS     
061082snoitatS noitazilatigiD     

0620620312seciffO
Conference Room 300

002081egarotS
teeF erauqS teN003,7staeS latoT962,7 latoT

%34.00147

12 Music Library Audio Center - Located in Eagles Common Library Space

13 Digital Library - Located in Chilton Hall Library Space

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

000,1000,10524smooR tcejorP latigiD
ecaps elbixelf nepO0080080018snoitatskrow nepO

0270270216seciffO
Storage 200

0teeF erauqS teN Project Seats 2,720 Net Square Feet
4

14  Digital Scholarship Lab
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Reception area 150
021ksed noitpeceR  
001aera gnitiaW  

Conference room 500
022eciffo seirarbiL fo naeD
071seirarbiL fo naeD etaicossA
061noitartsinimdA dna ecnaniF rof naeD tnatsissA
031nairarbiL stcejorP cigetartS
031rotanidrooC lennosreP/II rotanidrooC evitartsinimdA
061secivreS cibuP fo naeD tnatsissA
061seirarbiL laicepS fo naeD tnatsissA
0620312I rotanidrooC evitartsinimdA
031II tsilaicepS evitartsinimdA
041072stnatsissA tnedutS

06rekrow ylruoH yraropmeT tneduts-noN
Cybercafé Manager 130

521mooR ecnerefnoc llamS
Kitchen 80
Workroom 210

08elbatkroW       
05rennacs/ypoc       
08retnuoc krow       

Storage 80
teeF erauqS teN599,2245,2 latoT

117.82% % of current

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Assistant Dean 160
031nairarbiL tnempoleveD tcejorP
031stnevE/rotanidrooC tcejorP
031tnemssessA dna gninnalP rof nairarbiL
031noitacinummoC & gnitekraM rotceriD

Workroom 310
021062snoitatskrow tnedutS      
041072snoitatskrow etaudarG      

05rennacs/ypoc      
Storage 100

teeF erauqS teN090,1917 latoT
151.60% % of current

15 Administration & Finance

16 External Relations - Locate adjacent to Administration
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Reception area 80
051reganaM kseD pleH

Help Desk  
081063kseD pleH TI      

08hcnebkroW      
08egarotS      

051 8 rof moor ecnerefnoC
061smetsyS dna seitilicaF fo rotceriD

Facilities staff 370
031reganaM seitilicaF      
042083snoitatskrow seitilicaF      

Network staff 530
031reganam krowteN      
0020012snoitatskrow krowteN      
0020012snoitatskrow remmargorP      

Computer Lab staff 330
031reganaM baL retupmoC      

08081noitatskrow hceT baL      
021062noitatskrow tneduts baL      

Work counter 100
001moor gninoissimmoceD

Conference Room  300
008286mooR revreS

Storage 100
teeF erauqS teN020,3156,2latoT

113.92% % of current

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Staff Lounge 900
001 nehctiK      
00552144 rof selbaT      
003056 gnitaes egnuoL      

teeF erauqS teN0090 latoT

18 General Staff Area

17 Facilities and Systems
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

002051yrevileD
083604,1moorkroW

0010011noitatskrow ffats      
021062noitatskrow tneduts      
061082elbat/retnuoc krow      

General storage 200
003egarots eruces smetsyS
005egarots kcots ecnanetniaM

teeF erauqS teN085,1655,1 latoT
101.54% % of current

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

067,9067,9smoor PEM
005005stesolc lacirtcelE/ataD
613613stesolc s'rotinaJ
089,1089,1stelioT cilbuP
284,41284,41cte ssenkciht llaw - suoenallecsiM

002,9002,9sriatS
006,1006,1srotavelE

teeF erauqS teN838,73838,73 latoT
100.00% % of current

egatooF erauqS desoporPegatooF erauqS gnitsixE yrarbiL  silliW
teeF erauqS teN220,731220,731teeF erauqS teN

teeF erauqS ssorG068,471068,471teeF erauqS ssorG

19 Receiving

20 Building Support - Non assignable Square Footage
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
Spaces or 
shelving 
units or 

seating type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Lobby 800
Service Desk 003003

004,2004,20803441,11 rof selbaT ydutS
008,1008,10603966,1slerraC ydutS

0090090651potpal gnidulcni gnitaes egnuoL
smoor yduts puorg lanoitidda 600900905168-6 rof moor ydutS puorG

0270270216smoor hcraeser etaudarG 6 additional grad research rooms

054nepo - noitcelloC
860,1860,12198876,2sgnidrocer/smublA  

snoitces lanoitidda 001006,3006,321003048,2serocs cisuM  
snoitces lanoitidda 04025,2025,221012027,1skooB cisuM  

002,1002,121001slacidoirep cisuM  
Audio Center

004,2004,20604000,2snoitats oiduA  
snoitces lanoitidda 05001,2001,26053009noitcelloc oidua desolc  

008,1008,10603204mooR ranimeS
066,1251,1moorkroW

0020012snoitatskrow ffatS  
065087snoitatskrow tnedutS etaudarG  
0080801snoitatskrow tnedutS  
0010011elbat/retnuoc krow  

051eciffO daeH tnemtrapeD
0690690218seciffO

Conference Room 300
Storage 200

teeF erauqS teN877,52552,51ecapS cisuM gnitsixE - latoT
1.20 Net to Gross Factor

teeF erauqS ssorG 439,03439,03ecaps elbaliava snommoc elgaE

Eagle Commons Library as Music Library - This would not be a long term solution
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
Spaces or 
shelving 
units or 

seating type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Reception 60
002eciffo naeD tnatsissA
051eciffo daeH tnemtrapeD

0707071noitats noissucsid tcejorP
Project  staging 80

004gniliec '21 - moor rennacS
0520520521smooR tcejorP/noitaroballoC latigiD

Digital Projects 3,680
0040014snoitatskrow s'rotanidrooc tcejorP  
0040014snoitatskrow s'remmargorP  
061082tnatsissa tcejorP  
0020012noitaerc latigiD  
0020012nairarbiL atadateM  
0020012tsylanA/margorP TI  
0020012tsilaicepS snoitacilbuP  
0020012nairarbiL tnempoleved tcejorP  
061082naicinhceT gnigamI  
065,10662snoitatskroW tnedutS   

User Interfaces 1,500
0040014snairarbiL ecafretnI resU  
0030013naicinhcet gnigamI mliforciM  
004085snoitatskrow ALG   
042064snoitatskrow tnedutS  
0010011retnuoc kroW  

06601gnikrap traC  
08 egarots latigid eruceS
0510510151spuorg llams/egral rof ecaps klat hceT

Conference Room 160
Storage room 80

teeF erauqS teN068,6962,7 latoT
rotcaF ssorG ot teN00.0
teeF erauqS ssorG 962,7962,7

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
Spaces or 
shelving 
units or 

seating type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Information Desk
Computers
Seating
Reference & Periodical collection
Instruction Room
Group study Rooms
Workroom
Office
Engineering Collection Collection is in separate area
Bound Journals Collection is in separate area
Reserve Collection Collection is in separate area

teeF erauqS teN329,51329,51 latoT
teeF erauqS ssorG329,51329,51

Chilton Hall as Digital Library - This would not be a long term solution

Discovery Park Library - Combine into one space
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Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
Spaces or 
shelving 
units or 

seating type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Collection Management
Collection storage

teeF erauqS teN808,53808,53 latoT
teeF erauqS ssorG975,04975,04

Component
Existing Net 

SF

Number of 
Spaces or 
shelving 
units or 

seating type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-
Total

Proposed 
Net SF

Remarks

Collection Storage
teeF erauqS teN000,22000,22 latoT

teeF erauqS ssorG913,03913,03

ECAPS YRARBIL DEDNEMMOCERECAPS YRARBIL TNERRUC 
Total 659,842latoT659,842 Net Square Feet

488,992488,992 Gross Square Feet

Library Annex - no change

New Remote Storage Facility - currently in design
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PROPOSED 10 YEAR PLAN: BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPES

Library space needs & the percentages by type of space  - 2021 Plan - 10 Year Plan

Total SF Computer lab, Collections Staff Support
WILLIS WITH EXPANSION Computers Individual Group Classroom,

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
Room, Forum 
etc.

1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 1,500 4,500 8,950 8,600 1,248 2,420
2 Learning Commons 26,940 6,000 1,800 17,500 480 1,160
3 The Learning Center 5,790 800 800 2,750 2,240
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 6,000 8,400 560
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 7,000 5,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
7 Government Documents 13,190 1,500 5,000 3,600 3,090
8 General Collections 124,350 8,000 43,400 47,950 25,000
9 Microforms 2,740 360 2,000 380
10 Archives and Rare Books 26,604 1,750 3,400 15,000 6,454
11 Media 10,710 720 0 500 0 2,110
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 9,600 3,750 2,800 10,464 4,170
13 Digital Library 11,020 2,500 8,520
14 Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 3,750 1,200 3,320
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collections Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Tx State Hist Assoc 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 21,000
23 Building Support 71,000 71,000

Net Square Footage 386,624 17,000 72,180 95,350 26,250 57,792 109,992 71,000 378,564
Percentage of the net square footage 4.40% 18.67% 24.66% 6.79% 14.95% 28.45% 97.92%
Gross Square Footage 457,624

Total SF Computer lab, Collections Staff Support
EXISTING LIBRARY ANNEX Computers Individual Group Classroom,

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Remote Storage 35,808

Net Square Footage 35,808 35,808 35,808
Percentage of the net square footage 100.00% 0.00% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 40,579

Total SF Computer lab, Collections Staff Support
New Remote Storage Facility Computers Individual Group Classroom,

Workstations Carrels 
Lounge

Tables
Open / 
Enclosed

Presentation
room, Forum 
Space etc.

Remote Storage 22,000

Net Square Footage 22,000 22,000 22,000
Percentage of the net square footage 100.00% 100.00%
Gross Square Footage 30,319

Seating

Seating

Seating
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PROPOSED 10 YEAR PLAN: DETAILED AREA BREAKDOWN

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

004elubitseV
Lobby 1,000

058,5snommoC eeffoC
052aerA gnivreS       
001egarotS       
006,108022 rof gnitaes elbaT       
004,2021024 rof gnitaes elbaT       
005,10503gnitaes egnuoL       

Exhibit 500
Academic computer Lab 24/7 40 45 1,800 1,800

008,1008,15404baL retupmoC yrarbiL
005,4005,451003muroF

002nehctik gniretaC       
8828822142skoob weN
0690692108noitcelloC gnisworB
000,1000,10502snoitatskrow sretupmoC
057,3057,3521036-4 rof selbat ydutS puorG

Lounge seating - including laptop 8 60 480 480
020,3moor ydutS tneliS lanoitidarT

06908211 rof selbat ydutS       
002,10602slerraC       

0050501snoitatskrow retupmoC       
       Lounge seating including laptop 6 60 360

002,1002,105188-6 rof smooR ydutS puorG
021021034SCAPO
0808042kcehC fleS
001srekcoL tnedutS
002sevihcrA - yalpsiD
05ksoiK noitamrofnI

teeF erauqS teN892,72staeS nepO567,7 latoT
%55.153015

Program Seats
380

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Information Desk/Tutoring Help Desk 6 100 600 760
Reference/tutoring/writing/math/s
cience

     Reference conference space 4 80 160 Students/librarian
002egarots naol ygolonhcet/potpaL     
000,6000,605021snoitatskrow sretupmoC

db etihw elibom lcnI005,21005,215210014 rof selbat ydutS puorG
Lounge seating - including laptop 30 60 1,800 1,800

1_ Highly Accessible Student Space - Locate for easy access by students

2 Learning Commons - locate in a very visible area of the library
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Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

0801ecaps ydutS/ybboL 800 800
057,1057,10553ecaps elbixelF - moorssalC
000,1000,10502moor pohskroW/ecnerefnoC

Enclosed tutoring rooms for 2-3 8 100 800 800
0060060016s'AG - aerakrow ffatS
044,1044,102121aera eciffO

Storage 200
teeF erauqS teN097,5staeS latoT0teeF erauqS teN

81

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

ecaps elbixelf nepO000,3000,3051024 rof sneplluB hcraeseR
Presentation/meeting rooms for 15 6 400 2,400 2,400

000,6000,606001 slerrac etaudarG
000,3000,305102smoor hcraeser etaudarG

0630630213seciffO
Storage 200
Net Square Feet 0 Total Seats 14,960 Net Square Feet

290

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Bibliographic Instruction classroom 30 50 1,500 1,500
Bibliographic Instruction classroom 40 50 2,000 2,000

005,1005,10503moorssalc lanoitcurtsnI
000,2000,20504moorssalc lanoitcurtsnI
007,3moorkroW lanoitcurtsnI & hcraeseR

004,200142snoitatskrow ffatS       
0480721snoitatskrow etaudarG       
063066snoitatskrow tnedutS       
001retnuoc kroW       

003mooR ecnerefnoC
040,1040,10318s'eciffO ecnerefeR

Net Square Feet 5,476 Program Seats 12,040 Net Square Feet
%78.912041

3 The Learning Center - Locate adjacent to the Learning commons

4 Research Collaborative Learning

5 Reference and Instructional Services 

sdraob trams lcnI057,3057,3051528-6 rof smooR ydutS puorG
Tutoring/Collaboration alcoves 10 125 1,250 1,250

0840842104noitcelloC ecnerefeR
002mooR ypoC

teeF erauqS teN049,62staeS latoT136,01teeF erauqS teN
%14.352097
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Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

sevreseR/LLI/tuokcehC006kseD ecivreS
0420212snoitats tuokcehC       
0210211noitats evreseR       
0210211tuokcehc potpaL       
0210211noitats LLI       

002,1002,121001gnivlehS evreseR
002egarots potpaL
014,2moorkrow noitalucriC

063066snoitatskrow tnedutS       
002,100121snoitatskrow ffatS       

0040014snoitatskrow sevreseR       
       Stack management workstation 1 100 100

002aera krow       
051aera gnitros hguoR       

088moorkroW LLI
0030013snoitatskrow ffatS       
061082snoitatskrow etaudarG       
024076snoitatskrow tneduts       

031eciffo daeH tnemtrapeD
031eciffO noitalucriC
031moorkroW LLI
003mooR ecnerefnoC

Storage 200
teeF erauqS teN081,6489,4teeF erauqS teN

124.00%

7 Government Documents

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

061061082kseD ecivreS
006,3006,321003noitcelloC
002,3002,308041 rof selbat ydutS
008,1008,10603slerraC
005,1005,10503sretupmoC
070,2moorkroW

0070017snoitatskrow ffats       
012073snoitatskrow etaudarG       
063066snoitatskrow tnedutS       
005selbat/retnuoc kroW       
0030013selbatkroW       

0630213eciffO
003mooR ecnerefnoC

Storage 200
teeF erauqS teN091,31staes latoT599,9 latoT

%79.131001

6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves - Locate on the Main level of the Library
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8 General Collections

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Collections - stacks
000,42000,4221000,2snoitcelloC lareneG      

gnivlehs tcapmoC000,1000,15002noitcelloC elinevuJ      
002,4002,405321smoor noitatneserP ecitcarP
000,23000,2308004 selbat ydutS laudividnI
005,73005,735210034 rof selbaT ydutS
000,9000,906051slerraC
000,8000,805061sretupmoC
004,2004,20604gnitaes egnuoL
052,6052,6521056-4 rof smooR ydutS puorG

teeF erauqS teN053,421staeS latoT900,64 latoT
%72.072013,2

9 Microforms

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

gnivlehs tcapmoC000,2stenibac smroforciM
063063066sretnirp/redaeR
083smroforcim rof moorkroW

0020012snoitatskrow ffatS     
081063noitatskrow tnedutS     

teeF erauqS teN047,2staeS latoT834,11 latoT
6

10  Archives and Rare Books

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Lobby/Checkin 500
053,2mooR ecnerefeR

002kseD ecivreS      
05egarots kcapkcab/srekcoL      
006tibihxE      
005,1521214 rof selbat ecnerefeR      

446,1moorkroW
0050015snoitatskrow ffatS      

      Graduate assistant's workstations 8 70 560
081063selbatkrow tnedutS      
061082snoitatS noitazitigiD      
4412121gnivlehS      
001knis/w retnuoc kroW      

000,31etis no - noitcelloC
      Rare Book - Compact shelving 1,000 6 6,000
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      Archives - Compact shelving 1,000 7 7,000
000,2oiduA - sevihcrA      

Lab 1,600
006,1006,10404moorssalC

Conference room/group study for 8 4 150 600 250
031eciffo rotaruC
031eciffo s'tsivihcrA
002,1egarotS
002,1mooR ggarB
000,1yrotsiH larO

teeF erauqS teN406,62staeS latoT106,8 latoT
%13.90308

Program seats
40

11 Media - Locate adjacent to the Music Library

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

042042083kseD ecivreS
000,2000,2002018-6 rof smoor gniweiV
044,1044,10642snoitats lausiv/oiduA
004,2004,221002snoitcelloC

0270270621gnitaes egnuoL
0090090303moorssalC
005bal oediV
004gnicnerefnoc oediV
053,1moorkroW

0040014snoitatskrow ffatS     
012073snoitatskrow etaudarG     
084068snoitatskrow tnedutS     
061082snoitatS noitazitigiD     
001knis/w retnuoc kroW     

0620620312seciffO
003mooR ecnerefnoC

Storage 200
teeF erauqS teN017,01staeS latoT962,7 latoT

%43.741611
Program Seats

30

12 Music Library and Audio Center - Locate in a new wing with naming opportunity

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Reading Room/exhibit 1,400
003ksed ecivreS
008,4008,408061 rof selbaT ydutS
004,2004,20604slerraC ydutS

Lounge seating including laptop 20 60 1,200 1,200
057,3057,3051528-6 rof moor ydutS puorG

Collection - open
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4894892128sgnidrocer/smublA      
006,3006,321003serocs cisuM      
088,2088,221042skooB cisuM      
002,1002,121001slacidoirep cisuM      

Audio Center
002,1002,10602snoitats oiduA      
008,1008,16003noitcelloc oidua desolc      
004,2004,20604mooR ranimeS
081,2moorkroW

0030013snoitatskrow ffatS      
      Graduate Student workstations 8 70 560

0690661snoitatskrow tnedutS      
061082snoitatS noitazitigiD      
0020012elbat/retnuoc krow      

051eciffO daeH tnemtrapeD
040,1040,10318seciffO

003mooR ecnerefnoC
004mooR nrobnaS

Storage 200
teeF erauqS teN481,23staeS latoT552,41latoT

%77.522043
Program Seats

40

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

001noitpeceR
061eciffo naeD tnatsissA
051eciffo daeH tnemtrapeD
041041072noitats noissucsid tcejorP
051gnigats  tcejorP
005gniliec '21 - moor rennacS

Digital Collaboration/Project Rooms 10 250 2,500 2,500
082,6moorkrow gnizitigiD

      Project coordinator's workstations 6 100 600
      Programmer's workstations 6 100 600

0030013tnatsissa tcejorP      
0040014noitaerc latigiD      
0040014nairarbiL atadateM      
0020012tsylanA/margorP TI      
0020012tsilaicepS snoitacilbuP      

      Project development Librarian 2 100 200
0020012naicinhceT gnigamI      

      User Interface Coordinator 2 100 200
      Microfilm Imaging technician 2 100 200

004,20604snoitatskrow tnedutS      
0020012retnuoc kroW      
081603gnikrap traC      

003 egarots latigid eruceS

Tech talk space for large/small groups 20 12 240 240

This space would be flexible to 
create smaller project 
collaboration spaces

003mooR ecnerefnoC

13 Digital Library - Locate adjacent to Digital Research Lab

002moor egarotS
teeF erauqS teN020,11131,4   latoT

266.76%
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Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

057,3057,305251smooR tcejorP latigiD
ecaps elbixelf nepO004,2004,200142snoitatskrow nepO

0060060203moor noitatneserP/gniteeM
0060060203moor noitatneserP/gniteeM
0270270216seciffO

Storage 200

Net Square Feet 0 Project Seats 8,270 Net Square Feet
15

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

022aera noitpeceR
021ksed noitpeceR  
001aera gnitiaW  

005moor ecnerefnoC
022eciffo seirarbiL fo naeD
071seirarbiL fo naeD etaicossA
061noitartsinimdA dna ecnaniF rof naeD tnatsissA
031nairarbiL stcejorP cigetartS
031rotanidrooC lennosreP/II rotanidrooC evitartsinimdA
061secivreS cibuP fo naeD tnatsissA
061seirarbiL laicepS fo naeD tnatsissA
0620312I rotanidrooC evitartsinimdA
031II tsilaicepS evitartsinimdA
041072stnatsissA tnedutS
06rekrow ylruoH yraropmeT tneduts-noN
031reganaM éfacrebyC
521mooR ecnerefnoc llamS

Kitchen 80
012moorkroW

08elbatkroW       
05rennacs/ypoc       
08retnuoc krow       

002 egarotS
 teN581,3245,2 latoT Square Feet

125.30%

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

061naeD tnatsissA
031nairarbiL tnempoleveD tcejorP
031stnevE/rotanidrooC tcejorP

14  Digital Research Lab - Locate adjacent to Digital Library

15 Administration & Finance - Locate adjacent to Exteral Relations

16 External Relations - Locate adjacent to Administration
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031tnemssessA dna gninnalP rof nairarbiL
031noitacinummoC & gnitekraM rotceriD
051noitartsinimdA htiw derahs - mooR ecnerefnoc llamS
039moorkroW

063066snoitatskrow tnedutS      
024076snoitatskrow etaudarG      
05rennacs/ypoc      
001retnuoc krow      

024 egarotS
teeF erauqS teN081,2917 latoT

303.20%

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

065aera noitpeceR
051reganaM kseD pleH

Help Desk  
063066kseD pleH TI      
001hcnebkroW      
001egarotS      

051 8 rof moor ecnerefnoC
061smetsyS dna seitilicaF fo rotceriD
073ffats seitilicaF

031reganaM seitilicaF      
042083snoitatskrow seitilicaF      

038ffats krowteN
031reganam krowteN      
0040014snoitatskrow krowteN      

      Programmer workstations 3 100 300
074ffats baL retupmoC

031reganaM baL retupmoC      
061082noitatskrow hceT baL      
081063noitatskrow tneduts baL      

001retnuoc kroW
002moor gninoissimmoceD
003  mooR ecnerefnoC
000,1mooR revreS

008 egarotS
teeF erauqS teN049,4151,2latoT

229.66%

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

052,1egnuoL ffatS
001 nehctiK      
05752164 rof selbaT      
004058 gnitaes egnuoL      

teeF erauqS teN052,10 latoT

18 General Staff Area

17 Facilities and Systems - Locate with help desk accessible to students
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Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Delivery 300
083moorkroW

0010011noitatskrow ffats      
021062noitatskrow tneduts      
061082elbat/retnuoc krow      

006egarots lareneG
005egarots eruces smetsyS
006egarots kcots ecnanetniaM

teeF erauqS teN083,2650,1 latoT
225.38%

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

000,51 secivreS lacinhceT
teeF erauqS teN000,51056,31 latoT

109.89%

21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

361,6039,4RAELC
University 446,1513,1sserP 
Texas StateHistorical Association 606,6582,5

teeF erauqS teN314,41035,11egatooF erauqS teN

22 Shell Space

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

000,12ecaps llehS
Total 21,000 Net Square Feet

20  Collection Management - Locate close to service elevator

19 Receiving
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Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
spaces, 
rooms, 

shelving unit, 
tables or 

seats

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

000,61067,9smoor PEM
002,1005stesolc lacirtcelE/ataD

008613stesolc s'rotinaJ
000,4089,1stelioT cilbuP
000,03284,41cte ssenkciht llaw - suoenallecsiM
000,61002,9sriatS
000,3006,1srotavelE

teeF erauqS teN000,17838,73 latoT

Expanded Willis Library
Net Square Feet 386,624

Gross Square Feet 457,624

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
Spaces or 

shelving units 
or seating 

type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Collection storage
teeF erauqS teN808,53808,53 latoT

teeF erauqS ssorG975,04975,04

Component
Existing 
Net SF

Number of 
Spaces or 

shelving units 
or seating 

type

Net 
SF/unit

Sub-Total
Proposed 

Net SF
Remarks

Collection Storage
teeF erauqS teN000,22000,22 latoT

teeF erauqS ssorG913,03913,03

ECAPS YRARBIL DEDNEMMOCERECAPS YRARBIL TNERRUC LATOT
teeF erauqS teN234,444659,622teeF erauqS teN

teeF erauqS ssorG225,825565,962teeF erauqS ssorG

Library Annex - Remote Storage

New Remote Storage Facility - currently in design

23 Building Support - Non assignable Square Footage
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PROPOSED 10 YEAR PLAN: POTENTIAL SYCAMORE HALL RENOVATION PROGRAM
UNT Libraries 10 year plan - 2021 - Option B - Renovated Sycamore Hall

Space comparisons
Computer lab, s Support

EXISTING Sycamore Hall/ISB Renovated Computers Individual Group Classroom,
Workstations Carrels Lounge Tables Open / 

Enclosed
Presentation
Room, Forum etc.

Archives and Rare books 26,604 0 0 1,750 3,400 15,000 6,454 0
Government Documents 10,190 1,000 2,500 0 0 3,600 3,090 0 10,190

047,2 mroforciM 0 360 0 0 2,000 380 0

020,11yrarbiL latigiD 0 0 2,500 0 0 8,520 0

0023,3002,1057,3072,8baL pihsralohcS latigiD
717,31troppuS 13,717

Net Square Footage 58,824 1,000 2,860 8,000 4,600 20,600 21,764 13,717
Gross Square Footage 72,541

Adjacencies

EXISTING Sycamore Hall/ISB Renovated oolF ts1tnemesaB r Mezzanine 2nd Floor
Collections Collections Student Learning Staff Collections Student Learning Staff Student Learning Staff

Archives and Rare books 26,604 8,500 4,500 5,150 6,454 2,000
002,2009006,3090,3004,2091,01stnemucoD tnemnrevoG

000,2047047,2 mroforciM
020,11yrarbiL latigiD 11,020

Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 8,270

Net Square Footage 094,12005,8433,22005,8
Net Squarefootage available 005,12005,8005,22005,8
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UNT Libraries Master Plan

7| PLANNING OPTIONS

Planning Process

The master planning team conducted several design workshops with the committee 
members in order to develop a comprehensive set of guidelines for the Willis expansion. 
A consensus was established which identifies key adjacencies, preferred siting, and  
overall design goals. 

Following these workshops, six massing studies were developed which explore different  
program organizations based upon the committees guidelines. The massing studies 
are diagrammatic, and their programmatic layout is to be used only as a guide for 
future design efforts, which will need to be based on a more detailed building program. 
Additionally, the layout will need to be refined and reorganized depending on future site 
specific considerations and evolving department needs.

Following the research, analysis, and programming process, a preferred study was 
selected (Option 5) and a series of conceptual renderings were  produced to illustrate 
the potential of the new Willis expansion.
 
Optimal Adjacencies

The committee identified a series of ideal adjacencies between different departments 
and activities, which will ultimately streamline library operations and enhance the user 
experience. 

Highly accessible patrons’ areas with high activity and noise levels should be located 
on the mall or Highland Street levels, to draw in the student body and create a public 
front for the library. A tall atrium will run the length of the Highland facade. Views into the 
building will be of the learning commons, cafe and other collaborative spaces. Roof 
terraces will animate the building at the upper levels.

Highlandg

Design Workshops

Primary Planning Concepts - Willis Section
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Option  1 - 2021 - 10 Year Plan - Main access from Library Mall - Learning Commons on one floor

WILLIS - 2021- 10 Year Plan Total SF Basement 1st Floor 2nd floor 3rd Floor 4th floor
Silent Collaborative Collaborative Quiet Staff

1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 27,298
2 Learning Commons 26,940 26,940
3 The Learning Center 5,790 5,790
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 12,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
7 Government Documents 13,190 13,190
8 General Collections 124,350 72,123 14,922 37,305
9 Microforms 2,740 2,740
10 Archives and Rare Books 26,604 26,604
11 Media 10,710 10,710
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 32,184
13 Digital Library 11,020 11,020
14 Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 8,270
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collections Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 6,300 6,300 6,300 2,100
23 Building Support 71,000 17,000 13,500 13,500 13,500 14,000

Net Square Footage 386,624 72,123 108,828 75,796 75,789 54,088
Gross Square Footage 457,624 89,123 122,328 89,296 89,289 68,088
Willis Addition 282,764

Option 2 - 2021 - 10 Year Plan - Main access on 2nd Floor on North end - Learning commons on two floors

Entry
WILLIS - 2021- 10 Year Plan Total SF Basement 1st Floor 2nd floor 3rd Floor 4th floor

Silent Floor Collaboration Collaboration Quiet Floor Staff
1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 27,298
2 Learning Commons 26,940 13,470 13,470
3 The Learning Center 5,790 5,790
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 12,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
7 Government Documents 13,190 13,190
8 General Collections 124,350 55,958 14,922 53,471
9 Microforms 2,740 2,740
10 Archives and Rare Books 26,604 26,604
11 Media 10,710 10,710
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 32,184
13 Digital Library 11,020 11,020
14 Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 8,270
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collection Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 4,620 7,560 6,720 2,100
23 Building Support 71,000 16,500 13,500 13,500 13,500 14,000

Net Square Footage 386,624 55,958 90,506 93,698 92,375 54,088
Gross Square Footage 457,624 72,458 104,006 107,198 105,875 68,088
Willis Addition 282,764

Option  3 - 2021 - 10 Year Plan - Main access from Library Mall - Learning Commons & Highly accessible spaces on two floors

WILLIS - 2021- 10 Year Plan Total SF Basement 1st Floor 2nd floor 3rd Floor 4th floor
Silent Floor Collaboration Collaboration Quiet Floor Staff

1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 13,649 13,649
2 Learning Commons 26,940 13,470 13,470
3 The Learning Center 5,790 5,790
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 7,000 5,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
7 Government Documents 13,190 13,190
8 General Collections 124,350 67,149 7,461 49,740
9 Microforms 2,740 2,740
10 Archives and Rare Books 26,604 26,604
11 Media 10,710 10,710
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 32,184
13 Digital Library 11,020 11,020
14 Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 8,270
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collection Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 6,300 6,300 6,300 2,100
23 Building Support 71,000 17,000 13,500 13,500 13,500 14,000

Net Square Footage 386,624 67,149 88,709 88,454 88,224 54,088
Gross Square Footage 457,624 84,149 102,209 101,954 101,724 68,088

Program Adjacencies by Floor
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Adjacencies 26-Aug-11

Option  4 - 2021 - 10 Year Plan - Straight Addition -  2 Basements - with Sycamore Hall Renovated into Library space

WILLIS - 2021- 10 Year Plan Total SF Basement 2 Basement 1 1st Floor 2nd floor 3rd Floor 4th floor
Silent Silent Collaborative Collaborative Quiet Staff

1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 27,298
2 Learning Commons 26,940 26,940
3 The Learning Center 5,790 5,790
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 12,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
8 General Collections 124,350 30,000 68,000 18,700 7,650
11 Media 10,710 10,710
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 32,184
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collections Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 4,000 8,200 6,700 2,100
23 Building Support 57,283 10,000 10,000 10,000 9,283 9,000 9,000

Net Square Footage 324,800 30,000 68,000 68,398 68,800 46,534 43,068
Gross Square Footage 382,083 40,000 78,000 78,398 78,083 55,534 52,068
Willis Addition 210,223

Option  5 - 2021 - L Shaped Addition - 1 Full Basement

WILLIS - 2021- 10 Year Plan Total SF Basement 1st Floor 2nd floor 3rd Floor 4th floor
Silent Collaborative Collaborative Quiet Staff

1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 27,298
2 Learning Commons 26,940 26,940
3 The Learning Center 5,790 5,790
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 12,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
7 Government Documents 13,190 13,190
8 General Collections 124,350 90,000 8,000 26,350
9 Microforms 2,740 2,740
10 Archives and Rare Books 26,604 26,604
11 Media 10,710 10,710
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 32,184
13 Digital Library 11,020 11,020
14 Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 8,270
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collections Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 6,300 6,300 6,300 2,100
23 Building Support 71,000 17,000 13,500 13,300 13,200 14,000

Net Square Footage 386,624 90,000 93,868 83,834 64,834 54,088
Gross Square Footage 457,624 107,000 107,368 97,134 78,034 68,088
Willis Addition 282,764

Option  6 - 2021 - L Shaped Addition - 1 Full Basement with additional Basement in expansion

WILLIS - 2021- 10 Year Plan Total SF Basement 2 Basement 1 1st Floor 2nd floor 3rd Floor 4th floor
Silent Silent Collaborative Collaborative Quiet Staff

1 Highly Accessible Student Space 27,298 27,298
2 Learning Commons 26,940 26,940
3 The Learning Center 5,790 5,790
4 Research Collaborative Learning 14,960 14,960
5 Reference and Instructional Services 12,040 12,040
6 Circulation/ILL/Reserves 6,180 6,180
7 Government Documents 13,190 13,190
8 General Collections 124,350 40,000 55,000 29,350
9 Microforms 2,740 2,740
10 Archives and Rare Books 26,604 26,604
11 Media 10,710 10,710
12 Music Library and Audio Center 32,184 32,184
13 Digital Library 11,020 11,020
14 Digital Scholarship Lab 8,270 8,270
15 Administration and Finance 3,185 3,185
16 External Relations 2,180 2,180
17 Facilities and Systems 4,940 4,940
18 General Staff Areas 1,250 1,250
19 Receiving 2,380 2,380
20 Collections Management 15,000 15,000
21 CLEAR, University Press, Texas State Historical Association 14,413 14,413
22 Shell Space 21,000 1,000 6,300 5,300 6,300 2,100
23 Building Support 71,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 11,000

Net Square Footage 386,624 40,000 74,980 74,888 74,834 67,834 54,088
Gross Square Footage 457,624 52,000 86,980 86,888 86,834 79,834 65,088
Willis Addition 282,764
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Inversely, the basement will be dedicated to silent study spaces and general collections, 
and the top floor to staff spaces. The in between floors, which have medium activity 
levels, should house the Archives/Special Collections, Government Documents and the 
Music Library.

Finally, shell space should be included to anticipate enrollment and programmatic 
growth; it should be distributed among all floors to allow for expansion in any area, 
which will allow for expansion of departments without relocation.

Site Observations

The UNT Campus Master Plan establishes a set of guidelines, which must inform the 
design decisions made regarding the expansion of Willis. 

As the University grows, the center of campus will move south of Willis, due to the opening 
of the Business Leadership Building and the redevelopment of Highland as a primarily 
pedestrian route. The library mall will remain a vital axial connection between Highland 
and Hurley. 
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The Willis Library site is integrated into the campus core, and as such, is a prime location 
to serve the UNT Community. Because of this, the site should continue to be used as the 
main location for the Library. 

The Campus Master Plan notes that buildings in the core should ideally be built to 3 or 4 
floors to conserve land, while taller ones may be more appropriate where topography 
and surroundings permit. The expansion of Willis will require an addition that is five to six 
floors (four above grade and one or two below).

The new Willis footprint is limited in its expansion to the north, because the existing green 
space is identified as a vital gateway from Chestnut Street into Library Mall. Additionally, 
when sited to the north, the proposed expansion overwhelms adjacent Hurley with its 
size. The land to the west of Willis is available, with the limit being the hill that leads to the 
Music Building service drive.

A southern expansion is ideal, but should preserve the building line and existing street 
trees on Highland. The Campus Master Plan identifies the Music Annex to the southwest 
of Willis as a building for demolition, and thus as a potential location for the expansion.

(A site utilities plan is included for reference in the Appendix.)

Summary of Options 

Following the design workshops with staff and committee members and a comprehensive 
site analysis, a consensus regarding program adjacencies emerged, following which six 
program massing options were developed. 

The first three options expanded Willis on the north, south and west sides, exploring the 
possibility of different organizations within a bar shaped building. These options were 
ultimately deemed unacceptable as they created massive additions within close 
proximity to Hurley, effectively overcrowding the landmark building.

Option 4 considered renovating the entirety of Sycamore Hall for use as a permanent 
library. This was judged as less than ideal due to the desire to consolidate as many 
library services in one location for student and staff convenience, long term flexibility in 
planning, and the structural inflexibility of Sycamore. However, should funding become 
an issue, renovation of Sycamore Hall remains an option.

Option 5 was identified as the preferred concept, because it most efficiently sited the 
building while allowing for a balanced layout of program areas and adjacencies. This 
option places an “L” shaped addition to the south and west of Willis with a significant 
transparent façade along Highland. The addition can contain the program in five floors. 
This approach assumes the demolition of the Music Annex as identified in the Campus 
Master Plan.

Option 6 followed a similar idea as Option 5, but minimized the footprint by incorporating 
an additional basement expansion, which was deemed less than ideal. 

The renovation of Willis will be comprehensive with the structure being the only portion 
retained. The renovation will include replacing the façade, thereby allowing the original 
building to be unified with the addition, increasing the amount of natural light in the 
building, and improving its energy efficiency.

A tall atrium will run the length of the Highland facade. Views into the building will be 
of the learning commons, cafe and other collaborative spaces, and roof terraces will 
animate the building at the upper levels. Diagrams of each of the options are presented 
in the following pages, as are the conceptual renderings. 
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Option 1

Considers a Highly Accessible 2-Story 
Atrium space on the north side, facing 
Hurley. The program also incorporated 
significant setbacks and roof gardens. 
Ultimately, the massing was deemed 
overwhelmingly large in relation to 
Hurley.
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Option 2

Features a single story Highly 
Accessible space on the North side, 
with setbacks and a roof garden. 
This version was more compact than 
Option 1, but still encroached on 
Hurley and was ultimately deemed 
less than ideal. 
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Option 3

Follows a similar scheme to Options 
1 and 2, with a north oriented highly 
accessible entrance space, setbacks 
and roof gardens. However, the 
Option also explored the idea of a 
building bridge connection between 
the music library and Music Building. 
Nevertheless, it was also deemed 
overwhelmingly massive in relation to 
Hurley.
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Option 4

Considers renovating the entirety of 
Sycamore Hall for use as a permanent 
library, as well as Willis. In Willis, the 
building expansion was reoriented 
towards the south (Highland Avenue 
axis), with some setbacks and roof 
gardens. Overall, this option was 
judged as less than ideal because it 
prevents the library from consolidating 
into one building. 
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Option 5

Places an “L” shaped addition to 
the south and west of Willis with a 
significant transparent façade along 
Highland, assuming the demolition of 
the Music Annex as identified in the 
Campus Master Plan. The addition 
can contain the program in five 
floors, with setbacks and roof gardens 
incorporated into the design. Option 
5 was identified as the preferred 
concept, because it most efficiently 
sited the building while allowing for a 
balanced layout of program areas 
and adjacencies. 
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Option 6

Option 6 follows a similar scheme 
as Option 5, but incorporates an 
additional basement expansion, 
which allows the overall building 
footprint to shrink in size. However, a 
second basement was deemed less 
than ideal. 
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Exterior View from Highland Street

Following the research, analysis, and programming process, a series of conceptual 
renderings were  produced to illustrate the potential of the new Willis Expansion.
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Interior View of Highly Accessible Learning Space
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View of Roof Terrace
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UNT Libraries Master Plan

8| SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Introduction

Sustainability creates and maintains the conditions under which humans and nature 
can exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the social, economic and other 
requirements of present and future generations.    

 (EPA.gov)

The proposed Willis expansion will seek to fully utilize sustainable strategies in its design, 
with the goal of redefining itself as a distinguished, progressive, and vital hub of campus 
activity. The design of the library must fully explore all site specific passive solar design 
opportunities. Once these strategies are established, the design team will evaluate 
building system options to produce a high performance, energy efficient facility.  By 
incorporating various passive design techniques and specific high tech interventions, 
the library will gain an array of benefits and a redefined identity on campus. 

Sustainability efforts will focus both on improving the existing library building and 
incorporating high-impact cutting edge strategies into the new expansion. Following 
a discussion with the Office of Sustainability, it was established that the strategies used 
must include high value initiatives that deliver a “WOW” effect and make a major 
contribution to the overall campus culture. A range of approaches, such as daylighting 
interventions, green roof applications, and on-site energy generation, will not only 
improve the efficiency and environmental impact of the library, but will also create 
captivating spaces that will become indispensable to the student body. 

Sustainability Guidelines

In order to create a legacy of endurance and ecological responsibility, a sustainable 
building must address the three pillars of sustainability: the economic viability, the 
environmental impact, and the social well-being of its users. This is accomplished by 
integrating a comprehensive set of strategies into its design, which emphasize both 
passive and high-tech design solutions while taking advantage of the location, climate, 
and typology of the building. The guiding principles of sustainability can be used to 
organize the various strategies into five categories:  

 1. Employ Integrated Design Principles

 2. Optimize Energy Performance

 3. Protect and Conserve Water

 4. Enhance Indoor Environmental Quality

 5. Reduce Environmental Impact of Materials

By following these principles it is possible to create buildings which have a minimal 
impact on the environment, and reap countless benefits for their owners and users.

UNT: “We Mean Green”
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UNT Sustainability Goals

The University of North Texas strives to be a champion of sustainability amongst universities 
in the nation. Through the Office of Sustainability, the University has published various 
goals, including: 

  - Purchase or produce minimum 15% of UNT’s electricity consumption from  
   renewable energy.

 - To become carbon neutral collectively as a campus by 2040, and to eliminate
      fossil fuel use incrementally leading up to that year.  

 - Build all new campus construction to at least LEED silver standard or equivalent. 

 - Encourage use of, and provide access to public transportation.

 - Increase recycling efforts and waste reduction 

These goals touch on various facets of sustainability, and push for an overall raised 
awareness of the University’s ecological impact. The Campus Master Plan, published in 
2005, similarly establishes the need to “create a campus environment that is sustainable 
in the sense that campus facilities and trans-port systems are more energy efficient and 
water and land are efficiently utilized.”

The new Business Leadership Building, designed by Polshek Partnership Architects and 
Jacobs Engineering, is a flagship example of the University’s sustainable aspirations 
(environmental, economic, and social). The building combines an array of ecologically 
minded approaches and technologies into an economically efficient and visually 
recognizable landmark of sustainability on campus. Utilizing local materials, green roofs, 
access to daylight, water efficient fixtures, and various other methods to create highly 
effective spaces, the building has quickly made an impression on the campus and 
become a highly valued center of student life. 

Moving into the future, UNT will continue to grow its sustainability initiatives, and to build 
a comprehensive green identity for the campus. 

Business Leadership Building (a social hub and beacon of sustainability on campus)
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Library Vision

The new UNT Library must build and improve on the sustainable precedent set by 
recent university projects, such as the Business Leadership Building, in order to become 
a beacon of sustainability in its own right. Its impact should follow the three pillars of 
sustainability, as an economically efficient, environmentally considerate, and socially 
significant building on the UNT campus. Current campus standards are to design to 
meet USGBC standards, specifically LEED Silver. However, as other valuation systems and 
standards are regularly being developed nationally, consideration of the applicability of 
USGBC standards should be reevaluated at the start of the architectural design process 
for the Willis expansion. 

Another good, albeit more elusive, goal, is to design the building to achieve carbon 
neutral (net zero) energy use. This is challenging with current technology and cost 
concerns, but should be considered. 

Throughout the scope of the project, green initiatives will need to be highlighted in 
the marketing and construction of the expansion. The Library should also consider 
collaborating with the University Union to create a central sustainable idea for the 
campus hub surrounding Library Mall. 

There is an extensive range of strategies which can be integrated into the building 
system, but the building design should focus first on passive solar design strategies to 
mitigate the harsh Texas climate and optimize cost savings. A comprehensive approach 
featuring elements of daylighting, ventilation, siting, and material choices is necessary 
in order to create the most efficient building possible and meet UNT’s sustainability 
goals. Applicable strategies are outlined in the following section, and organized by 
the Five Guiding Principles:  Employ Integrated Design Principles, Optimize Energy 
Performance, Protect and Conserve Water, Enhance Indoor Environmental Quality, 
Reduce Environmental Impact of Materials

Recommendations

1. Employ Integrated Design Principles

- Passive Solar Design Concepts
 i. Orientation - Building orientation must be considered initially, as a cost efficient
 strategy which can reap the maximum benefits of passive solar design. Heat 
 gain, natural daylighting, and ventilation can all be optimized through 
 strategic north and south building orientation. These sides receive the most
  consistent exposure to the elements, and can most effectively be designed
 to withstand and/or take advantage of these environmental forces. Since
 the siting of the Willis expansion will favor the east and south facades, special 
 emphasis must be placed on limiting heat gain from sun exposure on those sides.

 ii. Sunlight – 
 Sun Shading: Introducing shading elements has many benefits, including 
 limiting heat gain and improving the quality of light available to building users. 
 Horizontal louvers, vertical baffles, overhangs, and vegetation can all be 

1. Employ Integrated 
Design Principles

2. Optimize Energy 
Performance

3. Protect and Conserve 
Water

4. Enhance Indoor 
Environmental Quality 
(IEQ)

5. Reduce 
Environmental Impact 
of Materials

Summary of 
Recommendations

(p8.3)

(p8.6)

(p8.8)

(p8.8)

(p8.9)
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 used to provide shade. All windows should be shaded from direct 
 sunlight on all sides except those that are facing north, since they receive little 
 to no direct light.

 Day lighting:  Daylighting, the practice of designing buildings so that  they can
 take maximum advantage of natural light during the day,  is an important 
 and effective strategy in reducing building emissions and energy consumption. 
 Minimizing the need or electric lighting,  which accounts for a significant
 proportion (35 to 50 percent) of energy use in buildings (not only through 
 consumption of electricity, but also by generating waste  heat), will cut down 
 on energy consumption costs and the load on the building’s  mechanical
 cooling equipment. 

 Daylighting interventions are important in reducing overall operating costs, 
 as well   as improving a building’s life-cycle cost. The Willis expansion should 
 integrate windows (which will provide daylight up to 25 feet into the footprint of the 
 building) and light wells (courtyards, light wells, skylights to provide light in interior 
 portions of the building). The existing building cannot structurally accommodate 
 retrofitted penetrations in the floor slabs for light wells, but should be reskinned 
 to allow for enhanced sidelighting through the facade.

- Stormwater Management: The Library’s water consumption can be significantly 
reduced through rainwater harvesting. The roof surfaces of the expansion should be 
used to collect rainwater, which can be reused for irrigation of the landscaping.

- Site Operations and Maintenance: Formulating sustainable protocols for the 
maintenance of the project will help achieve maximum efficiency and reduce 
operational costs.
 i. Building Exterior and Hardscape Management Plan – should be 
 implemented in accordance with UNT’s sustainable goals

 ii. Integrated Pest Management, Erosion Control, and Landscape 
 Management Plan – should be implemented in accordance with UNT’s
 sustainable goals

- Alternative Transportation Options: 
 i. Convenient Access to mass transit
 ii. Bicycle Storage
  1. Secure Storage – The expansion should consider integrating 
  additional bicycle racks located under a canopy or shade element, to 
  provide protection from the harsh Texas sun.
  2. Shower and Changing Facilities for Staff and Students –  Since 
  there are no plans for shower or changing facilities in the Library, 
  full time staff who commute via bicycle should be provided 
  access to shower and changing facilities in the Union.   
  

Existing Daylighting in Willis

Existing Willis Bike Racks
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- Reduce Heat Island Effect: As this expansion will have a large roof area, green roofs, 
PV, and solar thermal collection are all strategies which can be used to mitigate heat 
gain and make efficient use of solar radiation. 
 i. Green Roofs: A complex multilayer roof system, which typically includes an
 insulation layer, a waterproof membrane, a drainage layer (usually made of 
 lightweight particles or a filter mat), a growing medium, and plants. Benefits of 
 the green roof system include improved air quality, a long lifespan, excellent 
 insulation, and a cooled surrounding environment. A typical green roof will have 
 an overall savings between 20 and 25% over a 40 year period. The potential 
 for setbacks and roof terraces in the design of the Willis expansion creates a 
 valuable opportunity to incorporate green roof gardens which can overlook the 
 mall and Highland. 

 Green roofs are classified as either intensive or extensive, or incorporate
 elements of both. Intensive green roofs are multi-layer constructions with
 elaborate irrigation and drainage systems that require at least one foot of
 soil. They appear as a traditional garden with trees, shrubs and other attractive 
 landscapes, and can accommodate foot traffic, which would be 
 ideal for the expansion. Due to structural constraints, the existing
 library building cannot support the weight of an intensive green roof, but an 
 extensive one may be a viable alternative. 

 Extensive roofs feature a modular layout, shallower soil (usually 4 to 6 
 inches), and smaller, lighter plants  such as mosses or wildflowers, because of
 which they usually require less maintenance. While an extensive
 roof cannot accommodate pedestrian traffic on the plant material,
 it possesses many of the same benefits as intensive green roofs including
 increased  roof longevity,  reduced stormwater runoff, and decreased building 
 energy consumption.

 ii. Cool Roofs can also be used to reduce the heat island effect where green 
 roofs are not a viable option. They are white and highly reflective, and can be 
 applied in one of two ways: as an ‘inherently cool roof’ with an integrated 
 white vinyl roof membrane, or as a ‘coated roof’ where a white reflective 
 surface coating is applied to an otherwise traditional roof. The vinyl membrane of
 inherently cool roofs achieves some of the highest reflectance and emittance
 measurements possible for any roofing materials. As a long lasting and durable
 system, this membrane offers both immediate and long-term savings in 
 building energy costs. 

 iii. Alternative hardscape measures should also be taken to lower the heat 
 absorbing capabilities of paving outside of the building, including the use
 of light colored and porous paving. 

BLB Green Roof: 
Indigenous Vegetation
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2. Optimize Energy Performance

In keeping with UNT’s sustainability goals to be carbon neutral by 2040, major projects 
like the Library expansion must set the standard and achieve zero fossil use by 2030. The 
Library’s energy target should be established at the beginning of the project, and should 
be in alignment with reduction goals established by the Architecture 2030 Challenge. 

- Utilize Efficient Systems – By incorporating a series of highly performative MEP systems, 
building functionality can further be augmented and energy consumption significantly 
reduced. These systems can range from innovative building envelopes, to high-tech 
HVAC systems, energy recovery / heat exchangers, and electric lighting systems and 
controls. Life cycle cost studies of building system options should be based on a forty 
year performance period. 

- On-site Renewable Energy – The use of energy generating technologies can be 
optimally applied in a university setting, where these technologies can also serve an 
educational purpose and be integrated into the research curriculum of various academic 
departments. At UNT, the implementation of any renewable energy technology would 
need to be aligned with the university master plan and any site specific considerations. 
Certain interventions, such as geo-thermal energy, would need to be evaluated on a 
campus wide scale to determine their viability. 

Depending on structural requirements, the Willis expansion may be able to utilize 
solar photovoltaic panels or small-scale wind turbines, which can be roof or surface 
mounted. Due to structural limitations of the existing building, wind turbines and any 
heavier equipment will have to be limited solely to the new expansion. 

Vertical Axis Wind Turbines

Roof Mounted Solar Panels

TIMELINE TO CARBON NEUTRAL (Based on 2030 Challenge)
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- Green Power – In addition to generating on-site renewable energy, the Library should 
make an effort to purchase green power for its remaining energy consumption needs, 
as per the University’s sustainability initiative. 

- Building Systems Commissioning ensures the optimal performance of building systems 
through a comprehensive and systematic verification process that occurs during the 
design, construction, and occupancy of a project. Initiating commissioning guarantees 
UNT will end up with a building which will perform to the promised standard in the long 
run. 

- Measurement and Verification (M&V)– Following the construction of the project, M&V 
is used to measure the actual use patterns and energy savings of a project, and to 
consequently optimize performance by making any necessary adjustments to the 
building’s operating procedures. Providing sub-meters for mechanical, electrical, and 
water use will optimize the M&V process for the Library.    

- Daylighting Systems – Introducing natural daylight into as many programmed areas 
as possible will be critical to achieving significant energy use reductions in the Willis 
expansion. This will be challenging due to the large building volume and floor area 
of the expansion, and the inflexibility of the existing structure. To achieve the highest 
energy savings, the daylighting system must be coupled with automated electric 
lighting controls. Possible daylighting strategies for the Willis expansion include:

 i.Skylights are a basic option for providing substantial toplighting to interior 
 spaces. The Willis expansion will be able to incorporate skylights on its upper 
 floors (which have direct acess to roofs). Evenly distributed placement,
 and skylight design (size and materiality) are important variables in determining
 the quality of light delivered. Skylights can be problematic if they are 
 not properly protected from direct sunlight, in which case they can become
 subject to notable heat gain. 

 ii. Tubular skylights are compact, highly reflective tubes which can efficiently
  transmit light up to fifty feet in length, and will be useful for introducing daylight to 
 otherwise unreachable spaces, such as the interior portions of the lower level 
 floors of the Willis expansion (which are located too far within the building for
 traditional top- or side-lighting to reach). The technology is additionally beneficial
 in that it provides negligible heat gain in addition to maximum daylighting. 

 iii. Clerestory Daylighting are upper level sidelights, which should be used 
 where possible in the expansion and reskinning of the existing building.
 Ideally, the windows should be oriented north, in order to deflect harsh southern 
 light. In case studies, clerestory windows have proven to be significantly more 
 efficient than skylights, because they are protected from heat gain due to 
 direct sunlight exposure. 

 iv. Light Wells – can also be used to introduce light into areas that are recessed 
 too far into the building for other forms of daylight to reach. The wells serve 

Toplighting Strategies: Skylights
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 multiple purposes as the encourage natural ventilation and can also be 
 used as accessible interior courtyard type spaces.
 
 (It is important to remember that many of these strategies cannot be
 accommodated by the post tensioned slab structure of the existing Willis, and
 will only be applicable to the expansion.)  

3. Protect and Conserve Water

Given the drought-prone Texas climate, there is a critical need to consider water 
conservation strategies in the expansion. From capturing rain and condensate water 
for reuse in irrigation to utilizing water saving plumbing fixtures, there is a wide array 
of strategies which can reduce water use while minimizing building operation costs. 
Across campus, UNT is currently using rain and cooling tower water for irrigation, but gray 
water is not being used for irrigation. Although currently costly, the design team should 
evaluate the use of condensate water to flush toilets as well as considering capturing 
the rainwater from roof drains for toilet flushing. 

The expansion’s large roof area can be used to harvest rainwater for irrigation. This can 
be combined with the use of water efficient landscaping (indigenous plants that do not 
require much water) to reduce exterior potable water use to zero. 

Additionally interior water efficiency can be optimized through the use of efficient 
plumbing fixtures, from waterless urinals to low flow faucets with sensors and aerators. 
These technologies can be coupled with water performance measurement through 
the use of meters (both main building and sub-meters per floor, as well as external 
rainwater meters). Having water use data will allow the University to further modify its 
water use patterns for optimized performance and savings.  

4. Enhance Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 

IEQ is defined by a variety of factors, some physical and others experiential, each of 
which contributes to the overall user experience of a building. A project with enhanced 
indoor environmental quality is one that users enjoy, and as such is indispensable to its 
community, a quality which the Willis library expansion strives to embody.

- Indoor Air Quality: To avoid sick building syndrome, the project must monitor interior air 
quality (before and after occupancy), discourage the use of materials that will offgas 
volatile organic compounds (VOC’s), and provide substantial ventilation.

- Acoustical Performance: Noise pollution contributes significantly to IEQ, especially in 
a library setting which requires varying degrees of sound control. Quiet areas can be 
enhanced through the use of sound absorbing materials, while invasive outside noise 
from traffic can be screened through the use of strategically placed vegetation and 
water features, as well as wall design. The current library struggles to contain noise on 
individual floors, and creating a better separation between loud and quiet areas in the 
expansion will significantly improve user experience.  

- Daylight and Views: As previously discussed, providing for daylight is effective in cutting 
Tubular Skylight Light Transfer
(Image © Solatube, Inc.)

Tubular Skylights on Roof
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down on energy consumption and lowering lifecycle costs of a building. However, 
access to daylight and views has also been proven essential to IEQ, by improving staff 
performance as well as having a positive impact on the health and productivity of its 
general users. As evidenced in the Business Leadership Building, students flock to areas 
where they can study in visually stimulating, daylit areas. The current lack of windows in 
Willis has been identified as a major obstacle in encouraging student use of the Library, 
and adressing this issue should be a main priority of the designers. 

- Green Cleaning Policy and Program: Adopting a high performance cleaning 
program reduces the quantity of chemicals introduced into the building environment 
for cleaning purposes, while simultaneously reducing the overall quantity of resources 
used. By educating staff and using limited quantities of specialized cleaning products, 
the building’s performance and life-cycle cost can be further optimized, while keeping 
harmful toxins out of the environment.

- Occupant Comfort: The ultimate test of a building’s indoor environmental quality is the 
end users impression. User comfort ultimately reflects the degree of control one has on 
ones surrounding. Consequently, the inclusion of individual systems controls for lighting 
and thermal comfort greatly improve an occupants’ experience in a building. During 
design and after the project is occupied, occupant surveys can help the designer 
understand user needs and impressions. The Library should consider surveying its users 
before the design process begins in order to gauge what specific environmental needs 
are preferred by the students and staff.

5. Reduce Environmental Impact of Materials 

Design strategies for sustainable building efforts must be complemented by intelligent 
material choices, which reinforce design ideas and give further benefits to the 
comprehensive building design. The use of proper materials will extend the life cycle 
of the building, improve the indoor environment, reduce resource consumption, and 
cut associated costs. Furthermore, resource efficient materials, such as ones which are 
low-impact, rapidly-renewable, local, or use recycled content, help reduce the load of 
building construction and use on the environment. Whenever possible, materials with at 
least 10% recycled content and manufactured within a 500 mile radius of the project 
site should be used. Lastly, the project should have clearly defined parameters for waste 
reduction and recycling, both during construction and once fully operating. 

Other material management strategies include:  

 - Providing a space in the building program for storage and collection of 
 recyclables

 - Construction waste management and solid waste management should be
 emphasized. The project  team should perform a waste stream audit,
 identifying and attempting to mitigate the waste of ongoing consumables 
 and durable goods, during initial and future facility alterations  and additions.

 - Minimizing use of finishes by using structural elements as finished surfaces, for 
 example: polished concrete, steel framing, stainless steel, and acoustical 
 metal deck.
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 - Sustainable purchasing of ongoing consumables and durable goods (such 
 as Energy-Star rated electric powered equipment). Furniture should utilize a 
 specified percentage of post consumer and postindustrial material.

 - Performative Materials (which have positive impacts on the environment) such 
 as self cleaning concrete, polished concrete, and high-tech paints and finishes 
 should be used where possible. 

 - Modular construction for deconstruction and repurposing. The Library should
 consider the use of structural elements with bolted connections for future
 flexibility and adaptability of programs and space needs.  

Conceptual Section

A section illustrating potential applications of the various strategies discussed in this 
section is provided below. Specific sustainable principles for the Willis expansion will 
need to be developed during the design process in order to ensure optimal integration 
and efficiency.
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Construction Cost Summary

Using current costs for 2011, the construction cost for the renovation and expansion of 
Willis is expected to be approximately $109 million with an estimated Total Project Cost 
of $142 million.

Improving UNT’s Library facilities is critical to accomplishing the university’s overarching 
goals regarding enrollment and high quality learning and research environments within 
a vibrant university community. 

The concepts outlined above and detailed in the remainder of this report provide the 
framework for creating library services and facilities that will meet these current and 
future needs.

Scheduling Summary

Due to the critical nature of this expansion, the schedule has been built around securing 
TRB funding in the 2013 state legislative session. Should this be successful, design can 
begin in January 2014 and construction could be complete in 2017 or 2018. 

It must be recognized that funding in 2013 may not be viable due to University priorities 
and available legislative funding. An alternative may be to request funding during the 
2015 legislative session. Should this be the ultimate course for the project, then design 
would begin in January 2016 with construction completion in 2019 or 2020.

The completion date is also dependent on whether Willis can be abandoned so that all 
construction can occur at one time instead of in multiple phases. 

The final phase of the expansion of the library system includes an additional off-campus 
shelving facility which would contain approximately 36,000 gsf and would be designed 
and built beginning in 2027 with an opening in 2031.
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 Options 1,2,3,5,6 Option 4 - Use Sycamore
Willis Library 174,860 174,860
Sycamore Hall Potentially Available Area 72,541
Future Willis Addition 282,724 207,223
Total Proposed Area 457,584 454,624

2011 Costs Deferred Maintenance "Gut" Willis Demo and Replace Renovate Sycamore
Repairs and Upgrades Demolish all but Demolish Building Renovate Sycamore
as Described in Facility Structure and Rebuild and Build New "Gut" Willis

Assessment Report Plus an Addition Plus an Addition

Est. Construction Cost - Renovate Sycamore $14,508,200
No structural changes to the stacks

Estimated Construction Cost - Renovate Willis $12,100,000 $34,972,000 $34,972,000

Project Cost (30%) $15,730,000

Renovation Construction Cost/sf $69.20 $200.00 $200.00

Project Cost/sf $89.96

Estimated Construction Cost - New Construction $70,681,000 $114,396,000 $51,805,750
  

New Construction Cost/sf $250.00 $250.00 $250.00

Allowance for Site Work $4,000,000 $4,000,000 $4,000,000

Total Estimated Construction Cost $109,653,000 $118,396,000 $105,285,950

Total Estimated Project Cost (30%) $142,548,900 $153,914,800 $136,871,735

Total Construction Cost/sf $239.63 $258.74 $231.59

Total Project Cost/sf $311.53 $336.36 $301.07

Estimated premium if Phased Construction is Selected (%) 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%
(Build addition and then renovate)
Estimated premium if Phased Construction is Selected ($) $4,276,467.00 $4,617,444.00 $4,106,152.05

All costs are in 2011 dollar values

Project Construction Cost
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"Gut" Willis Demo and Replace Renovate Sycamore
Demolish all but Demolish Willis Renovate Sycamore

Structure and Rebuild and Build New "Gut" Willis
Plus an Addition Plus an Addition

Complete Renovation of RCL October 1, 2012 October 1, 2012 October 1, 2012

Complete Move Into RCL January 1, 2013 January 1, 2013 January 1, 2013

September 1, 2013 September 1, 2013 September 1, 2013

Design and Renovation for January  2014 - June 2015 January 2014 - June 2015 January 2014 - June 2015
  

August 1, 2015 August 1, 2015 August 1, 2015

Construction of Additon to Willis August 2015 - January 2017

Move Into New Construction February - March 2017

Construction of Willis Renovation April 2017 - June 2018

Move Into Willis  Renovation June 2018 - August 2018

Construction of Willis Replacement August 2015 - July 2017

Move Into Willis Replacement July 2017 - September 2017 

Renovate Sycamore & Construct Willis Addition August 2015 - January 2017

Move Into Sycamore and Willis Addition February - March 2017

Construction of Willis Renovation April 2017 - June 2018

Move IntoWillis Renovation June 2018 - August 2018

August 1, 2018 September 1, 2017 August 1, 2018

Design and Construction of
Final Remote Storage Facility January 2027 - December 2031

(24 mos)

(18 mos)

(15 mos)

Project Opening

(15 mos)

all Phases of Work

Begin Construction

(18 mos)

TRB Funding

Project Scheduling
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FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPTS
Facilities and Systems Staff
March 15th, 2011 9:00AM – Facilities and Systems Library Staff – Focus Group

PSAD: We are meeting with various staff members and deans, as well as students, as 
part of the master planning process. Purpose of master plan to build vision for the future 
of the UNT libraries: need to identify spaces which will need to plan for. What kind of 
spaces will Facilities and Systems staff need in the future?

Staff: Looking at all libraries, or just Willis? 

PSAD: Both. Focus on Willis, because of size, but looking at future plans for other satellite 
libraries. Looking at all sorts of spaces and meeting everyone’s needs – staff, students, 
faculty. One thing we need to know – is there a need for all of facilities and systems staff 
to be housed in Willis, or could they be moved elsewhere? 

Staff: Some staff need to be in the same building as servers, for easy access server 
maintenance. Other people, who are ‘programmers’ could be elsewhere, do not need 
to be here on a day to day basis. 

PSAD: What is the staff structure in your department?

Staff: Network management lead plus 4, facilities plus two. Department is very 
collaborative, director initiates and participates in staff activities frequently. Ideas 
constantly flowing in office, staff has brainstorming sessions sporadically, and space is 
equipped with whiteboards, etc. Sometimes collaboration spills over into the hallways, 
for breakout meetings.

PSAD: With that collaborative environment in mind, what would your ideal workspace 
be? 

Staff: We are actually really happy now! Cubicles define people’s workspaces, use 
hallways for meetings. Staffers are all fairly accessible, even though some are separated 
from bulk of department. 

More light would be ideal. Sound is an issue with the staff. Some need a quieter 
environment, while others need a louder (collaborative) environment. Adjacency 
needed for collaborative environments

PSAD: What about your hallway meetings? How do they work?

Staff: Water cooler effect. Staff comes together for brainstorming sessions, sometimes 
for informal conversations, etc. For more organized meetings, usually all seven staffers 
gather in director’s office. Don’t have a dedicated conference room, have 229 which 
is shared by whole staff. Staff rarely schedules it since meetings are usually last minute, 
and availability is limited. Nature of collaboration don’t really want dedicated meeting 
spaces, since those might be too formal and stifle the collaborative atmosphere.

A1| 
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Instead of a conference room, if redesigning space, could make the hallway bigger! 
Need an office for the director, two for directors, as well as space for two programmers, 
five network staff (could be cube space, as they have now). 

PSAD: Where would growth occur in the future? 

Staff: Not much growth anticipated. Have already grown, and then had to shrink back 
down. If any growth occurred, it would happen with the student workers who run the 
helpdesk. At any time, have 1 to 3 students working at the helpdesk. 

Facilities may move out of this department, away from IT. Space could be reallocated 
to helpdesk – students currently get crammed. Issues also arise with helping people 
remotely, sometimes students need to interact in person. Have a more accessible 
station on the main floor, in the lab – offer support for basic computing needs. 

People request program specific help from the tech support, even though it is not 
their role. Students don’t know to differentiate between different labs and types of tech 
support. 

PSAD: Other issues? 

Staff: Windows! Also, noise levels get to be an issue. Sometimes have loud conversations, 
etc. in open office space, and is potentially distracting to other workers. Could potentially 
have a small conference/meeting space where such meetings could take place, so 
people aren’t always in the way of each other – physically, and acoustically. 

PSAD: How does equipment storage and maintenance happen?

Staff: Currently student helpdesk takes care of new equipment and software installations. 
Need a workbench, work area… Sometimes, when receive large shipments, do have 
issues storing things until they can be processed. 

PSAD: So ideally you would have a dedicated staging area for storage, processing, and 
decommissioning of technology?

Staff:  Yes. We already house these functions in various ways, but they are disjointed, 
and it would be ideal to consolidate them. Having an effective workbench area would 
be ideal, as well as storage space. The main expansion they need is of the student 
area. Sometimes work on multiple computers at a time (recently 12 computers on the 
workbench at once). 

PSAD: How big would these spaces be?

Staff: Storage room with shelving, for boxed computers, keyboards, mice, cables, etc. 
Size of 12x24 SF (or 300 SF) in addition to existing SF. Would potentially also have a 
decommissioning space. 

Staff need work areas for building things as well, helpdesk is not ideal for use as a 
workbench. Would like slightly bigger cubicles, to accommodate for setting up 
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computers. Staff keep multiple computers running in each cubicle, equipment, etc. Do 
need more space.

With all the machines, need better HVAC, since they generate a lot of heat. 

Have discussed having a TV display for staff, to show events, queue for machines that 
need to be serviced, security camera feed – to keep people connected to all the 
things the staff (and library) has going on.

PSAD: Student helpers on first floor, what kind of space do they need?

Staff: Their role is to keep moving, maintain visibility with student body. Ideally, would 
have standing workstations so could really keep moving, provide general support to 
staff. The helpdesk students (who are sited upstairs in the office) have more specific 
roles, and should be kept with the department.  

PSAD: Where should everyone be located? Together? On which floor? 

Staff: Whole department could be located on first floor, in a kind of storefront setting, to 
create a degree of visibility with the student body. Student workers could be located as 
a barrier to rest of staff. Roaming copy techs are essentially lab assistants, whereas the 
helpdesk workers are computer technicians who assist with more complex problems. 

PSAD: What about the ISB? Who staffs that? 

Staff: The reference librarians are the main help right now. ‘Big elephant’ in the room 
is that staff cannot support its own facilities. Need better staffing in remote spaces, 
location in Willis makes it difficult to have a complete understanding of what is going 
on in other buildings, to troubleshoot buildings. Should keep a student worker in ISB 
consistently to provide help, but currently feel like there is not enough of a need. 

ISB is positively received by students. More such spaces will be developed in the future, 
in Willis and other places. Students are tech savvy in some ways (figure out technologies 
without much difficulty), but in other ways, are unnecessarily dependent on Tech Support 
(seek out help without attempting basic troubleshooting on their own). How to staff for 
both of these scenarios? 

PSAD: Back to location, what should be in Willis? Where would staff offices be located 
within Willis? 

Staff: ISB should be in Willis! On every floor of Willis! Noise issues are not a problem in 
ISB, because it is partitioned, whereas in Willis sound travels across the whole first floor. 
Spaces are flexible, spaces are diverse, students like the shape of stations, access to 
windows. Lounge chairs are good but students want more surfaces for working on. 

PSAD: Parallel exists to other libraries, which have learning commons on first floor and top 
floors as quietest areas. Laptop checkout is norm. 
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Staff: Ideally, we wanted to include tablets in the design as well. Certain things have 
been popular with the students, workstations, access to power, etc. Staff has designed 
spaces to accommodate those preferences, which results in no diversity of spaces, 
homogenous work areas but work for most students. Power is a huge issue in Willis, 
especially now with students needing access for laptops. Wired stations are very popular 
with the students. Carrels are everywhere, take up a lot of space, yet aren’t used that 
often.

Certain floors are much more populated than others. For example, the third floor is 
totally underutilized. Computers could be moved from walls, further into the spaces, to 
get kids to engage with the space. Introduce more technology, condense the book 
collections. A lot of students don’t even know the third and fourth floors exist. Students 
gravitate to the bigger, more open spaces. 

PSAD: Any other comments about the ISB?

Staff: Computers in ISB classroom aren’t effectively utilized. The computers face the 
walls, the room doesn’t seem open to casual users, etc. Other spaces are used very 
effectively. 

PSAD: What about the media library?

Staff: Media Library is extremely underutilized, has never been properly upgraded. 
Overall, the use of the media library is marginal. ISB meets a lot of the multimedia 
needs of the student body. The media library doesn’t really have much of a purpose 
on campus. 

An awareness of the needs of classes as well as students will be essential in understanding 
the needs of the library. By establishing a solid dialogue between the various academic 
departments and the library, we can begin to plan for the future. Since we can’t plan 
exactly, we have to plan for flexibility and potential future changes.

Currently there is not an effective line of communication between the library and 
faculty. Faculty assumes the library’s technical staff will have everything they need, but 
never actually communicates those needs to the library. That disconnect creates a lot 
of problems, library seems like it is lagging.

PSAD: Other building issues?

Staff: Power, HVAC, plumbing/utilities, restrooms… Server rooms, etc. will need to expand 
if the school is growing. Need to plan for extra server room space, for expanding and 
upgrading existing server facilities. 

PSAD: What about the Annex?

Staff: Facilities and Systems don’t really interact with the Annex staff. Staff recently installed 
video conferencing software in the reading room, so the annex staff can gather and 
conference with remote persons (Willis staff). Support equipment there roughly twice a 
week. 
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Servers could move out of Willis, surplus storage space could be kept out in the annex. 
Workflow slows whenever the staff has to move something. The annex isn’t ideal for 
moving items through and around. Annex has major issues with connectivity, the F&S 
staff is reliant on being connected to the internet, etc. so wouldn’t be a good match 
for the annex. 

PSAD: What about other data issues?

Staff: For the music/media libraries, it would be amazing to create a level of connectivity 
where all media would be digitized and accessible to all students at the same time. 
Storage footprint is going to grow, will need more space for storing all this data. Certain 
less-used physical storage might get moved off site, to make more room for digital 
storage. 

PSAD: Do you have any opinions regarding 24 hour accessibility?

Staff: For our staff, it brings up a lot of security issues. We can’t monitor all computers 
and equipment at certain hours. Additionally, locking down parts of the building is tricky.

Discovery Park is a terrible space, it is underutilized, over-equipped, etc. Less than 5% of 
computer logins from the whole library system come from DP. Potentially might get more 
use in the future, space has great potential for expansion… 

PSAD: Potential to give DP the ISB treatment? 

Staff: Clientele at DP is different from rest of campus. Mostly science-based students, 
focus on individual work over group projects? Students work in the hallways, where there 
is natural light and access to Wi-Fi. 

PSAD: Last remarks?

Staff: The Forum area is an awkward space, needs to be improved. It is supposed to be 
an adaptable, flexible space for presentations and events, but currently doesn’t meet 
those needs. The size and location are good, but the overall use of the space is not 
efficient. Students no longer want to use it, faculty don’t know how to use it… Because it 
is so underused, it is like a quiet space that is located on the loudest floor. Additionally, 
the display – which takes up a good portion of the room – is intimidating and wasteful 
of space.

Finance and Administration Staff
March 15th, 2011 11:30AM – Finance and Administration Staff – Focus Group 

PSAD: Purpose of the study – a twenty year master plan for the libraries. Part of that is 
figuring out square footages and program needs; while collection is actually pretty 
straightforward to calculate, staff needs present a challenge. We are hoping you can 
give us insight into your department, how it operates, and the type of spaces you need 
and will need in the future. What are the basic needs? 
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Staff: Staff takes care of all the administrative and finance related needs of the Library 
(staffing, travel coordination, payroll). Offices are just about the right size. Additional 
space needs are limited, often have issues with the conference room, which is in high 
demand and creates scheduling conflicts – whole library shares one room. 

Instead of more office space, would prefer a small internal conference room. Even 
Dean schedules meetings in his office, instead of in the conference room. Offices are 
big enough that they can do this, but having a dedicated space for meetings would 
be nice. 

PSAD: So just one additional room? 

Staff: Actually, having several smaller conference rooms in addition would be best. 

PSAD: What about storage? 

Staff: We are trying to switch over to an electronic filing system, where all documents 
get scanned/digitized, and hard copies are disposed of. If infrastructure improves, won’t 
need the filing storage space. However, we will need a dedicated scanning station for 
this function.

Kitchen is in an awkward location, butts up to people’s offices and is distracting. It would 
be great if there was an employee lounge/break room, where different departments 
could mingle. First floor would probably be an ideal location, potentially next to the 
Café. 

There is a supply room, which contains materials for the whole library. Café is part of this 
department, food stock for café is kept in the same supply room. If the library had more 
space, dept. would branch out to offer a more comprehensive menu at the Café. 
Ideally, would redesign the café to make it more appealing and accessible to students. 

Also, windows! Need more windows in Willis!

PSAD: What is contained in the supply room? How is the supply workflow organized? How 
much space does the room need? What location is ideal?

Staff: Employees have to request items via the department. Student workers pull the 
materials, and deliver them. It would be ideal if the supply room was located closer to 
the dept. so that students would have easier access to it, but the size is ok. 

PSAD: What about the administrative offices general location?

Staff: Location is ok. Having a little bit more visibility would be great, since the dean 
receives a lot of visitors, and they need to be able to find their way. 

Newly established External Relations staff should be closer to Finance & Administration, 
to create a synergy between their work and the dean’s staff, since the work is fairly similar.
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PSAD: Considering the variety of visitors, is there a need for one ‘nicer’ conference room, 
for fundraising meetings, etc.? 

Staff: Yes! Currently have the Sanborn Room, which is difficult to schedule. New room 
wouldn’t have to be very large, could feature display cases, etc. 

PSAD: Anything other comments?

Staff: Windows! Building is noticeably lacking in natural light and even decent electric 
lighting.

HVAC is inconsistent, difficult to regulate. A lot of staffers have space heaters, because 
no one else can deal with the situation.

Cleanliness in Willis is a big issue, bathrooms get filthy very quickly. If they looked nicer, 
people would probably take much better care of everything! 

The building would significantly benefit from more art, and more colors: ways of giving 
each floor a unique visual identity, of helping people find their way around the library. 
Tried in the past to put banners on the outside of the building, ran into difficulties with 
university management staff, and project was stopped. 

Need to think of the library as a neutral public space – for the academic community, 
for Denton residents, etc. As somewhere that anyone can come, and find something 
to do.

PSAD: What about the Forum? And the exhibit?

Staff: The forum is successful, but the exhibit takes up a lot of space and makes 
organizing larger events challenging. It is a nice idea, but not an efficient way to go 
about creating a display that both appeals to donors and optimizes the space usage. 
Could it be moved to a different floor? 

The Forum has great potential – can be used for a wide variety of purposes. Sometimes 
has noise issues, first floor has a tendency to get a bit out of hand – students get rowdy 
and loud.

Need more space in the library! Potentially, Library will need to move more of the 
collections off-site. Issues arise when thinking about the future capacity of remote 
storage.

Library needs to also capitalize on the digital realm of the library, to advertise it and treat 
it like a ‘space’ that students can visit for similar resources. 

PSAD: Special equipment needs? Other than a scanner?

Staff: Would like to be able to record presentations in the forum, and then to post them 
online for students. ISB has a similar system set up in classrooms, would be great for the 
forum.
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PSAD: Last remarks?

Staff: It would be nice to have ‘after hours’ access (weekend mornings, etc.) for staff, so 
that they can come and work even when the library isn’t ‘open.’

Public Services Staff
March 15th, 2011 02:00PM – Public Services Staff – Focus Group

PSAD: Introduction – purpose of the meeting: research for the master plan, need to 
figure out what the best work environment is for each department, and what changes 
need to be made. We would like to break the discussion into two parts: 1st hour talking 
about how the library interfaces with students (types of spaces necessary for students), 
2nd hour talking about the work spaces the staff needs (behind the scenes spaces).

1st Hour: Student Spaces

Staff: Students have a hard time orienting themselves in the building, finding signage to 
get them where they need to be. Upon entering, their reaction isn’t one of recognition, 
but of confusion. The entrance should be more inviting, making the organization of the 
library clear to students. Currently the feel of the library is very institutional, and it would 
benefit from a more appealing aesthetic.
 
Actually, instead of having multiple desks and forcing students to guess which desk they 
should go to, it would be ideal if they could consolidate all the desks and have a one-
stop-shop for all student needs. 
 
PSAD: What services would be at this singular desk? Reserves, loans, check-out help, 
research assistance, etc.? 
 
Staff: You couldn’t consolidate the WHOLE scope of library services to one desk, but for 
basic needs, this would probably work. It would also be nice if there was a visible desk 
on each floor, where students could get general help without having to leave the floor. 

It would be ideal if there were technical assistants to help with the staffing of these desks, 
to provide IT support to students when they need it. 

Writing Lab would be ideally located on the 1st floor, instead of on its current floor. 

PSAD: What all should be on the first floor? Singular Reference Desk, writing lab… 

Staff: A singular desk is a concern because of the traffic and lines that would potentially 
build up. What if you go to the wrong counter?

PSAD: Other libraries use this singular desk system frequently, staff is cross-trained to 
provide multiple services. What else should be on the 1st floor?

Staff: All student and faculty services would ideally be on the 1st floor. A small welcoming 
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collection on the first floor would be ideal – for casual browsing, as well as writing labs, 
research services (one on one reference rooms, or even for up to 4 persons), small 
instruction rooms, small group rooms…

PSAD: What about group study rooms? 

Staff: If rooms have instruction going on in them, would need to be soundproofed and 
seat approximately 14. Also would ideally have another teaching computer lab for 25-
30 students (or more). Might need a lab for 60, which would need to be tiered in order 
for students in the back to be able to see properly.

Flexible group spaces would be neat for students, as well as an adaptable open work 
area, and individual work areas. Noise is always a major issue – some students want 
quiet (in the mornings) and others want a louder work environment (in the afternoon/
evenings). Floors could be designed for different activities. Even furniture can be used 
to manipulate noise levels.

If building a new building, could expand into a stacks tower, where all the materials 
would be moved out to make room for the students. 

Making services accessible to students, all on the first floor. But, if a room is put in the 
back (esp. something like a classroom where students would need to walk through, it 
would force students to walk through the library and see all the different services offered.

Café needs to be in the front, in order to optimize performance, since most students 
don’t even know it exists. It would function best as a gateway to the library, something to 
get the atypical user halfway in. 

Library is too institutional, looks more like a prison than a library – inside and out. 
Furthermore, a lot of students say it feels cavernous. Lack of access to daylight is awful 
– detrimental to student use and staff productivity.

PSAD: What about an exhibit space?

Staff: It would be great to have a space which incorporates an exhibit into the entrance, 
and opens up onto the library (like at TWU). Such a space can be quite inspirational. The 
forum exhibit doesn’t work this way, or at all really. 

PSAD: What about the forum? It’s location? The use of it?

Staff: The exhibit has actually cut down use of this space by students… It is good to have 
it on the first floor, since it is like a hub of activity for the library, but maybe if it is expanded 
or developed as more of an auditorium it could be moved to the back of the building. 
It has a lot of potential as a space. 

The labs are another thing that needs to be discussed… The students need use of those 
spaces, and potentially more. Library must remain careful not to lose the lab function as 
classroom space, as the labs expand (to not allow the GAL to take over the Library labs). 
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Ideally, would have labs which could remain open 24/7, at least during finals.

PSAD: Is 24/7 feasible for the whole library, all of the time?

Staff: 24/7 works best during the finals weeks, and at other times, would work best for 
the 1st and 2nd floors only. It is a budgeting issue, as well as a space need issue. Need 
technical assistants, etc. Also, Staff spaces aren’t secured, and would be ideal to have 
off-hours access for staff.

Imaging center should be located near the rest of the technology. So that it is easier for 
copy techs to assist users and monitor machines. 

The instruction classroom on the first floor is a great idea – the students have very short 
passing periods, and would appreciate the easy access. If they get lost in Willis, it can 
make them late for class. Majority of students in classes have never been to the library. 

Signage is a huge problem in Willis. Students have a really hard time locating themselves, 
finding services, books, rooms, etc. Stacks are overwhelming, what can be reduced 
from the collection? Usage of print materials is down overall, why do we hold on to the 
physical books?

Restrooms are also really hard to find, as is circulation. These things need to be resolved!

Restrooms are also filthy and ugly. It would be nice if they could be redone to improve 
the user experience, and in a way that would encourage people to take better care of 
the spaces. 

PSAD: Does there need to be a staff lounge?

Staff: Yes! Staff lounge would be a great place to interact with other staff members 
and improve communication across the library. Also, a staff restroom would be greatly 
appreciated!

PSAD: What about the media library? Is that a necessary space? How is it used?

Staff: Most heavily circulated collection in Library system, but students only use the 
physical space when they have to. Media could potentially be integrated into Willis? 
Chilton could contain a different Library function? 

Digital Libraries is growing out of its space, and barely interacts with students. Could 
easily be moved to a different location on campus (possibly Chilton?).  

Music Library would also be a good candidate for moving to Chilton, except that it is 
too big for Chilton. 

Reference collection needs to be trimmed down, first floor needs to be parsed and 
turned over to functions similar to the ISB. Most of the first floor should be moved off site? 
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On other floors: Lower Level houses Curriculum Materials and Juvenile Collection in 
compact shelving, which is very detrimental to its use. Should be moved to the other 
education books, and made into a mini ‘education library.’ 

Currently, students come for classes on how to use the curriculum materials, have to 
move out general users before can show how a class how to use the materials. 

Bound periodicals would benefit from compact shelving. Used enough to keep on 
campus, but not enough to get so much space in Willis. 

The Microform smell is a problem for a lot of people. Discourages the use of the 
basement, as does the dark, dingy aesthetic of the space. Basic amenities are lacking 
– power and Wi-Fi, for example. It would be nice if there was a variety of seating options, 
including spaces that are comfy/cozy – study nooks for students. More color would be 
great as well! 

Meeting rooms and instruction spaces should not be located on ‘quiet floors.’ Creates 
too much traffic and noise, is very distracting for students. 

PSAD: What about the ISB?

Staff: There’s a variety of spaces at the ISB. Still some kinks to work out: poor lighting, poor 
Wi-Fi, etc. Groups make noise, which bothers some people. Need to provide a variety 
of spaces for quiet study as well. Sound echoes a lot in the building, has a lot of hard 
surfaces, which increases the need for quiet work areas – for individuals and groups. 
Visual access to information/help is nonexistent in most of building. 

2nd Hour: Staff Spaces

PSAD: Let’s go group by group, as to what spaces the Staff needs. What about the ISB?

Staff: 3 Full Time people working in one large room, space is adequate, noise is 
controlled. Main issue is finding a place to have one on one reference sessions with 
students. Also, when library grows (which is anticipated), won’t have space for additional 
reference people. There are potential locations where additional reference desks could 
be placed, or could use stand-up kiosks? 

PSAD: What about Staff spaces in Willis? What about the circulation desk and work room?

Staff: Circulation area needs to be more open, in order to be more conducive to 
movement. Currently, staff is constantly bumping into one another and into book trucks. 
There is a lot of back and forth, workflow is not optimized. 

PSAD: Could work room be partitioned into parts, so that different unrelated processes 
are not constantly running into one another? 

Staff: Ideally, would have a linear workflow. ILL is separate right now, has slightly different 
set of tasks for staffers. The adjacency is important to helping keep services open when 
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people take breaks. Could be condensed into one desk? Reserves could also happen 
there, if there was room. 

Laptop checkout (25 laptops), is at a different counter, could also be combined with 
tech services, or… Laptops are sub-par to current technology, not appealing for students 
to check out. Many students bring their own computers, but don’t have battery power to 
stay in the library (since there is little power access). 

PSAD: Kiosks might be an option as well, for students who just need to check their email 
quickly, etc. 

Staff: That, or charging stations for laptops, where people can even leave their computers 
behind, before going to class, and pick up later. 

Circulation has a lot of staff turnover throughout the day, having a space that is 
adaptable to whomever is there at any given time, and having secure access points 
for the staff would be ideal. Large functional workspace areas, as well as individual 
workstations, are essential for the library, for staff as well as for student workers.

Part of Public Services also functions as a swing space for other library departments, staff 
will come and use it if they need it. 

Reference Services – often meet with faculty and students about research and 
dissertations/theses… Need a proper office space for privacy of these meetings, where 
noise levels are controlled. 

PSAD: Could these spaces be flex spaces that everyone shares for having such 
meetings? In this situation, everyone has a smaller private office, and dept has several 
smaller public meeting rooms.

Staff: Such spaces could also be used for staff meetings, etc. and for any other kind of 
confidential meetings.

Certain furniture is old and completely unacceptable, desks are actually tables, chairs 
are unstable and break, which are issues that are problematic for staff. Students will 
‘borrow’ furniture and move it to other parts of the building, does it need to be moved 
back? Flexibility is good, allows students to create their ideal workspace.

PSAD: Anything else?

Staff: Basic issues of power, daylight, etc. Would like a staff washroom! Willis should be 
designed for the students!

PSAD: What would be the ideal student configuration of Willis?

Staff: Lower level needs a makeover, it is like a dungeon. Microfilms are ok anywhere in 
Willis, just need to be optimized to not take up as much space (compact shelving)… 
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Graduate study carrels are very simple. Many research universities have smaller rooms 
for graduate students, lockers would work for UNT (or any secure form of storing personal 
items). Carrels are not secure. 

There is a need for undergraduate lockers as well, on a daily basis, for commuters or 
students who need to store their items for a short while. Art students already have lockers, 
as do the music students, which work well for them. 

Underground parking would be amazing! Staff parking is an issue at night, especially for 
employees who are leaving at 2am in the morning and have to walk very far to their 
cars.

Union Administrators
March 21st, 2011 9:00AM – Student Union Administrators – Meeting

Introduction: The purpose of this meeting is to understand the future of the student 
union, and to discuss thoughts on where the project is going for coordination purposes 
and collaboration potential. 

Union Staff: The goal of the student union master plan focuses on resurrecting an old 
idea of a new/renovated/expanded student union, even revisiting potential for taking 
over labs and underutilized spaces on campus, etc. The Union will have access to 
student fee support as early as March of next year, and worst case – October of next 
year (2012). Once funding is in place, an 18 month phased renovation is planned, which 
would go online in 2015, and any additional expansion would be completely done by 
2016 or 2017. The funding is certain, and there will be no referendum necessary, as well 
as no cap on the student fee. 

PSAD: What programs are housed in the Student Union?
Union Staff: Currently the Union supports performances, speakers, fashion shows, 
etc. It is coordinated by the Student Council, and students want more accessibility, 
more programmatic space, more lounge space, more student organization space: 
ultimately, a variety of spaces. In the past, the Student Union hasn’t grown with the 
student organizations, and now will need to give more opportunities to students by 
incorporating new spaces (such as multiple 100+ person organizational spaces and a 
500+ seat theater). Union has also started opening on Sundays to provide more student 
support. 

The Union supports not only students, but also official university functions and Denton 
community activities (banquets, meetings). The union staff is trying to attract more 
activity to the Union, including orientation activities, outdoor events that could filter into 
building, etc. Parking is a big issue for visitors. 

In the Union, all program areas are expanding, except for the University bookstore. Union 
is grappling with trying to define a new model of the modern bookstore - what business 
model can viably be sustained despite an increasingly digitized academia. 
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Ballroom space will be doubling to 12-1500 square feet, while the retail food service will 
also be expanding from 185 seats to 480, which will feature a food court and smaller 
themed venues. 

The last renovation of the building occurred in 1976, which was originally built in 1964. 
Already wrap around renovation

PSAD: What services have left spaces in the Union? Are they planning on coming back?
What about the Learning Center – where should it go? Academic support – peer 
mentoring, etc.

Union Staff: The Student Union provides visibility, we are currently looking at ways to shrink 
the program, or find additional funds. The career center would benefit from increased 
visibility, as well. Initially, staff was also looking at having proper ‘residential-style’ dining 
hall, because they are in a good location, but the idea is not viable cost wise.

PSAD: How does the Union interact with the Libraries?

Union Staff: Very little communication currently. Two sides are currently trying to share 
electronic advertising space (flat screen TVs, etc.). Also, have certain events – such as 
Sci-Fi day – which is organized by the union, and sponsored by the library. Similarly, have 
shared programming during finals week, where the student union stays open later, and 
gives away free coffee, etc. to studying students. 

PSAD: How do the hours compare? 

Union Staff: The union is open til 10pm on most nights, whereas the library stays open until 
2am most nights, and has a 24/7 portion. Currently the library is much more accessible 
to students 

Union is trying to adapt to having a portion of the building running 24/7. Right now, 
sometimes have late night programming options where they close down the rest of the 
building. Also have late night dances on occasion where building stays open until 2 or 3 
am. These events also often max out the buildings occupancy capacity (800 persons), 
but often have 1200+ persons who wish to attend. 

PSAD: In the Union Master Plan, is there a plan for a 24/7 part of the building, and what 
is its program?

Union Staff: 24/7 Union Programs would focus on range of spaces from study areas, 
to a coffee shop, and potentially computer spaces (a general access lab, or more 
individual stations). Also, would like to provide 24/7 access to the building’s ATM and 
Mailboxes. In the past, people have broken into the building to get to the ATM. 

PSAD: Does it make sense to have an overlap between the union and library programs?

Union Staff: Yes, but there is a conflict of interest. For example, having an eatery or 
coffee shop is hardly profitable for any building, yet each building wants the foot traffic 
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that such a venue brings. Additionally, having two coffee shops in such close proximity 
to one another further lowers their individual profitability. Currently, the Union coffee shop 
is more for hosting programs (live music, fun activities), while the Library coffee shop 
serves students while they are studying, so while there is a competition for business, they 
each have a specific program to cater to.

The master plan is potentially going to include new food vendors in the new building 
(another upscale grab and go eatery, coffee shop, etc.), but since the student union 
now runs dining facilities all over campus, they are wary of stretching their services too 
thin.

On the other hand, spaces such as meeting rooms and lounges aren’t negatively 
competitive since there is such a big demand for them. Additionally, computer labs 
could be located on both sides of the mall (in the Union and Library), since the student 
body is growing and there will be way more of a demand in the future for computers. 
Computers aren’t competitive either, since there is such a need for them. 

Buildings need more power, this is an issue throughout campus.
 
Also, both facilities have a need for backup of other services – for example, printing or a 
“copy center.” The library right now doesn’t support complex copy center functions and 
currently redirects students to the union. 

What is the plan for the library’s expansion? Is it moving around or closer to the union? 
Will there be a more effective means for collaboration?

PSAD: What is the Union’s dream collaboration with the Library?

Union Staff: With the media library, developing resources in collaboration and planning 
programs together. The Union has the capacity to engage students who seek out 
multimedia for entertainment. For example, the Library hosts gaming night, which is 
very popular, in the small media library. The student union could provide more space 
for such an event, where noise and crowds would not be a problem. Gaming stations 
could be located in meeting rooms, with rock star in the big open atrium space or in 
the couch lounge space.

The Union and Library could also collaborate for Trivia nights, and potentially other 
programs, as well as around finals time! Ideally in situations that wouldn’t create 
competition between the two buildings, could also share marketing space, create 
further collaborations with the recreational center. 

PSAD: What about the idea of a Library sponsored study space in the Union? As well as 
having a book drop or small satellite library space?

Union Staff: Good idea since the student union will be built first, cohabitating could be 
an opportunity to give library expansion a head start.

PSAD: How would collaboration stimulate academic initiatives with this mini-library? How 
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would staffing and cost be managed? 

Union Staff: Library would probably have to invest in Union construction.

PSAD: Is there a possibility of condensing computer lab administration between Union 
and Library?

Union Staff: General Access Labs are actually run by the campus, not by library or union. 
Library techs support the GAL, but don’t administrate it. Union techs are outsourced to 
other parts of university - provide classroom support, etc. and bring additional funding 
to the union. Media Library also does some tech support. 

PSAD: Is there a need for galleries and exhibition spaces in both buildings? Could they 
be combined?

Union Staff: In the Union, galleries are for students to show – only place undergrads can 
show their work on campus, since the art building can only provide space for MFA’s 
to show work. The library exhibition space is not really functional, main purpose is as 
marketing for fundraising efforts. Library also has several smaller auxiliary exhibition walls, 
near the elevators. Union needs more of these. In the future, an ideal exhibit space 
would show off collections, educate students, etc.

PSAD: What relationship do you want in the future between the library and the union?

Union Staff: Ideally would have an establishing connection – physical and programmatic 
– featuring everything from study spaces, shared resources, staffing 24/7, an overlap in 
gallery spaces, in student events and event spaces. 

Building a fine arts collaboration would be fruitful as well. The UNT campus doesn’t have 
a museum or space for travelling exhibits, which is a need the Union and Library could 
meet together – potentially sponsoring a big exhibition space, etc. 

Adjacency between the Union and Library can be a problem – although the two would 
like to share programs, there are noise issues that need to be worked out. While the 
Union is loud, the Library is a quieter space. The Union focuses on events, and is often 
quite raucous. 

PSAD: Could the union give over its more serious functions (labs, classrooms, etc.) to the 
Library, so that the Union becomes singularly the designated fun space, while the library 
becomes the designated academic space? 

Willis does get rowdy at night, after the union closes and more social students move 
over to the library. Study groups also make a lot of noise. Is it practical to try to separate 
the loud and quiet students? Would an ideal option be to create a middle ground 
where everyone could come together? 

It will be important to be aware of sound and program needs, while also trying to make 
programs accessible and improving visibility for both the Libraries and Union. 
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PSAD: Is there a difference between undergrads and grads? Are the Union and Library 
competitive over grad time?

Union Staff: Grads are not particularly interested in the student union, the come by for 
food, and for certain services, but NOT for the social function or program activities, etc.

Main competition and point of potential collaboration between the Union and Library is 
event planning, as well as commercial ventures such as the cafes. In the Union, various 
departments (bookstore, banquet space, etc.) support the space, and events keep 
visitors coming back. 

PSAD: Could the bookstore be in the library? 
Union Staff: No! The bookstore is a dying breed – electronic books are taking precedence. 
Book sales are not profitable, union foot traffic and merchandise sales support the 
bookstore throughout the year.

External Relations Staff
March 21st, 2011 2:30PM – External Relations Staff – Focus Group

Intro: These meetings are part of an information gathering process; purpose to learn 
about various staff space needs in the libraries, and to make a plan for the libraries for 
the future. What is the job of the external relations staff? How do you work? What spaces 
do you need? 

Staff: External Relations focuses on marketing, fundraising, special events, and planning 
and assessment. Currently, the department is spread out on different floors, with one 
student worker located in another building. Ideally, would like for the entire staff to be 
together, in a location that is also accessible to visitors, possibly near the Dean’s office 
and administration.

The staff often plan public events – lectures, talks, readings, exhibitions – at the library, 
events which are both university and community events. Have a need for a large 
adaptable public space for events, as well as a proper meeting room, for staff as well 
as for focus groups. 

Basic amenities – building needs better accessibility to cell service, to natural light, and 
to green spaces. 
Have funds from a donor to make a garden space. Can Willis have a roof garden?

Would also like hot water in the building, and afterhours access for staff to office spaces.

There is a sound issue in the library. Students often want quiet, and the office noise is 
distracting to them. Soundproofing offices would be helpful, as well as a way to keep 
students and administrative staff separate, so they don’t bother each other. Ideally, a 
better delineation of loud and quiet spaces.

Staff has six student workers and two full time grad students, who also need 
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accommodation. Ideal work area would be for the two full time workers, and flexible 
student worker support. 

Sometimes have printing issues – need printing resources nearby, since the department 
frequently prints on 11x17. If space was consolidated, staff could share printers with 
administration. 

Also need substantial storage space, flat files for promotional items/posters. The need 
for storage will increase with increased marketing efforts, boxes of paper products, 
event items – disposable plates, soft drinks, etc. The ideal storage room would be 
approximately 14’x30.’

In addition, have crafting supplies (boxes of stuff, and a button maker and buttons, etc.) 
and a need for a creative workspace – possibly a drafting table.

In the future, will potentially grow staff by one or two people, and will need 4 to 5 offices, 
as well as a workroom. One staffer position might be moved to digital projects, instead 
of marketing: a decision which has yet to be made. 

Currently, student workers need a place that is more accessible. They would also benefit 
from a more open space work area with big tables (not a ‘cubicle’ feel). 

Overall, would appreciate rooms/spaces where departments can bump into each 
other, such as a break room, where staff can talk to each other. 

PSAD: What event type spaces do you need?

Staff: An example is the University of Houston library event space. Upon walking in, there 
is a grand feeling, and there is a large configurable open space that is easily adaptable 
to various events. 

A space that is inspirational. UNT needs to become a community of scholars, library at 
heart.

Ideal space would be large, configurable space – for small groups of 15-20 and up to 
150 people, maybe more... Would like easy access to outside, and to circulation.

For events, a catering kitchen would be nice, even having a basic sink room and an 
ice maker. Sometimes have gaming events, all day video games on the 1st floor, for 
which figuring out electrical is tricky. Having more accessible outlets would be ideal. 
Also, good (and configurable) lighting is important.

The building needs a better place where students can run presentations, practice 
speeches. 140 is poorly organized, would like to have more versatile exhibition space 
where 3D objects can be displayed. Could have little nooks and crannies for art or even 
sitting (alcoves) throughout library.  Donations (of art) should increase, and would then 
have use for a more secure exhibition space. 
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Having a nice meeting space is important for external relations. The room should have 
a different feel, perhaps such as the Sanborn room.

The visibility of 140, like a fishbowl, is really good for events. It creates good energy in the 
building, and makes the public aware of events. With the new, versatile, event-oriented 
program – the appearance of 140 needs to be changed to match the function. 
Different furniture would help – utilitarian but comfortable. 

PSAD: General Comments?

Staff: Willis needs windows, in ideal world would punch out brick walls and make a big 
glass box!

Total staff population is 50+ people, and probably need a private meeting space 
where everyone can meet together at once. 

There is a need for additional teaching spaces, as currently many rooms in the 
library aren’t accessible to the public (can’t schedule rooms that normally sit empty 
anyways) and don’t have access to good AV. Ideally, would provide rooms for campus 
organizations, as well as multimedia rooms – flexible tech spaces, etc. 
 
It is inconvenient to everyone that the media library has separate circulation – and does 
not mix with regular circulation.

Willis needs to be refreshed: color, clean, paint… present a clean, neat image. Install 
new carpet or different materials, and incorporate a more significant entry. 

Currently, signage in building is confusing and discourages use. Improving the website, 
digital display screens, and signage should be priorities, and services should be 
consolidated in a more intuitive arrangement to favor ease of use. Additionally, the 
Café is important to Willis, but the location, design, and hours aren’t ideal.

Special Collections Staff
March 22st, 2011 9:00AM – Special Collections Staff – Focus Group

PSAD: Introduction: We are leading this discussion to gather staff ideas about space 
needs. What would be the perfect space scenario for special collections?
Staff: Archives and Rare Books used to be two separate departments, which are now 
merged. Department is minimally staffed, and still occupies two separate work areas, 
which ideally would be combined. 

The reference area should be the smallest part of allowed space (ideally, a small 
reference room with 6 tables). The rest of the space would be climate controlled mobile 
shelving. There is a need for a freezer for mold, which could be located in the same 
space.

Rare books: Need a classroom for 25-50 students, so that academic classes can keep 
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using collection. Space could be combined with the reading room. Also, having a sink 
space is necessary, because staff and visitors have to wash hands. 

Archives need industrial shelving, while Rare Books need book shelving. Climate control 
would be separate for books and staff. 

Moving archive collection to annex is a bad idea – poor facility where can’t control 
environment as well and it takes a day to retrieve books, etc. Furthermore, the music 
library often interacts with Archives/RBs and that adjacency is helpful for the workflow. 
However, between having that adjacency and getting a new building, the department 
would prefer a new building. 

PSAD: Does music library need new building? Or just more space?
Staff: Yes, Special Collections alone could take up the entire floor.

PSAD: Are Archives and Rare Books growing? 
Staff: Yes, are planning for double space occupancy. 
PSAD: Should think about remote storage as an option, facility can be improved to 
meet needs. 

PSAD: What about office spaces?
Staff: Curator, archivist, and 3 staff members from Rare Brooks, and 2 for Archives. 
Student workers don’t need offices. Archive student workers need big tables, while Rare 
Books student workers have a variety of work tasks and need a variety of spaces. 

PSAD: How does the Rare Books reading room work? 
Staff: It is a controlled environment, where students walk in, check backpacks in before 
browsing. Having lockers or hanging area would be nice. The Archives have drawers for 
items and seating space for 12. 

PSAD: What about the music collection? Students would like listening rooms, practice 
rooms, less carrels…
Staff: Similar needs to Rare Books/Archives: Classroom, big tables, etc. The total space 
need is at least twice of what library currently has, but certain media are outdated and 
could be archived. An exhibition space would be nice, but could be combined with the 
reading room/classroom space. 

Archives/Rare Books would also like exhibition space! Current display cases aren’t very 
good. However, would need visual monitoring of space.

For Music: Collaborative space would be nice, a group study area with 4 person rooms. 
Study rooms should be wired for sound so students can listen together. Also, smart 
boards would be helpful for reading scores, or a system which projects the score as 
music plays. Practice room idea is bad because those rooms get “used and abused,” 
and good soundproofing would be critical!

PSAD: Is there a need for a multimedia recording space? 
Staff: That function is housed in the college of music…
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Music staff workspaces should gain twice as much area. 10 offices (for 9 fulltime staff, 
and 30 assistants). Assistants have flex positions; work mainly cataloguing at computers, 
workspaces along wall. Normally, have 10 students at once and each one needs a 
computer.
 
PSAD: Other space needs? 
Typical library needs: staging area, processing area, pre and post-cataloguing areas. 
Music Library is essentially a library within a library. Need secured areas, and non-secure 
areas. Currently, have a mixed space, and it would be nice if all such spaces were 
adjacent. Need different climate control system, and different storage needs. Current 
space needs of the special collection (300,000 catalogued audio items, 700,000 non-
catalogued audio items), would take up an entire floor of Willis. Collection is difficult to 
appraise, and size is difficult to predict, especially growth. 

PSAD: What classroom size would the music library need? 
Staff: For about 30 students: Frequently, more than one classroom needed at a time, 
but usually large and small classes happen simultaneously. Very rarely do two large 
classes have a need for the space at the same time. Group study area could double 
as a small classroom.

PSAD: What other space needs for the music library? 
Staff: Need more power, an audio center with a listening room, twice as much storage, 
15-20 listening stations (possibly controlled by computer system, or one server, hard 
wired to various stations throughout libraries). Also, need more study carrels – currently, 
most are reserved ones assigned to research students. Currently have 40, but also have 
a waiting list of another 20-30 people. 

PSAD: How do classes use carrels? 
Staff: Professor asks for items to be checked into a carrel for students. Staff worries that 
this function can’t move to reserves, since circulation traffic might be too heavy to 
handle. 

PSAD: Class carrels don’t lock, grad carrels don’t lock: so what’s the point?
Staff: Accessibility to needed materials. Grads: 50; Classrooms: 25. Best location is out 
in browsing collection. 

There is not enough individual seating. Need more, smaller tables to cut down table size 
and area wasted, as well as more flexible and diverse seating options. 
A smaller circulation desk with multiple stations could work, where students check out, 
check in. Currently some check out upstairs, other items have to be taken downstairs. 

The music library as a separate building is ideal, because it is run as a separate library. 
Currently, there is a lot of confusion about how the library works. It would be nice to 
maintain some sort of adjacency to the rest of the library. Music faculty and students 
would like to be closer to the music building. 

PSAD: What about the Media Library? Students wish it was in Willis.
Staff: Media library functions well on its own, but adjacency would be nice.
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PSAD: Similar to music library, could they become one?
Staff: Media library has much more raucous atmosphere, “fun events” loud, while music 
library is scholarly, research-based, and quiet. 

Media library doesn’t need carrels anymore; they are not conducive to group study. It 
would be better to have some open group work spaces as well as some smaller closed 
viewing rooms to accommodate between 4-6, and sometimes 8 students.

PSAD: Do they need a classroom space? 
Staff: Currently have a screening room, which is used a few times a week and functions 
as a multi-purpose space used for classes, meeting, screenings, and game nights, etc. 
Seats about 45, and full capacity is reached 2 or 3 times a week. Larger events could 
potentially migrate to forum, esp. if that adjacency was there. 

Gaming events currently happen in one place, but could incorporate gaming nooks 
in library. Small viewing rooms (3 or 4) could double with gaming equipment, to meet 
needs of game nights. 

Also, need multimedia computers for AV, film cutting for individual projects, no recording 
capabilities needed. Computer can be stations, don’t need a closed off room, just a 
dedicated space for that to happen.
 
Open shelving, accessible browsing collection, for current media (5000 items). Currently 
have a total 25,000 items, plus 5,000 in storage. Most items are behind circulation desk. 

Currently have 4-5 student workers at a time (15-20 total), whose function is to process 
and catalogue. Also have 5 full time staff who each have an office, 3 are shared with 
part time staff. Possibly have too much office space, since the rooms are old converted 
classrooms and too big.

Number of carrels could be cut down to a third. Need more flex spaces, currently 
have a big screen, informal seating. Need more power outlets to be accessible for 
laptops, plug-ins for headphones to go along with big screen. Also, need better Wi-Fi 
and access to windows. 

PSAD: What are the space needs for microform collection?
Staff: Have lots of table use. Collection is regularly used, and people who come stay 
for a long time. Collection is growing slowly. Music also has some microforms, but no 
readers. Currently have 3 reader/printers, but they keep breaking. Having electronic 
scanners would be more useful. 

PSAD: Could collection be in a closed off space? 
Stations are necessary for work: table space or place to put down laptop while scanning. 
Have enough space, but could be reorganized. Also, need better lighting conditions 
for work.  

One full time employee and 4 student assistants (only one at a time working at the front 
desk). Only have need for one office. 
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Research materials could be combined with Archives and Rare Books. Growth for 
Microform will be very small in the future; main part of films in music was a gift. In ideal 
situation, all microform could be combined into one area, where could share readers, 
etc.

Government documents need better storage – compact storage would be more 
efficient but have to face weight consideration.

At Discovery Park, need to combine circulation, reference, and collection. Currently, 
everything is kept separate in the big building, creating user confusion. The engineers 
are noisy, and the combined library needs better, more flexible space as well as 
maintained classroom space for engineering and library science and plant science. 
Also need a computer lab with 20 computers for teaching, and three study tables. 
Some students study individually, but it is important to have collaborative, group study 
rooms.

Computer programs are necessary for these students, but expensive. They can’t use the 
General Access Lab, because they don’t have the programs loaded. Classroom labs 
are used by students in downtime, which is a good thing because when the rooms get 
noisy, staff can close the door. 

Staff has three offices of combined workspaces, as well as office space for faculty 
consultations. Researchers are in competition with each other, need privacy to discuss 
ideas with library staff. 
Also need a break room for staff. 

Currently, students congregate in hallways, where there is natural light. Need better access 
to daylight in building. Additionally, need more power in building gas well. Students 
want comfortable flexible furniture, work spaces that are quiet, as well as presentation 
practice rooms that could overlap with group study rooms (for 6-8 students). Students 
also need a digital media classroom and presentation space. Ideally, the library would 
have an external door for access when building is in off hours. 

Collection and collection space needs to grow. Compact shelving is currently 
detrimental to browsing

Circulation and reference desk could be combined to save space. DP needs more 
study areas, currently 3 tables aren’t enough. The internet is no good for function of 
library; actually need Wi-Fi for functionality, as engineers have special tasks. 

Stand-up kiosks would be nice in stacks, as reference nodes. Also need more of a 
presence of carrels in DP, so that books can be assigned. 

Food service is significantly better than Willis, with coffee shop and cafeteria in building. 

The building hours are limited, especially on the weekends (12-4 Saturday, 1-6 Sunday), 
but users haven’t requested longer hours, although space is heavily used. Definitely 
need more work spaces.
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Space gets mostly morning studiers, but use also peaks at 8pm when students get out 
of classes. 
The ISB Learning Commons approach to library design would also be ideal for 
engineering students, who need a non-traditional library setting. Such a place can be 
either private or social depending on configuration and user needs.

PSAD: Any final input?
Staff: Willis needs to be spruced up! (Everything from the basics of the bathrooms, which 
need fixing, to improving floor atmosphere and usability.) 

On the fourth floor, computers get a lot of use and could introduce more public 
workstations, a more diverse mix of computers and desks.

Willis has issues with noise. To keep noise down, could have reference consulation rooms 
or even offices for reference librarians. Current organization is not conducive to people 
asking for help with reference librarians centrally located. Within each collection, library 
should provide more spaces for accidental interaction. 

Elevators need to be reworked, not as an afterthought, and stairs need to make more 
sense. 

For a peer in music libraries, PSAD should look into Eastman School of Music, as well as 
researching peer libraries for special collections.

Staff has to be able to do collaborative work, and day meeting rooms for staff could 
double as student meeting rooms in the evenings via room management software, but 
definitely need such spaces.

Collections Management Staff
March 22nd, 2011 11:30AM – Collection Management Staff – Focus Group

Staff in attendance: coordinator for collection development, resources unit (purchasing 
electronic resources), collection analysis, contracts librarian licensing, acquisitions, 
cataloguing, tech services

PSAD: How long has this department been in the annex space?
Staff: Since 1995. Before, were in Willis behind central space, in what is now 140.

PSAD: What are the disadvantages of the space? 
Staff: Distance - Have to drive selves to campus to get to meetings, Communication 
(formal and informal) - Ability to interact with other library staff and people on campus. 
For example, liaisons (reference librarians) are not available to meet in person with the 
faculty and students whom they work with and don’t always know what is going on with 
respective departments, although they are an important resource. 

PSAD: How would you supplement outreach to faculty, schools? What’s the best way?
Staff: Have made progress: Remote (videoconference) system allows staff participation 
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in Willis meetings. In future, could find ways to use the technology more efficiently in 
order to communicate with students and staff. 

It would be ideal, if everyone could be together. However, the majority don’t need to 
interface all the time, but it would be nice if they had the opportunity to network with 
other departments – to stimulate professional collaboration. Knowledge doesn’t get 
conveyed because of distance, and basic info can be lost in translation.

PSAD: Willis also lacks good communication between departments. How to bring 
everyone together?

PSAD: What are your current space needs? 
Staff: Floor surface hard uneven. Air quality, conditioning, heating are all very poor 
systems. Light availability poor, need more windows and skylights. The windows “talk,” 
are leaky and make noise, and snakes and mice sometimes get into the building. Also, 
power shortages are very common, and completely stop all work in the building. 

Since building is an adapted use, it isn’t ideal as an annex facility. However, recently 
reconfigured space, and the workflow is currently much better than it was before. Ideally, 
would have windows in workroom. Skylights would make a big difference in atmosphere.

PSAD: What are department/unit specific needs?
Preservation/restoration: Need to move aside big machines, reconfigure space for 
work area. Need different tables – such as three smaller tables (for two persons each) 
with shelving underneath which would be good for storage. Equipment: Ideally, would 
acquire a $30,000 ultrasonic welder, which would replace one of the existing machines, 
as well a freezer for mold  (ideal – walk in freezer). 

PSAD: What about staff? How many and what kind of spaces do they need? 
Preservation/restoration: 3 full time, 5 students. Current space is fine: one office space for 
director, and one for two other full time employees. The students work in the processing 
workroom, which is adequate for the work they do. 

PSAD: Is there an additional storage need? 
Preservation/restoration: Satisfied with current space. Materials being sent to the bindery 
go out in three week cycle (monographs, music, periodicals for binding). The music 
library now does its own binding, which will reduce the load for preservation in the future. 

The gift room doesn’t always have enough room, for example when they receive an 
influx of gifts at once. Additionally, the shelves in the annex are full and they can’t spill 
over into remote storage because that space doesn’t belong to them. The basement 
is useless for storage, since it can’t be climate controlled and is inundated with damp.

Serials and Electronic Resources: Group of six, currently have several empty cubicles, 
which are used sporadically as swing spaces for workers and as storage space. Need 
more shelf space. Recent redesign helped serials adjust workflow. Still need place for 
opening and sorting of mail, and shelf space. 
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The staff has a break room, which was originally the building conference room. Current 
meeting room is actually a reading room for grads and faculty, who have priority over 
staff meetings. 

PSAD: Should the function of the reading room be moved back to Willis? 
Staff: Probably, would make most sense. However, whole building staff doesn’t fit in current 
meeting room anyways, would like a bigger place that comfortably accommodates 
everyone (total staff of 30 full time employees and all kinds of students). 

Technical issues: Need to have more printers available, and better internet connection. 
Connectivity is a   necessity, fiber-network imperative instead of current satellite system 
which sometimes has outages for weeks at a time. 

Technical Services Workflow: Computer based work, have no additional space needs.

General space needs: Not much more – plan to have more items coming in, but also 
increased electronic presence.

PSAD: What about shelving needs: How much? Where?
Staff: At this point, need additional free standing shelving. To free up space, shipment 
and processing space should be reorganized - currently takes up a lot of space. Ideal 
if there was a dedicated workspace for processing shipments, currently items are 
processed and then sent to campus (processing takes up a lot of space consistently). 

Curriculum materials and gifts are sporadically delivered (sometimes monopolize 
space, and at other times don’t). Sorting of gifts is very time consuming (items have to 
be checked for quality, etc.), and during processing take up a lot of space in the annex. 

PSAD: What departments will grow?
Collections development: one staffer, one student; cataloguing: one more staffer; 
serials: probably also one more, which would be a recovered position. 

Would like flexibility of spaces, with workrooms either sectioned off (so they have spaces 
to meet, where they won’t disturb others) or arranged in an open but varied style (similar 
to tech company offices). Would like a small conference room, with whiteboards, etc., 
where could also have vendor visits and small meetings. 

Currently have building greeter, but that could be taken over by card access and a 
camera to show visitors. Building gets lots of stragglers and people who are lost, card 
access would be best way to control access to the building. 

Staff has two designated cubicles for staff in Willis, which is nice to have when they need 
to work on campus, and overall essential to the functionality of their removed location.

Gifts are mainly dropped at Willis circulation, and get sent over to Annex sporadically. 
Giving circulation a better way to manage/store gifts before sending them over to the 
Annex would improve efficiency.
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There is a delivery man, who is currently located in the Annex, but moving soon to 
facilities. Role is to pull and retrieve requests from remote storage, and makes deliveries 
with help of several student workers.

Digital Library Staff
March 22st, 2011 2:30PM – Digital Services Staff – Focus Group

PSAD: Introduction: 
Purpose of master plan to build vision for the future of libraries: need to identify spaces 
which will need to plan for. What kind of spaces will Digital Services need?

Staff: Location matters. Ideally, would like to be near traditional library colleagues. 
Also, Digital Services generates a lot of noise, not necessarily ideal near student quiet 
areas. Currently separated across 3 floors, would be better if the whole team could be 
together. 

Libraries are changing, and this is a new department where work is different from 
traditional library work, embodies idea of ‘the digital library’. Needs for such a space 
are collaborative, staff has lots of creative meetings, need a place where they don’t 
have to be quiet, or restrain selves. 

Floor separation doesn’t hinder workflow currently, but could become a problem in 
the future. Current organization was determined by space availabilities and immediate 
needs, not program. 

Digital Services has up to 25 student workers working at any given time. Would have 
more, except don’t have the space currently.

The main reason for locating digital services in Willis is the fast connectivity to servers. 
Currently, require 10 gig data load and physical connection to the campus info 
‘backbone.’ If could accomplish in other way, could potentially move off campus and 
gain more space. Sci-Tech & Chilton are also on backbone.

Main reasons for staying on campus:
1-staying on campus to be part of library community
2-staying on campus, in Willis, because of connection to backbone 

Many of the staff don’t need to interact with students. The user interface unit works with 
students, troubleshooting the interface (web, database, etc.). 

Who do Digital Services need to be interacting with? If DS is collocating with CLEAR 
(digital blackboard helpdesk) or other campus organizations, what new services could 
DS take part in?

PSAD: This department has a unique way of thinking about information and the function 
of libraries, what is the future potential of their services? What does digitizing mean for 
the library and accessibility? 
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Oral history program? Why in Willis? 

Staff: Media Library needs to be moved into this building. All digital content in one 
place.

PSAD: What is the perfect digital workspace?
Staff: Machines make a lot of noise. Scanners make a lot of noise (earplugs). Need 
to be near to employees, but soundproofed. Ventilation is also important, A/C. Also, 
ceiling height (need 11-12ft, but don’t have) for large format digitizing – scanner needs 
ventilation requirements. Need to plan ahead for soundproofing, to stop moving 
everything around based on temporary needs

PSAD: How would you like to have your workspace arranged? 
Staff: Collaborative flex spaces, and generally flexible adaptable spaces. Need good 
Meeting room – for groups of 3-4 to 10-15. Currently, have hard time allocating space 
consistently for meetings. 

Service scope has changed. Need multiple rooms: main room for up to 10, as well as 
smaller space for 3-4 people. Need a digital interface included in rooms: projector or 
screen, similar to group study. 

Some rooms need more privacy, to be used for usability studies, conference calls, etc. 
Offices might also do the trick: allow for privacy, but less collaboration. Will need more 
collaboration in the future.

Currently only have two options for workspaces: office or wide open space. Need more 
of a blended space, where all ranges of work styles can be accommodated. 

Suggestion to look at other tech firms instead of libraries (ex. Company: 37signals – 
Web design and support company, which analyzed staff needs and made a really 
interesting space). A digital library should not be cluttered and full of stuff, but instead 
should be pristine. Feel need to clean up workspace, in order to be able to show off 
department. 

Storage space needs: students process materials in large quantity: Temporary storage 
space need, as well as bigger workspace for them.  

People bring valuables to be digitized, need security. Staff need easy access, ease of 
use, ease to process. Storage needs to be flexible for variety of stuff: all shapes and 
sizes. 

Main Digital Services project: “Portal for Texas history.” Have to support content for this 
digital collection: Production shop function as well as storing large volume of valuable 
items, which need to be kept in secure location. Currently, have no security features 
because of space, but ideally would have a secure location with some visibility.  

Materials are processed, move from staging area to storage to packaging. Space 
needed for each of these functions. On any given day have 10 or 12 people working on 
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variety of projects at same time, need space to move around. No additional climate 
control necessary, building HVAC is adequate.

PSAD: How would space be distributed in place designated for processing? 
Staff: Ideally would be one big room, with open flexible floor plan. Hard to estimate 
exact size, but would feature good deep shelving, and potentially a cart system to 
increase efficiency. Currently, need more room in order to make anything work.

Currently, food gets all over everything. Staff needs a break area in the building where 
they can eat, work spaces need to remain clean. Also, will give opportunity to interact 
with other library colleagues. Possibly, small break area in Digital Services where staff 
would have coffee maker and smaller appliances.
 
Lighting needs: more access to light controls. Some processes are better without much 
light (microfilm, scanning, etc.), while other processes (writing, deskwork, etc.) benefit 
from light. A variety of lighting options would be best option. 

Another function that would be a good fit with Digital Services – gathering space: 
Currently, hold tech talks for library staff. Attendance between 2 and 20. Similar to a 
“lunch-and-learn,” need a storage space for a projector, screen, etc. and an informal 
setting, presentation space. If located in an open area, students can join in, and in 
future, might introduce more small group discussions & presentations for faculty and 
research groups, etc.

Would like to draw people to the lab. Possibly, could create more collaborative spaces 
for various academic departments – essentially long term project spaces – for research 
projects, etc.

PSAD: What does that look like? 
Staff: ‘Cutting-edge’ appearance creates a specific idea of a space… This department 
is famous for what they do, but aren’t very glamorous in terms of what the work space 
looks like. 

Deal with a lot of visual, creative people – would like visual stimulation – art presence 
in workspace. Building is so drab, that what ‘art’ there is gets lost in the space. Trying to 
make space more visually appealing: possibility of introducing a mural, or something 
else, to make the library more of a ‘place.’

Café has similar effect, adds personality to the library, but could be more exciting. 

PSAD: Previously mentioned digital project space… what is it?
Staff: Currently-collaborations are lacking in every way. Programmers are working in two 
places, why not together. Furthermore, not enough interaction with faculty. Need more 
flexibility of space, would like to have the ability to house graduate students. Digital 
Services could be written into grant proposals, etc. Similar to tradition of graduate carrels 
or research rooms.

Workspace features: giant whiteboards, computers, magnetic walls or frosted glass wall 
for writing on. 
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Worth looking at library archive in Canada, for space organization ideas. Have vaults of 
archives, and big open tech space. 

Open space – can be molded into individual space with ‘invisible boundaries.’ Digital 
Services used to have very little space, but at least had open lab setting. Now have 
scattered offices, which can be lonely and oppressive. In the library, there is pressure to 
stay quiet. 

Workroom is good space, but could be optimized. If quiet spaces were zoned so 
workspaces don’t mix and ruin atmosphere. Before used to have more of a relationship 
with other staff, now are very isolated. 

Location is important. Other considerations include ease of access to offices, placing 
digital library in good location, accessible to workers and to students and to food. 

Good idea to have some kind of security barrier, between staff and student areas. Also, 
need more accessibility to staff work areas. Digital library hours aren’t necessarily erratic, 
just non-traditional. Need more flexibility in when can arrive and leave. Since they don’t 
deal with the public, everyone can work around their own schedules. Other staff work 
consistent hours, but digital library is more flexible.

PSAD: What about basic building needs?
Improved restrooms: hot water! There should be dedicated staff restrooms! Signage 
needs reworking to be more informative. Connectivity in building (Cell Phone Reception/
Wi-Fi) needs to be improved, as well as access to power in building, and especially for 
Digital Services. 

Space issues and short term fixes are detrimental to productivity and library usage in 
the long run. Current issues impact not only the staff, but also the student experience. 
Everyone needs more space!

Within the library infrastructure, Digital Library takes up most space, and will keep growing 
and taking up more space. Within digital library, not everyone grow at same pace. Units 
within department need room to grow slowly as well as room to grow quickly, so that one 
doesn’t grow into the other.

Library would want to move Digital Library elsewhere, if they found the right space, it 
could be a good move for everyone. 

PSAD: Is Discovery Park an option?
Staff: DP is too far! Transportation and access for student workers would be an 
inconvenience. 

Media Library is potentially an interesting space to move the Digital Library to. A lot 
depends on future goals… who will Digital Library be working with? If arts, makes sense 
to keep Digital Library in Willis. Otherwise, Media Library would be a good location, but 
building infrastructure is currently not up to par. 
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Problems of digitizing humanities vs. science: Sciences already have infrastructure, but 
for humanities, would need to build infrastructure. 

Digital Library could be split into two centers: one interactive, one work oriented.

Collaboration: CLEAR is in Chilton, would create possibility for more interaction with their 
staff.
What if CLEAR moved? Would still be a good location, since don’t necessarily need a 
physical connection to CLEAR, student interaction might be more important? 

Ideal location: on main campus, and on backbone. 

Modern Research Library: Library of Alexandria in Egypt has server cage visible, would 
be cool feature at UNT.  

Quest for UNT ARL membership is still focused on historical print collection. It is important 
to build in flexibility for the future. A lot more change in the future than is behind UNT at 
this point… library has the opportunity to become a great digital library!

UNT Faculty
March 23nd, 2011 4:00PM - UNT Faculty – Focus Group

PSAD: Introduction: 
Visioning statement, purpose to make a plan for the libraries, taking into account UNT’s 
future, changing times, creative research, focus on students, creating partnerships with 
academic departments. Summary of planning process… Assessment, User Research, 
Peer Research, Programming, Design, etc.

What can we do for UNT’s faculty?

Faculty: 
College of Music: Needs more classroom space in library, classes that meet are small 
(approx. 22 students), and need at least two classrooms for 15 students each
Ideally, a sky bridge connecting to music college!

PSAD: Should music library be a separate building?
Faculty: Music college will get a new building for classes
PSAD: Should the new building contain the library? Potential to more actively engage 
student body.

History Dept: Need for space for role play, seminar size rooms (approx 6 students). 
Flexible spaces, allow for movement. Video recording capabilities would be useful.

Art Dept: Since art has a cross disciplinary focus, team oriented spaces would be great 
for students to move around. Campus is disorganized, and it is hard for students to find 
a lot of space for group work.
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PSAD: Possibility for having library research teams, access to diverse human resources for 
faculty and students. Library needs a variety of resources as well as a variety of spaces.

Faculty: Individual departments have hard time allocating/funding these resources, so 
creating a combined resource center would be an effective way to give something to 
all departments. 

PSAD: How big would library research groups be?
Faculty: From 10-12 researchers, to as many as 30. 

PSAD: How can library help faculty research?
Art Dept: Art collections are currently split between locations. For example, photo is in 
another building, journals are now in the basement (not 140), textiles are in storage. Would 
be nice if all of collection could be together and accessible. Currently, arrangement 
discourages browsing for younger students: a lot of students don’t even know there is a 
basement, and there is nothing there to draw them to it.

Faculty: Students need more education about the libraries: online tutorials, maps, etc. 
Ideally, professors should include library resources in syllabus for all years, not just 
freshmen. Most students skip the existing library education, but professors assume they 
know about the libraries anyways. Even stacks can be overwhelming for students…

Library needs to make information available to students, as well as faculty (so they 
can distribute to students). Idea of educating both the students and faculty about the 
libraries. Librarians could work with core courses, to develop lesson plans for freshmen – 
not just English, but ALL disciplines. 

PSAD: Should there be library branches? Students prefer a singular location. If 
consolidating, what items get moved in and out?
Student use of library: focus more on studying than research. Could students use union 
to study? Question of 24/7 and who could staff such a space better. Not necessarily a 
conflict of interest between the library and union, which has primarily social, program-
oriented function while library focuses on the academic side of student life. 

PSAD: Ideas for adapting libraries for projected growth and enrollment? UNT is trying to 
become a Tier 1 research institute, which means growing collection to 1 million addition 
items, or total 3 million catalogued items as well as other items. Digital collection doesn’t 
count. Also, need to provide 24/7 access to computers and study spaces, as well as 
diverse mix of collaborative spaces.

Expanding helpdesk/CIT presence: library as service point for university population. Idea 
of building an information commons: tech enabled multi-purpose space. Students 
want a career center in the library, momentum towards a one-stop shop for all student 
needs. Potential conflict of interest with ‘one-stop shop’. For example, music students 
would love practice rooms in the library, library staff don’t think it is best solution.

PSAD: Planning for the future: What are possible strategies that would help UNT faculties?
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Art Dept: A center for photography! Similar to University of Arizona. Library project which 
collaborated with department in design. Also, the fashion collection is currently in 
storage, question arises of best way to showcase.

Music Dept: UNT music library is hidden, should have more presence to reflect how 
important it really is. Even Dallas public libraries have performance spaces and digital 
displays in the library. Idea of showing that this is where the music lives when it’s not 
being performed.

PSAD: There is a major challenge of balancing real estate between collections, there 
isn’t a single cover-all solution. Furthermore, there is a variety of design styles and study 
styles to accommodate for.

Introducing exhibition spaces in creative ways: to educate, add color, etc. Glass 
as surface for presenting information. On the outside, banners, murals, or sculptural 
treatment of façade could be implemented.

Success of ISB: Students are constantly looking for better spaces to study. Need more 
space! Square footage vs student population is not enough as compared to other 
institutions. Need more spaces for students.

Faculty: the TWU library features rolling stacks? Could implement to save space. 

PSAD: Have remote collections – but face numerous challenges of moving collections 
out of libraries. 

What is UNT thinking about institutional collaboration? Does it make sense to work with 
other institutions? There are lots of local potential resources that could be combined. 
Government document collection is incredible here, and growing substantially.

Virtual communication could enhance academic environment. Room that has 
telepresence where could communicate with librarian in other facility. Could go as far 
as having a virtual resource librarian, or virtual student interactions hosted by the library. 

Ideally don’t want to duplicate resources, rather to expand and grow. Potentially, 
could involve other institutions, such as public libraries and even specialty (museum?) 
bookstores. 

Art Dept: Not everything should go digital, certain visual items don’t translate well
History Dept: Also, digitizing natural history collections is useful, but lose the physical 
transaction of historical sources. 

Design changes: A space that has easier maintenance and cleaning. Improved 
bathrooms, currently too utilitarian.

Immediate changes: Better staffing! Improved quality and standards for computing 
and scanning.
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How often?

Willis Media DP Annex ISB

001 Computer Science On Campus x x x Several days/wk

002 Theatre 2014 On Campus x x Once a month

003 Business 2014 On Campus x Once a month

004 Biology 2013 On Campus x Several days/wk

005 Psychology 2013 On Campus x Once a week

006 Fashion Design 2014 On Campus x Once a month

007 Kinesiology 2013 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

008 Business 2014 On Campus x x Several days/wk

009 Broadcast Journalism 2012 On Campus x x Once a month

010 History 2014 On Campus x x Several days/wk

011 Business 2013 On Campus x Once a month

012 Psychology 2011 Denton Co. x x Every day

013 Sociology 2014 On Campus x Once a week

014 Business 2012 Other x Every day

015 Economics 2012 Denton Co. x Once a week

016 Kinesiology 2012 Denton Co. x Once a month

017 Business 2013 On Campus x Every day

018 Kinesiology 2012 On Campus x Once a week

019 Marketing 2012 Denton Co. x Once a week

020 Business 2013 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

021 Psychology 2011 Denton Co. x x Once a week

022 Chemistry 2011 Denton Co. x Every day

023 Electrical Engineering 2012 Denton Co. x x x x Every day

024 Business/Marketing 2013 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

025 Undeclared 2014 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

026 Library Science 2012 Denton Co. x x Several days/wk

027 Electrical Engineering 2012 Denton Co. x x Every day

028 International Studies 2012 Denton Co. x Once a week

029 RTVF 2013 Other x x Several days/wk

030 English/Philosophy 2011 Denton Co. x x Several days/wk

031 Biology 2014 On Campus x Several days/wk

032 Merchandising 2012 On Campus x x Once a week

033 Finance 2014 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

Which libraries do you use?No. Major Grad
Year

Housing

STUDENT FEEDBACK

Demographic Survey of Participants

A2| 
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036 Eng. Systems 2013 Denton Co. x x Every day

037 Finance 2011 Denton Co. x Rarely/never

038 Graphic Design 2012 Denton Co. x Every day

039 Biology 2014 On Campus x Several days/wk

040 RTVF 2013 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

041 Marketing 2013 Denton Co. x Once a month

042 Business/Finance 2013 Denton Co. x Once a week

043 Art Education 2012 On Campus x Once a week

044 Elementary Education 2013 Denton Co. x Once a week

045 Kinesiology 2014 On Campus x x Several days/wk

046 Hospitality Management 2014 On Campus x Once a week

047 Music Education 2014 On Campus x x Several days/wk

048 Anthropology 2014 On Campus x Once a week

049 RTVF 2014 On Campus x Once a month

050 Mechanical Engineering 2013 Denton Co. x x Rarely/never

051 ? 2014 On Campus x Rarely/never

052 Kinesiology 2012 Denton Co. x x Several days/wk

053 Business 2013 On Campus x Several days/wk

054 Kinesiology 2012 Other x Every day

055 Biology 2013 Denton Co. x x Several days/wk

056 Psychology 2014 On Campus x Once a week

057 Physics 2015 Denton Co. x Every day

058 International Studies 2011 Denton Co. x x Every day

059 Business 2013 Denton Co. x Once a week

060 Accounting 2013 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

061 Physics Denton Co. x Every day

062 TAMS 2011 On Campus x Several days/wk

063 Economics/Accounting 2011 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

064 Anthropology 2011 Denton Co. x Several days/wk

065 DMA Performance Denton Co. x x Several days/wk

066 Communication Design 2013 Denton Co. x Every day

067 Biology 2013 Denton Co. x x Once a week

068 Entrepreneurship 2011 Other x Several days/wk

069 Jazz 2012 Denton Co. x x Several days/wk

How often?

Willis Media DP Annex ISB

No. Major Grad 
Year

Housing Which libraries do you use?

034 Special Ed. Denton Co. x Several days/wk

035 Accounting 2012 Denton Co. x Several days/wk
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More daylight, comfortable chairs, macs Books, computers, chair 

Moveable furniture, self-checkout Internet, direct accessibility

Balance between individual and group study Computers and desks

E-Books! Both library use and loanable Carrels, tables, coffee shop, quiet areas

Computers and a friendly staff, events Wi-Fi, librarians, third and fourth floors

Closed, private rooms for group work Group study

Laptops, printing labs, computers, database Food store for meals

Rare Book Room (Neat!) Make it bigger! Quiet, it's not claustrophobic

Long Hours, Warmer lighting Printing and research

Window tables on 3d floor of Willis Outlets for electricity

Places to read and study quietly Natural light, quiet reading rooms

Internet, private study rooms, vegetation Printers

Smart boards, couches, whiteboards Internet connection

Tiered seating, art spaces, media room Individual lighting at work desks

24/7 hours, more electric plug ins Laptops

Tables, silence, and computers Windows, music resources

Stand up pcs, better café, outdoor spaces 2x Printing, computer access

Create a more comfortable environment Study areas

2x More distinction between group and quiet areas Individual cubicles, café, lighting

Computers, table space, group collaboration space Solace

Access to academic journals (physical and digital) Computer lab, copy machine

Study areas w/ power outlets Quietness, comfortable

Quiet areas and study group areas Lots of helpful people

Open til 2AM, but would prefer 24 hrs Computers, organization of books

Lighting (natural) on second and third floors Quiet and comfortable

Technology, Smart Boards at ISB Windows, club space, better wireless

Converting print items to digital Couches, Game tournaments

7x Quiet place to study Internet use

Group study, computers, personal study areas To make students concentrate

Electronic resources, reference desk, reserves The inside is too dense

Downstairs Willis, computer access Books, quietness

Quiet study locations, online resources The media center, more CDs please

Large selection of various fields Lab access

More outlets! Also, comfy chairs. Outside areas

Soft sofas, fireplace, better café area 5x Computers

Survey Responses: Written Feedback
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Graphic Feedback
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UNT Libraries Master Plan

COMMITTEE MEETING NOTES
February 24, 2011
Visioning Session

Attending: Meredith Butler, Martin Halbert, Cathy Hartman, Scott Jackson, Suzanne Sears, 
Shannon Stark, Darlene Callahan, Patrick Pluscht, Jack Peters, Andrew Torget, Sue Parks, 
Mark Philips, Helen Bailey, Christian Clark, Scott Bennett, Anita Moran, Denelle Wrightson

1. The Learning Spaces Survey was discussed.  This will be addressed again in 
 Visioning Session #3 on 3/7/2011.

2. The project schedule was discussed with the following notes:
 a. Student focus groups will occur during the week following spring break. 
  There will be four focus groups. Undergraduate and graduate students 
  are invited. The Library staff will provide refreshments. 
  i. Focus group #1, Willis Library at noon.
  ii. Focus group #2, Willis Library in the evening
  iii. Focus group #3, in one of the residence halls
  iv. Focus group #4, in the Student Union
  v. Chat room for grad students
  vi. Denelle is  to identify specific dates for these and an outline of 
   how the focus groups will work.
  vii. Once dates are established, Anita  will work with Butler to identify 
   locations once the dates have been established.
 b. Staff forums/programming meetings. For the library staff, this will occur 
  during Spring Break (except the Monday of Spring Break). 
  i. One meeting for each of the four departments in the library. 
   Denelle is to identify dates for these.
  ii. One meeting for the Deans.  
 c. Anita will work with Meredith to identify a schedule to begin meetings 
  with the Physical Plant.

3. Peer University Research
 a. UNT distributed a list of Universities for both bench mark research as well 
  as possible locations for site visits. 
 b. UNT Library staff will call or write to each to see if they have developed 
  a Master Plan and implemented portions in the last five year. 
 c. From this investigation, UNT will identify 12 universities for PSAD to 
  research. Also, the group will identify 4 universities to visit.  This will be 
  presented at the meeting on 3/7.
 d. Also on 3/7, the group will identify the information to be gleaned from 
  the site visits as well as the internet/telephone investigations. Topics for 
  consideration include:
  i. What is the library’s core mission?
  ii. Have you gone through a Master Plan in the last 5 years? If 
   so, has any of it been implemented?  If any construction has 
   taken place due to this, describe it, the cost and the size. 
  iii. Area/student of library space?

A4| 
Meeting Schedule

FEBRUARY 24, 2011
Visioning Session

MARCH 7, 2011
Visioning Session

APRIL 25, 2011
Progress Meeting

MAY 4, 2011
First Program Review

MAY 16, 2011
Review of Program

JUNE 20, 2011
Progress Review

JULY 7, 2011
Design Workshop

JULY 28, 2011
Progress Review

AUGUST 19, 2011
Progress Review

AUGUST 26, 2011
Progress Review

SEPTEMBER 22, 2011
Progress Review
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  iv. Is there a separate area/building for special collections?
  v. Are you still growing and collecting?
  vi. What is the proportion of on campus versus off campus students 
   at the institution?
  vii. What are the most prevalent learning behaviors in the library?
  viii. Is your library system centralized (so one main library?) or 
   decentralized?
  ix. Have you instituted any programs or practices on the campus 
   in recent years that have had notable positive or negative results? 
  x. What percentage of your collection is digital versus print?
  xi. What percentage of your collection is stored off site?
  xii. What have you done with collaborative spaces?
 e. Attached is Scott Bennett’s report for 2/24/2011.
 f. The next meeting will be held on 3/7 from 9 am until 4pm.

March 7, 2011
Visioning Session

Location: Willis Library
Attending: Martin Halbert, Cathy Hartman, Jack Peters (part time), Patrick Pluscher, Dale 
Tampke, Suzanne Sears, Scott Jackson, Meredith Butler, Shannon Stark, Scott Bennett, 
Denelle Wrightson, Anita Moran

A. Learning Behavior Survey Status was discussed:
 1. Needs IRB approval. UNT Libraries securing this. 
 2. Demographic categories to be revised to: live on campus, inside 
  Denton County, outside Denton County; don’t come to Denton campus 
  take on line courses. UNT to send Scott a more detailed description.
 3. Survey will be sent to all students enrolled at UNT and faculty in separate 
  distributions.
 4.  Who will sign the letter of invitation? President. Scott Bennett to send 
  sample letters.
 5. Suggest using a catchy tag line for the invitation.
 6. Email address requested for winning incentive prize. Prize to be 
  determined. 
 7. UNT will set a deadline for surveys, April, 22.  Immediate results in excel 
  spreadsheets. Report to follow three weeks later. 

B. Review of Working Document # 2
 1. Spaces for staff not mentioned. Can mention in a footnote.
 2. Who will this document be directed to? Administration, students, faculty 
  and outside community. 
 3. The Learning Center was discussed. It is there for academic support. 
  Currently housed in the union.  Why segregate from Library? Learning 
  Center is separated from the rest of the student success components. 
  May be consolidated in the future but unlikely to be in the Union or library. 
  However, learning center could participate in the library episodically. 
 4. The document must strongly address research. 
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 5. Under space planning add a bullet about special collections
 6. Needs to address the transition from undergrad to research institution
 7. Consider moving the paragraph of power ideas to the front. Use it to 
  integrate some of the ideas above. 
 8. UNT strategic plan moving “student centered” to “student focused”. 
  Under space planning: change the word “developmental” to something 
  else. “Developmental” may be mis interpreted to be” remedial”.
 9. Scott will refine the Vision statement accordingly.

C  Innovations to be adopted in the Master Plan were discussed. 
 A number of innovations have been discussed over the last few weeks. Are 
 there any that might make sense for UNT?
 1. Digital Scholarship lab as outlined in meeting of 2/24. Needs to be in 
  one place. 
 2. Learning Commons. Good ones to emulate: have academic 
  connections, digital scholarship lab. What is the Learning Commons? 
  What does it contain? Is it more than a lab? Does it place the library at 
  the heart at the discussion?
 3. Decentralizing: either physically or digitally, should librarians always be 
  in the library? Is there a branch library?  Do you embed librarians across 
  campus?
 4. Transparency in spaces, no visual barriers interior as well of exterior
 5. Hierarchy of entrance 
 6. What should the entry experience be? How do you communicate that 
  this space will change your life? Seeing activities and people. (other 
  students)
 7. Should the café be on the exterior wall? Should you be able to enter it 
  from the outside?
 8. Incremental change. How can that be accomplished? 
 9. Effective offsite storage.  Look at shelving facility at UT Austin. 
 10. What sort of collection should UNT have on campus and what should 
  UNT move off to storage? What amount of offsite storage can be 
  tolerated? What does it take on campus to have strong special 
  collections? 
 11. Do you move people off site or collections? Moving people may be ok 
  if it makes sense. 

D. Library Design Criteria or Standards
 1. There are no specific criteria for library accreditation.
 2. Look to the UNT guidelines for office sizes and general spaces
 3. THECB categories for deficits and historical information in the State. 

E. Added information requested from UNT
 1. Library organization chart
 2. UNT Fact Book  (to see the listing of collections by media)
 3. Shelf study (received 3/8/2011)
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F. Peer University
 1. Site visits: 
  a. University of Nebraska – Lincoln has emerged repeatedly as an 
   aspirational peer. Facility similar to the digital scholarship lab. 
   Visit  4/8
  b. UNLV- new library bldg. what you will see there is spectacular 
   space that is informed by program.  Tentative date: 4/7
  c. NC State University, list of THECB list of aspirational peers, learning 
   commons 2007, bldg new lib with MP, have been innovative in 
   lots of area, try a lot of interesting things.  3/25 or 4/11
 2. In place of site visit #4, a series of video conferences were suggested.  
  Scott Bennett is to compile a list of librarians who he might recommend 
  for video conferences and symposiums.  Transmitted to UNT 3/8
 3. As it relates to other research, what do we want to ask?
  a. Area of library?
  b. Collection s size?
  c. How is the area divided by collections and media?
  d. Do you have room or areas assigned to other university entities?
  e. If you have remote storage, how do you deliver to the campus, 
   how often? What percentage of your collection is stored off 
   site? Is that number driven by convenience or policy? If so what 
   is the policy? What storage options do you use?
  f. What percentage of the building space is public space (not 
   stacks or staff, e.g. group study, quiet individual study, 
   collaboration labs), sizes?  Do you have other kinds of interactive 
   spaces?
  g. Are there other auxiliary functions (café) housed in the library 
   building?
  h. Do you offer 24/7 hours? If so, how much of your library is 
   accessible during these hours?
  i. Do you have learning commons in other buildings outside of 
   the library? Where and what services and spaces do they 
   have?
  j. Do you have collaborative research labs? What do they 
   include?
  k. What is your librarian to student, librarian to faculty ratios
 4. PSAD is to contact:
  a. University of Indiana – Bloomington
  b. University of Kansas
  c.  UC Santa Barbara
  d.  U of Delaware
  e.  Rutgers
  f. NC State
  g.  UC Santa Cruz
  h.  SUNY Albany
  i. Maryland
  j.  Nebraska
  k. Georgia Tech
  l.  Colorado State
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G. Upcoming staff meetings and focus groups:
 1. Denelle to write a paragraph regarding expectations for the staff 
  meetings. (complete 3/7)
 2. Focus Groups
  a. Add brief survey at the end regarding student demographics 
   (year, major, frequency of use, on campus, Denton County, 
   outside of Denton County)
  b. Invite students to send a photo of their favorite library space to 
   PSAD?

April 25, 2011
Progress Meeting 

Location: Willis Library
Attendance: See sign in sheet

A. Facilities Assessment:
 1. Revit model was shown. This will be used for design work, visualization 
  and the basis for renderings. It can also be used by UNTS for facilities 
  management and space management. 
 2. Items reviewed:    
  • Structure: The building is very sound but very inflexible as it is built 
   with post tensioned which means that care must be given 
   when the slab is punctured in any manner. The building is not 
   structured for an additional floor. 
  • Mechanical: AHU’s are the original but have gone through 
   many repairs and replacements. The humidifiers are not 
   operational. The chillers will shortly be replaced with the chilled 
   water loop. Boilers are in good condition. Piping is insulated with 
   an asbestos wrap.
  • Electrical: The building has little excess capacity. The brand of 
   breakers (Federal Pacific) have been found to be hazardous on 
   occasion and are recommended for immediate replacement. 
  • Plumbing: Roof needs scuppers or overflow drains
  • Architecture: Repointing of brick, replacement of windows 
   for energy efficiency, ventilating the crawl space, and basement 
   waterproofing are all recommended. Finishes are worn and in 
   need of replacement. Meeting the State Energy Code will 
   require additional insulation in the exterior walls. 
  • Code: The building will require a sprinkler system. Numerous 
   code issues including the fact that the second floor doors off 
   the main stair cannot be locked.
  • ADA/TAS: Many minor issues that are compounded when taken 
   across the entire building. 
 3. The following items were discussed:
  • Can the roof support photovoltaic or wind? It can support 
   photovoltaic panels and possibly a wind generator. 
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  • Can the stair towers be removed? Yes

B. Review of Site Tours: Power Point show of UNLV and UN-L.

C. Peer Institution Research: Research done to date illustrates that UNT has fewer 
books per student and less library area per student than aspirational peers.  PSAD  is 
willing to research other institutions if UNT would like. UNT to identify others for study. 
 1. Need to account for future demographics. UNT will be 45,000 by 2015. 
  There is not expected to be a cap. Enrollment will continue to grow. In 
  the future the proportion of undergrad to grad will change slightly will 
  a greater number of Master degree candidates. The campus is now 
  developing an enrollment master plan. It is recognized that 
  undergraduates have different library needs than graduate students. 
 2. It was noted that the 2005 Master Plan will be revisited this fall making 
  the timing of our decisions appropriate. We should propose in 
incremental growth of the libraries.

D. User Research:

1. Students: Better wireless, natural light, comfortable chairs, variety of spaces, 
want to study in library
2. Faculty: Better on line resources. 
3. Staff: Need to plan staff growth into the Master Plan. PSAD still needs organizational 
charts from some departments. 

E. Big Picture Programming Questions. These items will be topics for discussion on 
5/4.

1. Do you want all libraries to be centralized or not? Scattered so that the mind 
set is changed to demonstrate that learning happens every place not just in the 
library. Distributed centers. Distributed system has the draw back of increased  staffing. 
Additional support staff would be needed. 
2. Should the music library be separate?  Music library is not just for music students. 
3. How should special collections in general be addressed?
4. Storage: Should high density storage be located in Willis or remotely? What 
percentage of collections should be stored? How should they be stored (digitally or in 
print version)
5. Does the UN-L provide any ideas for the Digital Lab?
6. What are UNT’s priorities? Spaces for students and collaboration.
7. Should any of the existing libraries be absorbed into Willis? 

F. ISB has been renamed to Eagle Commons Library in Sycamore Hall. 

G. Next meeting 5/4, 1 to 4pm. 
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May 4, 2011
First Program Meeting

Location: Eagle Commons
Attendees: See the attached list

A. ISB Survey Review
 Is this survey relevant to all libraries as it is a small sampling and specific to the  
 ISB? Bennett noted that students associated the word “library” with academic  
 success and knowledge presenting a relevant attitude.

B. NSSE Data
 This data along with Bennett’s analysis was discussed. Library planning should  
 focus on the transformational shift that occurs when students move beyond the 
 classroom environment and take responsibility and control of their own learning.  

C. Program dated  April 2011, intended for  a 5 year outlook was reviewed with the 
 following comments:
 1. PSAD is to prepare colored floor plans of the existing building illustrating 
  where the various existing spaces in the program are located.  
 2. PSAD has tried to consolidate departments which are currently spread 
  throughout different buildings. 
 3. PSAD should add a list of existing seats in each area to program.
 4. The Program shows a growth from 219,000 sf to approximately 353,333 
  sf in Willis. This compares to 612,000 sf generated by 45,000 students 
  times 13.6/sf (average area of peer institutions study).  
 5. Some increase in area is needed in the general collections in the future 
  simply to increase the circulation for ADA compliance. 
 6. Should the existing collections in Willis remain the same or not? Should 
  the percentage of collections area stay the same or be reduced when 
  compared to the current conditions? The total number of items in 
  the collection is irrelevant; what is on site is important.  Due to the 
  explosion of digital collections, there may not be a need to increase 
  the area consumed by collections in order to increase volume with the 
  same amount of space.
 7. The new annex will be used primarily for Special Collections
 8. 24/7 library: Self check out will be used in 24/7 area. Should a collection 
  be in this area or not? Decision: yes, there should be a general, fiction, 
  collection in this area with self check. 
 9. Administration and Finance: Include offices for  the Dean and the 
  Associate Dean
 10. PSAD is to prepare a program that increases enrollment to 45,000 by 
  2015 and is capped at that level as well as another that projects 3% 
  growth per year to a cap of 60,000.
 11. It was agreed that the needs of the library should be identified 
  recognizing that there may not be funding for all needs to be addressed 
  in the next 5 years. 
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D. Key issues:
 1. What quantity of collections that must be on campus? 
 2. How does the notion of collaboration manifest itself in the Program?
 3. What areas (besides collections) can move out?
 4. Do media and government need to be free standing departments?
 5. Are there other learning aims that are not addressed in the program?
 6. Will there be library areas outside of the libraries?
 7. Does staff need to be in all learning commons?
 8. How does the library want  to present itself out side of Willis?

E. CLEAR (Center for Learning Enhancement, Assessment and Redesign) 
 1. CLEAR needs group spaces for 10 people. Can be noisy. 
 2. Moot court sessions have a need for room with seating for 30 to debate.  
  This can be done in the “forum” space.  Can be moveable tables and 
  chairs. Does not need to occupy the space full time. 

F. Enrollment:
 1.  Undergraduates: 9% take virtual classes, Graduate: 32%. These 
  students could also be taking classes on campus. 
 2. Approximately 550 students are out of state however, that includes 
  Oklahoma which is only an hour north of the campus. So some “out of  
  state” students may actually be taking classes on campus.

G. Coordination of the Master Plan with the Union Expansion is strongly reco-
 mmended. Therefore, Facilities Programming will attend the meeting on 5/16. 

H. UNT to meet on 5/5 and will develop the answers to some of the questions 
 above. UNT will issue comments to some of the key questions no later than 
 Tuesday, 5/10. 

I. Next meeting 5/16 from 1 to 4pm.

May 16, 2011
Review of Program

Attendees: See attached sign in sheet

A. Coordination with the Student Union
 1. It was noted that the Union’s highest priorities are the food court and 
  lounge spaces

B. Program: The program dated May 2011 was reviewed. Plans of the existing 
Willis Library color coded to the Program were discussed. Each key component 
of the Program was discussed:
 1. Entry/24/7
  a. UNT noted that they would like the flexibility to keep a variety of 
   areas open for long hours. The name of the area should be 
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   changed to imply that it is a highly accessible area. 
  b. All areas listed appear to be appropriate.
 2. Tutoring Desk: 
  a. Staffed during certain hours to assist students with writing. UNT is 
   trying to consolidate tutoring services. The team should consider 
   expanding to include other disciplines such as math and 
   science. This may require more space.
 3. Teaching & Learning Center: 
  a. This is an area that is not currently in Willis. This is a place where 
   a student could come to meet a librarian or a faculty member.
 4. Circulation/ILL/Reserves: 
  a. Consolidates some existing services with a slight increase.
 5. Government Documents: 
  a. New Program almost doubles the capacity for print materials. 
   Will all of this added print material be in Willis or in remote 
   storage?
 6. General Collections: 
  a. Growth is this area is in study areas of various types. 
  b. Graduate students can check out carrels for a semester. Very 
   much in demand are carrels with lockable storage for graduate 
   students. Currently have a waiting list.
  c. With increasing pressure to get graduate students to finish. 
   Could giving these out be an incentive to complete early?  (eg, 
   after 6 years, lose your carrel). 
  d. Due to lack of space in academic buildings, could visiting 
   faculty be assigned a carrel in lieu of an office?
 7. Microforms: 
  a. Area reduced when considered against existing.
 8. Archives and Rare Books: 
  a. Welcoming, comfortable reading room with exhibit space as 
   well as areas to study.
 9. Oral History: 
  a. This is in Willis, but operated by the History Department.  Should  
   it become part of the Library?
 10. Media Library: 
  a. The Program represents a slight increase from what is currently 
   in Chilton. 
  b. A strong preference was expressed to include this in a Willis 
   expansion so that another academic department. 
 11. Music and Audio: 
  a. Increased area due to group study rooms, seminar room, and 
   increases to LP storage.
  b. Has LP storage been increases as much as it will need? Could 
   some LP’s be stored remotely?
  c. Sanborn Room is part of the Music Library.
 12. Facilities and Systems: 
  a. Slight increase in space will yield large increase in capacity as 
   components are getting smaller. 
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C. Analysis of the Components
 1. THECB Current Space model is based on Liberal Arts University not a 
  Research Institution. Darlene Callahan will forward on model for a 
  research institution.
 2. Reduction of onsite storage could be counteracted by more deliveries 
  rather than more space. 
 3. Some collections require visibility. To date, collections have been 
  moved off site based on history of borrowing. 

D. Priorities for Willis
 1. Greater emphasis on learning spaces for undergraduates. 
 2. Appropriate use of technology for different types of learning. Provide 
  variety in types of learning spaces, not homogenous. 
 3. Flexibility of spaces is critical in order to  change and continue to adapt. 
 4. Development of a strong relationship with surrounding scholarly efforts 
  (both on and off campus). Outreach is a high priority with President 
  Rawlins.
 5. Areas identified as Research Collaboration, Digital Library and Digital 
  Library have synergy.
 6. Place Teaching/Learning Center next to the Learning Commons
 7. Long term goal: Do not proliferate satellite library spaces unnecessarily. 
  Ideally, the ISB and Chilton library would be eliminated and their services 
  and holding consolidated in a Willis expansion. 
 8. Ideally, the Storage Annexes would be absorbed in an expansion of 
  Willis.
 9. University Press and Texas State Historical Association are both in 
  Stovall. These should be included in the Master Plan as they both fall 
  within the Library organization and the current space may soon be 
  demolished. 
 10. Consider locating Media with Music. Although if Music became a 
  separate building, then Media would still stay in Willis. 
 11. Discovery Park’s two spaces should be reconfigured to be one 
  contiguous space. A large portion of the collection is related to Library 
  Sciences.
 12. This Administration is considering moving Engineering and Library back 
  to the main campus, making Discovery Park strictly a research facility. 
  This might mean moving these collections back to the main campus
 13. Digital Services cannot go off campus due to infrastructure. 
 14. Connection between digitizing and Archives is growing. Archives should 
  have a small digital area. However, there will always be a need to send 
  archival projects to a central service. 
 15. The Libraries are open to have other groups co-locate, particularly 
  CLEAR. CLEAR requires a lot of rooms with seating of 10 to 30. 
 16. A large public meeting space is needed. Despite the Union expansion. 

E. Funding
 1. Can library construction be funded through student fees? Darlene will 
  investigate. 
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 2. State funding does not give preference to renovation versus new 
  construction. 

F. Next Meeting: June 20, 9 am to noon. Subjects: Houston tour, revised Program 
 and Adjacencies

June 20, 2011
Progress Review

Location: Willis Library
Attendees: See attached list

A. Power Point and Discussion of tours of 6/16:
 1. University of Houston
  a. Key Strategies: 
   i. Build as much space as possible and shell what cannot 
    be finished
   ii. Maintain as much of the collection on site as possible 
    (compact shelving in basement). 
   iii. Construction funded from donations and university 
    money
   iv. Constantly adjusting facilities as their needs change. 
    Culture of change.
 2. Rice University
  a. Key strategies: 
   i. Built remote storage, separate café and a separate 
    media lab so that the library could provide necessary 
    services through renovation rather than a major 
    expansion.  Results: incremental renovations as 
    material is moved out
   ii. Two entrances: one for the Rice community, one for 
    the community at large.
   iii. Looking into collaboration with other universities for 
    storage

B. Program
 1. Program dated June 2011 was reviewed. The following changes were 
  requested.
  a. All remote storage will be handled in the RCL (new Research 
   Collections Library) and the existing Annex through effiency in 
   storage. So, no additional remote storage should be included 
   in the Master Plan. UNT anticipates that this strategy will allow for 
   storage of an additional 1.5 million items. 
  b. Add 5% shell space to the long range program to allow for 
   programs yet to be determined. 
  c. The notion of moving the Music Library into the Eagle Commons 
   Library was discussed. Adequate staff work area is of concern. 
   PSAD to look at combinations of departments to occupy Eagle 
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   Commons that have a lot of collections but not much staff. 
  d. How much of the collections is UNT willing to move out 
   permanently?
  e. Another phase of work should be added. This is the renovation 
   of the RCL. This will take a year to complete construction and 
   another year to implement a move. So complete at the end 
   of 2013. This needs to happen before major renovation of 
   Willis can occur. Therefore, renovations can occur beginning 
   2014. PSAD to develop a phasing schedule for next meeting 
   but expect the completion of the expansion closer to 2021 with 
   planning beginning in 2016 or 2017.
  f. Funds will need to be raised for both a renovation and an 
   expansion.  It was noted that this type of fund raising (internal 
   and external) is a long duration enterprise. 

C. Near Term Opportunities
 1. The current fourth floor of Willis contains areas for both Archives and 
  Music. Several spaces of each of these should be swapped. Ease of 
  construction is a determiner in the revision. Is this a part of the Master 
  Plan? There are other similar minor renovations that need to occur 
  immediately. 
  a. It was agreed that minor renovations such as this should not 
   impact the Master Plan nor should be held up while the Master 
   Plan is being developed.
  b. The adjacencies in the Master Plan should be determined by 
   the end of the first design charrette ( 7/7). This will give UNT 
   Libraries an idea of where departments will be located in the 
   future and should be of some guidance.
  c. It was acknowledged that UNT, like University of Houston will 
   likely have a facility that is dynamic with continual changes. 
   Therefore, there must be a mechanism and funding source for 
   those constant changes. 
  d. Eagle Commons was just opened. After what duration is it 
   reasonable to make changes to it? It was noted that all of the 
   furniture can easily be relocated. This matter will be an issue of 
   ongoing discussion. 

D. Next meeting 7/7 from 9-4 Willis Library, Rm 035. 
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July 7, 2011
Design Workshop

Attendees: See the attached sign in sheet. 
Location: Willis Library

1. Goals for Workshop: To reach a consensus about adjacencies

2. Site Assessment:
 a. Parking lot to the north is a key gateway into Library Mall
 b. There is buildable area on three sides of Willis
 c. Ideally construction will not consume all of the green space between 
  the Willis expansion and Highland
 d. The slope to the west of Willis provides opportunities for entries on two 
  levels
 e. Due to the slope between Willis and Highland, an extension at basement 
  level would be able to have windows facing Highland
 f. If the addition needed to be taller than 

3. The committee divided into two groups and developed adjacency diagrams. 
 At the conclusion the following was agreed to:
 a. Basement: General Collections stacks (no compact shelving), study 
  space, CLEAR studio and building support/mechanical. Michael Luce 
  from Purdy  McGuire stated that the current mechanical room is 
  oversized (likely for an anticipated expansion) and the chillers will soon 
  be removed. Therefore, the current space is adequate for the future 
  expansion. AHU’s will need to be placed on the individual floors so there 
  will be  mechanical rooms on each floor.
 b. “Hot Floor”: This could either be at the mall level or one floor above. 
  Highly Accessible Spaces, Learning Commons, Circulation Desk, Media, 
  Digital Scholarshop Lab, Research Collaborative Learning Center and 
  Reference (or could be on an upper floor).
 c. Staff Floor: Digital Library, Technical Services, External Affairs, University 
  Press, Staff Lounge, Administration, CLEAR staff, Facilities. The staff floor 
  should be on the top floor.
 d. Floor B: Archives, Government Documents, Texas State Historical 
  Association, General Collections, Shell Space
 e. Floor C: Music, and possibly Reference, General Collections, Shell 
  Space
 f. PSAD should test floors B and C for different locations
 g. Shell Space should be scattered but retain in large blocks. 
 h. General Collections can be scattered throughout all floors except the 
  Staff Floor and be the program element that “fills in gaps”.

4. PSAD is to develop stacking diagrams that test these adjacencies for the next 
 meeting. 
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5. Schedule was discussed.
 a. It was agreed that major renovations could not occur prior to the 
  addition. This is in part because the renovation will include replacing the 
  Willis mall façade. 
 b. RCL Construction (Jan 2012 –  Oct 2012)
 c. Complete move into RCL (Jan 2013)
 d. Begin Design of Renovation and Expansion of Willis (Jan 2016 – Jan 
  2018)
  Construction of Addition Jan 2018 – June 2020
 e. Library Moves Into Addition June 2020
 f. Construction of Renovation June 2020 – July 2021
 g. It was discussed that the most cost effective option is to move the 
  library out of Willis completely and build the renovation and addition 
  simultaneously.

6. Sycamore Hall/Eagle Commons Library
 a. Due to moving departments, the remaining space in the Sycamore 
  Hall may be vacated due to other campus moves. 
 b. This would create surge space for current renovations and future 
  renovations. 
 c. It was noted that the stacks partially used. Thus, material could be 
  moved out of Willis into Eagle Commons Library to free up space for 
  other purposes
 d. Meredith to research the likelihood of the library acquiring this space.

7. The Learning Center
 a. The Learning Center provides individual and group tutoring for students. 
 b. They do most of their tutoring in the library, thus providing permanent 
  space for them is a sensible arrangement.
 c. They currently have: 8 full time staff, 4 GA’s, 4 part time student workers, 
  400 student and staff tutors.
 d. They could use some of the group study rooms and other library spaces 
  for tutoring
 e. Denelle to meet with the Learning Center to secure a program. 

8. Next Meeting 7/28. Agenda to include:
 a. Revised phasing/construction schedule
 b. Updated program (The Learning Center and revisions to the basement 
  mechanical space)
 c. Sustainable Strategy
 d. Adjacency diagrams based on the the conclusions above. 
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July 28, 2011
Progress Review

Attendees: See attached sign in sheet
Location: Willis Library

A. Program Changes:
 1. Discussion of addition of The Learning Center (Joshua Adams) taking 
  the place of the area previously noted as the Teaching and Learning 
  Research center. This approach is agreeable to all.
 2. Mechanical space was reduced in response to Purdy McGuire’s 
  comments that the current mechanical room is oversized and extra 
  space will be generated once the chilled water loop is in place and 
  chillers are removed. 
 3. The program includes  space for Clear staff, university press and Texas 
  State Historical Association 

B. Sustainability: 
 1. Todd Spinks should be included in the next meeting
 2. UNT’s  published policies are as follows:
  • Purchase or produce minimum 15% of UNT’s electricity 
   consumption from renewable energy
  • Goal to become carbon neutral by 2040 (no fossil fuel use)
  • All campus new construction will be built to at least LEED silver 
   standard or equivalent. 
  • Encourage use of and provide access to public transportation
  • Waste reduction and recycling (add a room in the program for 
   recyclables)
 3. Federal Government
  • Requirement to design buildings to perform 30% better than 
   current ASHRAE 90.1 standard.
  • Life Cycle Cost analysis be based on 40 years – expands 
   number of measures that are cost effective. 
  • Beginning in 2020 and thereafter, all new Federal Buildings that 
   enter the planning process will be designed to achieve net 
   zero energy by 2030.
  • Ensure construction follows Five Guiding Principles:
   o Employ Integrated Design Principles
   o Optimize Energy Performance
   o Protect and Conserve Water
   o Enhance Indoor Environmental Quality
   o Reduce Environmental Impact of Materials
  4. Suggestions for Master Plan
  • Suggested goal for the Willis expansion should be to achieve 
   carbon neutral / net zero energy use. This is challenging with 
   current technology. 
  • Consider adopting the five guiding principles of the federal  
   government’s executive order
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  • Incorporate on-site renewable energy into the design of the 
   Willis Expansion
  • Expansion built to LEED Silver minimum. Base line expectation is 
   LEED silver, impact on construction cost is very little
  • Waste reduction / recycling program
  • Need to consider water conservation. Capture rain water and 
   condensate water for reuse. Use water saving plumbing fixtures.
  • Reduce potable water use in landscape. UNT is currently using 
   cooling tower water for irrigation. Gray water is not being used 
   for irrigation. Rain water and run off is being used.
  • Include requirements for additional meters and sub-meters for 
   mechanical systems, lighting, and water use. 
  • Consider more bicycle racks located under canopy or shade 
   element.
  • No shower or changing facilities in Library, use shower and 
   changing facilities in Union
  • Green roofs – consider both intensive and extensive.
  • Cool roofs to reduce heat island effect   
  • This bldg will have a large roof area and so green roofs, PV, and 
   solar thermal are all options.
  • Use of solar technology could be tied to research of other 
   university departments. 
  • Introduce natural light through windows (will penetrate about 
   25’ into building) or light wells. 
  • Incorporate shading devices:  all windows should be shaded 
   from direct sunlight on all sides except north. 
  • Incorporate or reference UNT’s sustainable operations and 
   maintenance requirements.   
  • Union and Library need to “go out together” and create a 
   central sustainable idea. 
  • “Green” initiatives need to be highlighted in marketing of an 
   expansion.
  • The final design should evaluate the payback of various 
   sustainable ideas
 5. Conclusions:
  • This building needs to contribute to the sustainable University at 
   the highest level that is viable for the project. This is in recognition 
   of the changing LEED standards. 
  • Recognize the importance of sustainability to students and the 
   larger UNT community, include “wow” green factors.
  • Focus on guiding principles – provide “high value” examples  
  • Sustainable initiatives can be a collaborative initiative between 
   the union and/or other departments. 

C. Cost Models
 1. Cost model was discussed with the conclusion that the budget generate 
  by this program may be inattainable ($131M to 143M)
 2. Concern was expressed that the costs noted above are too low. Moran 
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  to review with PCR (cost estimator).
 3. Bulter  is to give Moran the Schedule of Values for the Business Leadership 
  Building to confirm that the quality reflected is equivalent to UNT 
  expectations. 

D. Planning Options
 1. Three planning options were presented with accompanying massing 
  diagrams. All are four floors plus a basement. 
 2. Campus Master Plan limits buildings to 4 floors above the mall level. 
 3. New entry on north side,  glazing into lowest  level at Highland, terracing 
  (green roofs) were all ideas that were appealing. 
 4. All agreed that this is a massive building for this site and may be 
  inappropriate. 
 5. Chilled water loop will be in Phase 4 of the loop project. The current 
  schematic shows the chilled water piping to the west of the Library and 
  taking an angular route that connects a line in Highland to the Music 
  Central Plant and the Library Central Plant. 

E. Planning Questions and Suggestions
 1. Expand the basement to the greatest extent to minimize the building 
  above grade.

F. Questions
 1. Location of the chilled water loop? Can it be adjusted? Can it go 
  through the basement of the Library? Other physical encroachments to 
  the site? (Meredith)
 2. Can the Music Library and Music Building expansion be combined into 
  a collaborative project? (Martin)
 3. Can the ISB be a permanent home for portion of the library? Could be 
  media and digital groups be in the ISB? (computerized technology 
  spaces). (Martin) Can the ISB be structurally renovated? (PSAD)
 4. Funding questions: What bonding capacity would be available for this 
  project and when? Can the library service fee be used for construction? 
  What portion of the construction cost could reasonably raised by 
  donations? (Martin)
 5. UNT is to develop establish a budget for the project and then PSAD 
  will work with the staff to reduce the program with added site/adjacency 
  diagrams to follow. 
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August 19, 2011
Progress Review

Attending: Rich Escalante, Lilia Gonzalez, Meredith Butler, Martin Halbert, Shannon Stark, 
Denelle Wrightson, Anita Moran
Location: Willis Library

The progress of the Master Plan was reviewed. Mr. Escalante made the following 
comments:

1. If the need is substantial and immediate, then the schedule should show that. 
 The THECB will look more seriously as immediate needs as there are so many 
 across the State.
 a. Recommendation: Plan on applying for TRB funding in 2013. 

2. Identify the THECB deficit for the entire campus and then calculate the 
 percentage that the Library deficit represents

3. With the opening of the Business Leadership Building, the center of campus is 
 moving south. In the Master Plan, the Music Annex is to be demolished and 
 therefore, this is a reasonable approach. 
 a. Recommendation: Consider placing the addition to the south end of 
  Willis (and possibly west). Also consider an additional lower level. These 
  will continue to reduce the scale of the addition. 

4. Begin looking for funding that can be a contribution or “match” for TRB funding. 
 The cost of studies and other expenditures can be included in this match. 

5. The Union first phase (new construction) to be open 2015, second phase 2016 
 (renovation). Are there opportunities for the Library and Union to work 
 collaboratively for at least the period prior to the opening of a Willis Expansion? 
 Rich suggested that the Library “lease” a lounge from the Union and develop a 
 Learning Commons as a very visible “advertisement” of what the future Willis will 
 contain. Such a lease could be temporary or permanent. 

6. Raynard Kirby should be involved in discussions about Sustainability. Shannon 
 Stark to set up meeting. 

August 26, 2011
Progress Review

Attending: See sign in sheet
Location: Willis Library

A. Comments from meeting with Rich Escalante of 8/19 were reviewed.
 1. Locate  addition to south along Highland
 2. Consider collaboration with Union
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 3. Position Library expansion for 2013 TRB funding

B. Chilled Water Loop
 Meredith confirmed that the chilled water loop behind Willis has not been 
 designed or installed. It can be designed to hug the hill behind Willis. However, 
 an “L” shaped building mass that would replace the foot print of the Library 
 Annex would cross the currently intended path for this line. Meredith will see if this 
 line can be moved into Ave C.

C. Design Options:
 Option 4: Sycamore Hall was the original campus library. Is splitting the library 
 into two the “right thing” for the long term future? Should Sycamore be a 
 temporary facility or permanent? If temporary then minimal renovation would 
 occur.  All agreed that Sycamore is a good option for temporary use. However, 
 it is not suitable for long term use as the Library should be consolidated in one 
 location in the long run for long term flexibility, convenience of staff and students 
 and structural limitations of Sycamore. 

 Options 5 and 6: Suggest putting the Music Library in the area where the Music 
 Annex is currently located.  This is appealing because Highland is quickly 
 becoming a main pedestrian thoroughfare for the campus. These options 
 create a major façade for the library on Highland. 

 1. The Music Annex is projected to be demolished based on the current 
  Master Plan. 
 2. Music Annex contains practice rooms.
 3. Consider collaboration with the College of Music to include practice 
  rooms in the Library expansion. 
 4. It should be noted that the street trees along Highland should remain. 

D. Schedule 
 A revised schedule was reviewed that demonstrates the impact of TRB funding 
 in September 2013. This would allow the Library to reopen in late 2018 or early 
 2019.

E. Budget
 Budgets for all design options were reviewed.

F. Renderings
 1. Rendering style should be sketchy. All three renderings should be done 
  in the same style. Rendering views:
 2. One from the corner of Highland in front of the Business School. Show a 
  portion of the fountain for context.
 3. One of the two story atrium space.
 4. One of a learning commons with an emphasis on technology.

G. Report
 A draft report will be issued 9/12, electronically.
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H. Meredith working to set up meeting regarding Sustainability with Raynard 
 Kearbey and Todd Spinks.  
 Next Meeting 9/22 to review comments from the report as well as preliminary 
 renderings.

September 22, 2011
Progress Review

Attending: See sign in sheet
Location: Willis Library

A. Update on Union Programming:
 1. Focus has been on finding points of synergy and potential collaborations 
  between the Union and Library. The time difference between projects 
  will present challenges, but also opportunities, for establishing 
  collaborative programs.

B. Other Collaborations:
 1. Partnership had also been discussed with the College of Visual Art and 
  Design, including the potential to include gallery space and/or 
  classroom spaces.
  a. CVAD is focused on its Fashion Collection, which is about to 
   become homeless. 
   • The Fashion Collection needs 20,000 SF, which is a 
    significant amount of space, and probably more than 
    the library can accommodate.
   • Digitization of the collection is under way.
   • Due to the nature of student interactions with the 
    collection, only a small % can be made remote. 
   • However, the Library could potentially provide the 
    Fashion Collection with exhibition space.
 2. In January 2012, a new 3,600 SF library affiliated Learning Commons 
  will open in Sage Hall. (Add facility to master plan report)

C. Comments on Draft Report: 
 1. Need more information on the potential new storage location in 20 
  years. Committee hasn’t discussed in full detail. Clarify what, why, and 
  how?
  a. The new storage location is in line with the long-term goals of 
   the master plan and UNT’s aspirations to become a Tier 1 
   Institution.
  b. Retrofitted structures are not nearly as efficient or functional as 
   newly built ones, which provide the safest and most secure 
   environment for books. A new facility would be an ideal solution 
   to the Library’s long term storage needs.
 2. Committee will prepare additional comments for the final meeting. To 
  be submitted to Shannon prior to the meeting.
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D. Review of Draft Renderings:
 1. General Comments
  a. Add label stating “conceptual renderings” to avoid confusion 
   of intent
 2. Exterior View
  a. Show more people and activity at street level
  b. Show stacks and more people/activity in the interior (glass box) 
   of the library
  c. Show more activity, green, vegetation, and people on the 
   terraces
  d. In foreground, include street lighting, “softer” asphalt (lighter 
   color and pavers), people and cars
  e. Remove concrete pattern visible through trees
  f. Possibly add more detail to building façade: slab joints? 
   materials? wall perforations?
  g. Need better visibility through trees to the building (either remove 
   every other one or make more transparent)
  h. Show more green and activity in the Library Mall
  i. Fountains should be more vibrant (blue?), show more water 
  j. Potential of showing signage and art on the exterior of the 
   building?
  k. What will happen to the flags by Highland? Need to address in 
   renderings and/or report, since they have special significance 
   for the campus. 
 3. Learning Commons
  a. Need to show people and activity, movement (elevators? 
   escalators? etc.) 
  b. Possibly pull back floor near the windows to expose a slice of 
   the basement. 
  c. Show more technology options
  d. Try out different furniture arrangements to show more 
   collaborative activity and technology:
   • Include mobile screens and whiteboards
   • Overhead screens and display technology 
    (projections?)
  e. Reverse arrangement of lounge so more collaborative seating 
   and activity is near the foreground of the rendering
  f. Resolve what is happening in the background: Show study 
   rooms, stacks, etc. 
  g. Color scheme needs to be adjusted (either comprehensive 
   overall color scheme or mostly white with accents of bright 
   colors) 
  h. Also, potential of showing some signage and art on walls, along 
   with digital projections, etc.
 4. Roof Terrace
  a. Populate with more people and activities
  b. Need more diversity of seating options: Show some larger 
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   tables and more collaborative activities going on outside
  c. Need to show more detail in interior as well: Potentially show 
   study rooms, stacks, etc.?

E. Upcoming Events: 
 1. Sustainability meeting on 9/27 with Todd Spinks and Raynard Kearbey
 2. Final Committee Meeting is on October 13th, 2011, at which point 
  there will be:
  a. Review of Sustainability Report
  b. Review of Final Renderings
  c. Final comments for the Master Plan
  d. Submission of the Revit Model
 3. Following the meeting, any necessary changes will be made to the 
  report, and the final version will be submitted to the committee 
  approximately a week thereafter.
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